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' £ You can't

turn back the

clock, but you
can wind it up
again. '

* At NSHS there is always a shoulder to

lean on.

9 This year, 1997, is a

turning point for Newton
South High School.
South's history will

change greatly from this

year to next year. The
most important turning

point is that the history

will change greatly from

this year to next year. The
most important turning

point is the retirement of

Dr. Ernest Van Seasholes who has been principal of the high school

since 1974. Next year the faculty and students will welcome a new
principal to the Newton South family. In addition to a new leader, South

will also welcome the advantages of a new auditorium, library, and fine

arts facilities. Also, next year South will abandon its traditional schedule

and adapt a new time and learning schedule.

0 For the seniors, this year is a crucial point in their lives as they

leave their homes and venture into the adult world of college or work.

Also, almost all of the seniors were born in 1979 and are now gradu-

ating in 1997. If you turn the last two digits of both those years, they

become the other. Thus, 79 goes to 97.

0 1997 is a turning point in the lives of all the members of the New
South community. Good luck in the future.

Jen Chitel, Amy Farman, Chantal Levitt

Editors-in-Chief
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Dedication

Ernest Van B. Seasholes



"A truly wise and caring man. All that he has given of himself has made South as Van can often be seen cheering on the Lions

wonderful as it is." — Mr. Todd

W dedicate this yearbook to Van Seasholes, principal of Newton South High School for the last twenty-three years,

who has been a model to us all. This gentle, modest man has molded a school academically distinguished, psycho-

logically sensitive, yet vitally alive to contemporary challenges. South is a resilient, far-reaching place in large part

because of his vision.

Perhaps one word that captures Dr. Seasholes is ubiquitous. He is present and attentive to the needs of each member of our

community. Every year, he knows all South students by name and remembers them years after. Before vacations, he visits

classes to wish us well, writes to us before school begins and after it's over. No ball game goes unattended; no sick student in

the hospital goes unvisited. His strength, love, and sorrow during the tragic deaths of our students were palpable. This extraor-

dinary presence, the tall, well dressed, slightly smiling, warm man, does much to bring together the many disparate elements

of our public high school.

Another characteristic of Dr. Seasholes is his self-effacing, yet courageous manner. He will frequently put himself forward to

protect and help others, yet rarely claim credit for his accomplishments, which are substantial. Although he has taught in

Nigeria, developed our Chinese sister program at the Jing-Shan School, created and helped maintain the Principal Center and

other boards at Harvard, been a longtime member of such boards as the College Board and Amherst College, where he also

received an honorary degree, we do not hear of these. When he was chosen one of the country's most distinguished principals,

thereby enhancing South's national reputation, we did not hear it mentioned. Instead, he speaks of the track team's marvelous

spirit or the pluck of girls' field hockey. He celebrates a trip of the chorus, or a meal served by students at Rosie's place. He
fights for the rights of all students. He himself may walk the "Hunger March," but he will talk instead of the disabled student

who made the trip.

When such leadership occurs, all reach a little harder and higher. The school is inspired. Such inspiration and quality are

very hard to lose. We honor him.
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In Memory

Dr. Margaret Addis

Rana Saab

"Beautiful on the inside as well as on the outside, Rana was a loyal friend who will be sadly

missed, but never forgotten." — Rachel Carlino

For over twenty years, Margaret Addis served

as the chairman of the Newton South guidance

department. She fought avidly to ensure the

best for her students, and her devout attitude

inspired the fellow faculty to do the same. Un-

fortunately, Dr. Addis passed away in early July

after a long bout with cancer. Her passing

touched all, and a memorial was held in her

honor on September 4. Margaret Addis spent

almost 50 years as an educator, and 30 years

at Newton South. Her dedication to her job and

the well being of students will be missed by

those in both the Newton South community

and the country.

By Denebola writers

Many may not remember Rana Saab. She at-

tended Newton South for only a brief two years.

She died late in our sophomore year, only five

months before the car accident. The previous

summer, doctors had diagnosed Rana with can-

cer. For reasons of her own, Rana chose not to

share her burden with her many friends in the

Newton community. With the sole support of 1

her family, she underwent chemotherapy for

the remaining half year of her life.

Rana was caring, outgoing, hard-working,

and completely unbashful. Some may remem-

ber her screaming through the hallways fresh-

man year. Others may remember Rana's un-

rehearsed and often humorous gymnastics rou-

tines. Her close friends all have personalized

memories of a time he or she helped her with

schoolwork, rolled down the hill behind Brown

with her, or just made her laugh.

By Amanda Treat
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Some people come into your life and quickly go. They leave footprints on your heart and you will never be the same.

Ricky Harrington Gabe Puccia

One year after that tragic accident, as the students of Newton
South bustle through the hallways, something seems to be miss-

ing. Maybe it's the smiling face that Ricky was never seen without

or maybe it's the echo of Ricky's laugh as it trailed behind him

after someone told him a joke, or maybe it was that determined

look that Ricky had as he drove through the paint in one of our

basketball games. Whatever special memory you have, one thing

is for sure; he'll never be forgotten.

When I think about it, I just miss my friend. Ricky was always

there for me whenever I needed him. Whether it was to celebrate

a well earned victory or to lean on after a tough day, Ricky was

there. Ricky cared about everyone, and it showed by the love and

support that he showed all of us. We should all strive to be more
like Ricky, Gabe and Matt and share their outlook on life. For

those who knew them, we'll never

forget. Those who never did meet

them missed an opportunity to know
three great kids from Newton South

High School. We'll never forget you

boys, RH, GP, MP 10/13/95.

By John Krazinski

No matter how hard this time has been, we must remember
the time that was. We were lucky to grow up with Gabe. We can

all appreciate his style, especially in the last year of his life. He
became so much more confident and his free spirit was admired

by all. He was a kid who walked on the edge, but didn't fall. Sure,

he stumbled a bit, but he handled his troubles. I can cite thousands

of examples to describe Gabe's personality, but I think one can

almost sum it up. 1 saw him after school one day, just after he

returned from St. Sebastian's, his new school. He was dressed

strictly according to the dress code. His tie was tied in a square

knot and loosely dangled from the collar of his flannel shirt. His

jacket was strewn about his waist, and a soccer ball rested against

his slashed slacks which also seemed to serve as a note pad for

he had math equations scribbled all over them. I laughed, and he

countered, "Hey, I like the dress

code. The dress code is my friend!''

When stress is high, it is important

to look back on Gabe and remember
his free spirit. He was a kid who got

a rush from making others smile. He
had a knack for making people laugh

and at putting a different perspective

on things. May his memory make us

smile forever.

by John Hugg

In Memory 7
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Melissa, Abby, Lindsay &
Bethie spend quality time in

the gym
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The typical student's life: roll out of bed at 7:20, run to class just in

time to miss the bell, sleepwalk through Trig test, Chem lab, Hamlet, Spanish

quiz, and film on the Great Depression, go home, homework, eat, more
homework, maybe half an hour to take in "Friends," sleep. Right? Believe

it or not, underneath the layers of homework and sleep depravity, the life of

a typical South student is not so generic. South students share the bonds of

cheering for the Lions on Thanksgiving, scrubbing rides home as Frosh,

securing the rite of passage to the "lot" as upperclassmen, cramming the

block before a test in the "library" (Goodwin to those who can remember
it), sludging through the mudpit called the courtyard after rain and snow-

storms, and running into classmates during one's daily pilgrimage to Need-

ham Street.

In fact, there is no typical" student life. Kids pursue every activity

thinkable, from rock climbing, electronic music, to South Stage, in and out-

side of school. On weekends, students' interests also lead them astray from

the confines of the cozy community. When asked about her plans, senior

Betty Yee replied, "I'm going to the Red Sox game." While some students

surf the internet, two dudes named Dave take pleasure in surfing Rhode

Island. As for nutrition, perhaps senior John Hugg's takes on the balanced

diet, "A liter of Coke for breakfast, and donuts and chocolate for lunch,"

explains the mystery of why he's so tall. And certainly, not every student

follows the same nocturnal patterns as junior Jon Eddy, who goes to bed

at eight and wakes up at four to do his homework.

Although the life of the South student may seem average on the surface,

in reality the "typical" South students are incredibly diverse. In fact. South

students are proud of their ability to lead the lives they want to lead, to follow

the path they choose, and take pride in their differences.

Student Life Points Of View

by Marissa Wong

Student Life 9
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The Starting Point

BACK TO SCHOOL
It's the end of August. We all know what

that means: commercials bombard us with

a plethora of school supplies; fat maga-

zines come in the mail depicting the hip

new trends of the fall. And thoughts turn

away from days at the beach with a walk-

man to days at desks with Dickens and

Scott Foresman. Asking your boss for the

weekend off becomes asking Mr. Goggin

for an extension.

Going back to school after two short,

hot months of pure freedom results in a

myriad of emotions: dread, nervousness,

and for many seniors, excitement. "I was

psyched, it was senior year! Come on!"

exclaimed senior Anthony Coletti. Oth-

ers were less than thrilled. Sophomore, Al-

ex Wong, summed up the feelings of most

underclassmen by saying, "I really didn't

want to come back. But now that I'm back

it's all right. But still, I can't wait for sum-

mer."

by Erica Robison

Albei

Diversity is one of Newton South s best qualities.

Danna, Sara, and Lindsay squeeze through the hallway

10 Back to School







Orange and Blue Day

Naomi, what's that white stuff on your nose?

Orange and Blue Day is a deep, deep day

If Cher from "Clueless" had come to

Newton South on October 4 this year, she

would no doubt have said, "What are they

thinking?" We looked like a mass of wild

and crazy clashing fools. But we had a

good reason for it: it was Newton South 's

annual Orange and Blue Day. This is the

one day which truly captures the essence

of Newton South spirit. Students hit every

party shop in town, as well as every South

alumni's closet, to grab hold of everything

orange or blue. From hats to shoelaces to

shirts to painted faces, whatever you can

dream of can be seen in the halls of New-

ton South. Even the faculty show their

pride in Newton South paraphernalia or

orange and blue articles of clothing. And
the crazier the better, especially according

to the upperclassmen who come up with

the most creative and original outfits.

Orange and Blue Day is the perfect day

for students to bond while showing their

common spirit. Nima Saati said, "I like

orange and Anthony likes blue." Or, as

Fred Starikov said, "Cool kids wear or-

ange and blue."

By Talia Abrahamson

Re^l girls wear orange and blue

Orange and Blue Day 13 /^fS



Fashion: Turn to the Right

People wear almost anything at Newton

South. You can see students with fur car-

pet bags, black leather pants, pajamas,

platform shoes up the wazoo, glitter on

their eyelids, "daisy dukes" and lastly, our

personal favorites, Newton South attire.

Jess Gold feels strongly on the topic of

fashion and quite frankly, we agree with

her." The people at our school generally

don't know how to dress. Some students

just try to look good when they really can't,

no matter how hard they try. And some
simply have "taste." South is a diverse

school when it comes to fashion. Some
kids still think they're living in the 80's

while some try to predict the future by

decking out in silver astronaut suits from

Apollo 13. As an anonymous senior

states, "If my circulation's still flowing,

then it's no good." On the contrary, senior

Amy Farman believes that she can still

"be comfortable and look good without

cutting off my blood flow." Remember, no

matter where you are or what you're do-

ing, "You are what you wear."

by Jen Chitel and Julie Lee

Ticky Ticky Tembo Nosorembo
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The Point
Looking at the clock in agony, students

at Newton South sit on the edge of their

seat waiting for the bell to ring at 1:20 pm
on Friday signaling the beginning of the

fun filled, "Let's drive around all night,"

Newton South weekend.
South students do many different things

during the weekend, but they all have one
thing in common. They all end up in the

back of Lil' Peach, their very own hangout
at least once a night.

Occasionally the students at Newton
South are blessed with the guaranteed
monthly Club Spin. The real question is

what happens after it! With no mode of

transportation except their bikes or legs,

the underclassmen rely on their parents to

bring them home after the dance. How-
ever, for the people with transportation

they seek entertainment in Boston, or Chi-

natown, or face the fact that any party in

Newton will be over ten minutes after it

started.

The hype for the weekend is so powerful

and intense that they begin planning on
Monday A-block and anticipate until Fri-

day F-block. A great weekend to a South
student maybe not remembering it at all or,

just "hanging' with their buds."

If there finally is a social get-together in

an empty house, by all means go and enjoy

yourself, but don't forget to keep your mo-
tor running for the Newton Police will be

there momentarily!

By Naomi Friedman and Ian Cohen

Anyone want to play 5 card stud? Hey Ema and Aba that cake looks great!

Parties 1
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Someone To Turn To

Sharing the car, borrowing clothes and

nodding to each other as you pass by in

the halls are the ways most siblings at New-
ton South act towards each other. Having

an older brother or sister to look up to can

make adjusting to high school much easier.

Freshman Andrew Farman is psyched to

have a senior for a sister, "Amy is so nice

to me and I look real cool when her senior

friends say hi to me in the halls." It's also

a lot of fun to see a younger sibling shuf-

fling through the hallways as a freshman.

Younger siblings are also always eager for

advice about homework and teachers.

Senior Chantal Levitt thinks, "It's really

weird to see my brother and all his friends

at South because I've always thought of

them as so much younger." However
there are other benefits. Sometimes a few

lucky freshmen can sneak into that upper-

classmen party if they have an older sibling

who is "babysitting" for the evening.

Chantal agrees, "It's cool because I know
more people in all the different grades

now."

By Shuki Haiminis

We are family!

18 Siblings







Hard Labor

The high school senior has 3 essential

properties: go to school, sleep when not

in aforementioned building, and eat in the

interim. To facilitate the third necessity,

the senior needs a constant source of in-

come, aside from begging for exorbitant

amounts of money from his or her ha-

rassed parents. Therefore, the lazy, pa-

thetic, blood sucking, neanderthalic mon-
grels unwillingly find themselves with one
frightening resort: join the work force.

Amazingly enough there are a few token

employers who are willing to hire these

grumpy lumps of knockwurst. Keep in

mind the seniors do not have enough re-

maining usable brain mass to handle diffi-

cult chores. Thus, they are left with mean-
ingless slave labor jobs.

"I am a completely unskilled individual.

I have absolutely no redeeming qualities,

and rarely am I worth anything to anyone.
But at Structure, I'm like butter." said sen-

ior Justin Liu.

Others, however, don't shine as much
as Liu. Senior Jen Chitel feels unappre-
ciated and neglected at Johnnie's Lunch-
eonette. "Although I am the hostess, I feel

I don't have the same impact on the cus-

tomer as the chef's Turkey Surprise." The
senior laborers, although inept, truly be-

come their jobs.

By Jeff Hahn and Fred Starikov

Start at the top at Blaine.

Jobs 21
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Turn in for the Night

For many people their room is their refuge, a place where no parents

or siblings can enter without knocking. Privacy is a big issue because one's

room is a sacred place where no one should be allowed to enter without

permission. "My room is where I go to get away from my sister," said

senior Joe Sheftel. Because so much time is spent in our rooms eating,

sleeping, studying or just having fun, many decorate their rooms accord-

ing to their personalities. "My bedroom definitely reflects my personality

because I have tons of pictures of things on my walls that represent what

I like," said junior Jordana Gilman. Many are able to express their more

creative side through ornamenting their rooms. "My room has a lot of

light and a lot of colors, so it's lively and a nice place to be. It's what I like Justin, get out of my room!







Turn Me Loose

What are you looking at Ese, don't you know I'm Lo-

Most juniors and seniors can count on

someone and someplace to go out to dur-

ing free blocks. Not many have the cash to

do this three or four times a day, but they'll

go for the ride, sophomores and freshman

rely on staying in the cafe or on someone's

car.

Since David McCoy won't let us stay in

the parking lot and make as many car

alarms go off as possible, we are forced to

go out. Some of the better places to go are

Ming Garden (bad fortune cookies), Pa-

nella's, and if you have the time Burger

King on Route One.

Most Seniors eat in a free block and look

forward to the next one. Free blocks are a

time to relax and get away from all the

stress; everyone should have as many as

possible.

By Mike Clark

You can obviously see that Mike Clark had

one too many free blocks.

Hey, Lampshade stop looking at my bum



Danger Zone: Construction
For the past two years, Newton South

has looked somewhat like a big disaster ar-

ea: huge piles of dirt and big machines eve-

rywhere, cement pipes stacked along Bran-

deis Rd., and false walls protruding into al-

ready crowded hallways. Yet, supposedly,

there is some method to this madness. The
renovations are still scheduled to be com-
pleted before the end of this school year.

So perhaps as you read this out in the court-

yard, you will be looking across newly-

grown fluorescent green grass ar a school

void of metal fences and endless orange

mesh.
While we have grown accustomed to the

longer walks to classes (only half the school

ever saw the hallway that ran between Cut-

ler and Goodwin), many students, especial-

ly upperclassmen, still anxiously await the

completion of construction. "I hope that we
don't have to spend half our time at South

under these conditions and not get to enjoy

the finished results," said senior Jess
Deth. This sentiment is shared by many.
Senior Josh Funk dislikes traversing the

courtyard in bad weather. "1 hate when it's

muddy because you slip all over the place

and people laugh at you if you fall," he ex-

plained. Although we will definitely have to

spend another winter avoiding snow banks

and slush puddles as we slide across the

courtyard, hopefully by spring we'll be en-

joying the benefits of a real library. Until

then, there's nothing to do but close our

eyes, cross our fingers, and hope that the

banging stops. — by Marni Schultz

I9!||!R jp<ij i

There's a pole coming out of the ground

This is Newton South's new elevator system

Hey where's your hard helmet?

26 Construction







Turn the Beat Around

As freshmen we shuddered insecurely at

the thought of going to an all-school dance

and being in the presence of intimidating

seniors. Now, four years later we can hard-

ly remember those feelings of uneasiness

as we stride in fully ready to boogie down.

The dance "The Grind,'' "Club Spin" and

the Turkey Dance all helped to improve

the reputation of South dances. The fog

machine, strobe light, and the newly estab-

lished non-alcoholic bar have all been great

successes. The driving force behind, "Club

Spin" was to create an atmosphere more

like a night on the town than a school

dance. "School dances are a good oppor-

tunity to meet new people in a more re-

laxed setting opposed to the everyday

school environment," senior Lou Turgel

remarked. So panicked freshman and self-

assured seniors get down and, "Everybody

dance now!"

by Michael Cooper

Richard Brokoff and Aly Schwartz pose for a picture

Dances 29 fel



The Turnpike

One cannot fully experience South until

driving into the senior lot for the first time.

Under the surface of proper glass,

smashed pumpkins and yard waste lies the

haven for the seniors of south.

But driving is not just the parking lot.

One must contain the vast knowledge of

the clutch, or at least the ability to push the

lever into drive. Besides the essentials and

the parking "Lot," driving is a ticket to

freedom. If half the senior class isn't sitting

on your "car" then you are permitted to

leave at your will. Most of the time, that

leads one to Neeham Street and the vast

array of delicacies it has to offer.

The privilege of driving is not without its

faults. Accidents do happen. "I love driv-

ing, especially in reverse," concedes Sen-

ior Lubov Getmansky. That says it all.

Overall, driving at South has been an ex-

perience. Most of us can say that we have

survived with no permanent scars from

stray footballs or Nadia Alam. The days

of driving at South couldn't be better.

By Rachael Kaplan and Tara Broughel

Ring our bells for a view







Turn Your Spirit On
, m —

Everyone at Newton South loves that

spirit. It's a great way to make a fool out

of yourself and not feel out of place. As
frosh AJy Venti puts it, "Even though I

looked like an idiot, I still felt like I fit in."

Many team's come up with extremely orig-

inal team spirits. For example, sometimes

walking down the crowded halls of the

school, you can see guys in drag, girls in

their pippy longstocking attire, or teams in

togas, Some common spirits include dress-

up, wearing uniforms, or dressing all in

one color. "It's a fun way to get use out of

my wacky, zany costumes" said junior Em-
ily Rindler. Senior captain Rachael Ka-

plan exclaimed, "Team and school spirit

are both good ways to bring the school to-

gether, I love it!" So, go out there, put on

some crazy outfit, join the others, and have

fun!

by Julie Farago and Elissa Lapide

I don't think were in Kansas anymore.

Spirit 33 ^jgSL



Senior Slump

Senior Slump is a valuable time of real-

izations during one's senior year. Ques-

tions that one would previously never ask

oneself arise: Do I really feel like doing

homework ever again? Will my teachers

care if I skip the first five classes and come
late to the next thirty-five? Are contingents

relevant to my life? Whatever the question

may be that pertains to school, the answer

is NO! School doesn't need you anymore,

seniors! It is time to get ready for college,

pretend it's summer time, so Hakuna Ma-

tata which means, "no worries for the rest

of your life.
-

' Senior Slump is time to re-

lieve all the stress that once caused you

pimples and no sleep. Most importantly of

all, it's time to be wild and crazy and let

those irrelevant homework assignments

go. At all times, remember these words of

wisdom from senior Fred Starikov, who
has been slumping since Freshman year:

"Let's have a gay old time."

By Eric Shoicket

J

What the hell are we wearing?

34 Senior Slump
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The features of this amoeba
are intriguing

Pressure Point

# Academics are a vital part of Newton South High School. We
are part of an elite group of schools which offer a rich selection

of classes such as Russian, Hebrew and Chinese. Our school is

designed so that whatever classes you may choose to take you

will get an outstanding education.

# Whether you have to get up at 6:45 to make your A-block

class or you are able to sleep in until homeroom, your day is

filled with non-stop learning. A typical student's schedule is go-

ing from pre-calculus across the school to studio art back to

creative writing then on to psychology then to Spanish next to

chemistry and ending with Latin, using those crucial five minutes

to maneuver your way around the construction. Students at

South deserve a lot of credit for their constant diligence and

effort.

By Fred Starikov, Jen Chitel, and Amy Farman

Academics 39 7*^f



Studying

Thank God this organizer comes with a hockey game. There are a bunch of savages in this town.

40 Studying



At any time on any given day if you walk into what used to be

Goodwin Commons, you will inevitably find what bears some re-

semblance to a library, and South students of all grades using the

space as a place to get some last-minute cramming in before the

test. While some prefer cramming, others, like junior Jon Eddy,

plan their time and wake up at four in the morning to get their

work done. Others simply try and avoid studying as much as pos-

sible. Some people even have a favorite position to study in, like

senior Dave Mansbach who reaps the benefits of studying up-

side down so the knowledge and blood can flow directly to his

head. However you study, though, most agree that it has to be

done.

By Tania Wong

Shoshana keep your eyes on your own paper. All right. I'll never skip class again!

Studying 41
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Teachers and Students

Ms. Fairley says. "I'll give you an A if you bark. Who's the master?

42 Teachers and Students



In elementary school, they teach you your ABC's and not to

eat paste; in college, they will most probably lecture at you for

class periods on end. However you look at it, teachers have al-

ways played an important part in their students' lives, and Newton
south is no exception. The faculty at Newton South is unique in

its willingness to listen to the ideas of its students and, as a result,

its ability to facilitate a type of mutual learning and an education

based upon mutual respect between teachers and students. Even

the administrators at Newton South like the housemasters and

Dr. Seasholes take time out to teach a class. However much we
might dislike them when Sunday night rolls around and in the

middle of the Simpsons and we realize that we have a paper and

a test due tomorrow, we also should remember all they do for us.

The teachers at South are willing to offer us extra help in our

subjects, advise us for clubs, guide us through a particular subject,

and even read our essays and write us college recommendations

when the time rolls around. Students at Newton South, for these

and many more reasons, are extremely lucky to have the teachers

they do.

By Emily Porter

Give me the 8 footer.

really has no idea what they're talking about. Wow, that baby has a big left ear.
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Life skills is a program designed to teach stu-

dents with special needs the skills needed for

independent living and jobs after high school.

Students in the program study not only the ba-

sic academic subjects, but also household and

job skills. Some students hold jobs at local busi-

nesses, while performing necessary tasks

around school such as mail delivery and recy-

cling.

As well as learning the household and job

skills, the life skills students are taught the so-

cial skills necessary for successful interaction

with each other and mainstream students.

With the help of teachers and experiences in

the life skills program, students are able to suc-

ceed in the competitive active world after grad-

uation!

By Emily Brock, Margaret Murphy, Ka-
te Ullman

Life Skills 45



English As A Second Language
4Rt A

The ESL program provides students from countries such as

Russia, Japan, Poland, Taiwan, Israel, Brazil, Holland and many
more with a valuable resource at South. Imagine all the adjust-

ments and changes you have to deal with when moving to another

town; well imagine what it would be like to move to another coun-

try and then have to learn another language as well. The ESL
program at Newton South provides these students with help in

improving their fluency in reading, writing, and speaking the Eng-

lish language. The goal of the ESL program is to aid the students

in the two to twenty blocks a week they are there in order to help

them feel comfortable enough with their new environment and

second language to attend the typical classes for their grade level

at South. The ESL curriculum also includes classes which cover

American history, as well as the writing and grammar work. New-

ton South prides itself on its diversity, and at the core of that

diversity lies the ESL program.

by Emily Porter

This boy types his paper. Hmm. What should I write?"
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Nursery School
Matthew, Ana, Shea, Mika, Nathan, Phillip,

Paul. Kevin, Daniel, Samantha, and Levy al-

ways manage to make us laugh. They are ador-

able young creatures that love to run around the

room making sounds, playing games, reading

books, doing puzzles, coloring, and painting

and it doesn't matter what they are doing be-

cause every activity is for them. It does not mat-

ter how dirty they get, how bad their diapers

smell, who was mean to them, how bad snack

was or how much they miss their mommy, for

those few hours they enjoy being in school.

When you look at those kids, you notice their

genuine thirst for knowledge as they study hard

to learn the ABC's and their complete yearning

to grow up as they try to remember to brush

their teeth every night and morning. It was nice

to watch most of them enter the years as young
three year old, loud, uncooperative, obnoxious,

unable to sit still for a story, leaving as mature

but still young four year olds, willing to hold a

discussion with the high schoolers, asking ques-

tions hoping to learn something from the an-

swer, searching for us to teach them how to

read. It is remarkably frustrating often times to

watch these inexperienced kids be hurt by other

kids, watching them say, "You're not my
friend, so you can't come over an play today .

i .
" However other times it is rewarding when

you see the kids smile and comment enthusi-

astically on how they enjoyed the project you
planned. Often when working with the nursery

kids we found ourselves reminiscing and trying

hard to remember how we were at their age,

but that was too difficult. It seems strange that

we worked with these kids so early in their lives

that they will never be able to remember us, but

we will always remember them.

By Jenny Woolf and Jen Burns

- 9'1
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v

Making Valentine cards is fun. Oh. so many little kids to keep track of.

Dave, Steve & Eric play with their new friend. Don't throw sand boys.
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One-to-One.

\fter many weeks of preparation, the day we were all waiting

finally arrived: it was time to meet our little brothers and sis-

5. We had all been waiting for anticipation wondering who they

uld be? Would they like me? Would I like them? And in mid-

vember all our questions were answered. For the rest of the

ir, most of us spent about three hours a week with out "child"

ich rustled in many strong bonds being formed. Going skating,

:ing a movie, and visiting the museum are just some of the

nerous activities students can do with their child. Other pop-

r activities include going to the park, playing basketball, and

ting cookies. No matter what the activity may be though, just

ng there for your child is what matters most. "It felt great help-

a child who really needed me," senior Lesley Rosenbloom
± "I really enjoyed spending time with my little sister." Al-

>ugh many may find this program rather time-consuming, see-

the joy you're bringing into a child's life makes it all worth

tile. As senior Julie Lee put it, "One to One does take up a

1 of time, but I'm really glad I signed up for it. It's a great pro-

|im."

by Jackie Belliveau

Press my stomach and I'll laugh.

The G block class

The J block class

Athena and her little sister play at the park.
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Whether taken as a minor to fill those art requirements or taken

throughout all four years to pursue a passion, every student at

Newton South eventually comes to know the world tucked away
down the infamous art corridor. For many of us, the five art rooms

have created a sub-community at South that has let us escape

from the academic side of school each day, if only for an hour or

two. Senior Matthew Casey says, "I love Mr. Wixon's room
because of all the windows and the sunlight. It's always warm in

there, and I can go in and just do homework or work on my glass

project. And there's a radio!'' For many of South s more artistic

students, spending an hour or two each day in one of the art

rooms feels more like a relaxation than a class, and we even sac-

rifice our free blocks!

by Sarah Siebold

Does Na + and CI- make sodium chloride?

Sometimes I work in a printing press Paint Paint all day long, paint paint while I sing this song
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Gym is a class you can either love or hate. The fifty minutes of

exercise can be a fun-filled experience, or a horrible one. De-

pending on what teacher you have, who's in your class, and the

way you look at it, you will choose to go and participate, or go

to the nurse. The permitted three skips are enough for some
people, but for those who don't like to sweat during school, the

last week of the term is make up time. Students who don't like

gym but play sports feel that the two hours a week devoted to

gym are unnecessary. Sophomore Liz D'Auria said, "If you do

sports five days a week for two hours a day, isn't that enough?''

Other students argue that gym is a fun time to spend socializing

with classmates. "Gym is fun cause you can get all hot and sweaty

with your peers," said sophomore Elana Mann. But, everyone

agrees that a good teacher can make class fun. "I look forward

to gym and Ms. Kennedy's pink pants every week," said junior

Shawn Deweese, while senior Mike Snyder said. "Ms. Ken-

nedy's forty minutes stretches in a fifty minutes class are the

best!" Either way you always have something to look forward to

as a junior or senior. As senior Andrew McDonnell said, "In-

dependent study kicks butt!"

By Emily Bodner

Skipping rope is dope. If you only knew what these smelled like.
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The 96-97 school year will be remembered by local thespians as

the year of performances in the Cafe, moving music stands at

Brown, and the new South auditorium' s debut. Newton South s

drama club, South Stage, had a particularly ambitious year, av-

eraging a production a month, and totaling eleven plays and two

scene nights.

The year opened strongly with the complex play "Hard Times"

directed by our own Mr. Honeyman. Next up was the festival of

one-acts, consisting of three frosh/sophs and two upperclassmen

plays, and directed by seniors Marcy Grossman, Amy Kimpel,

B.J. Novak, and Emily Porter, and by South stage's favorite

guest director Margie Zohn. Derek Nelson (aka Ms. Leslie's hus-

band) directed the next show, "All in the Timing," and Megan
Schiff closed up the first semester with a one-act musical "Closer

Than Ever." The year concluded with the traditional fare of an

entry to the Mass. Drama Festival in late winter, the musical in

early spring, and the North/South Shakespearean play in late

spring, in the brand new South auditorium.

As the year winds down to a close, South Stage president Meg
Schiff reflects, "For the past four years theater has consumed

my life, and I've loved every minute of it." Kate Sydney observes

"South Stage ushers us from little freshmen amateurs to truly

passionate actors in only four years." Well maybe, but what can

be said of South Stage is this: "It's the only place where it's okay

to be weird!"

by Amy Kimpel

These sounds going through my mind.

Sorry, my leg goes up automatically when I kiss Dave. his person isn't scary or anything.
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Game Point

# Sports are a big part of life at Newton South. Par-

ticipating in a team is a great experience. "I love par-

ticipating in athletics! It has two great aspects: playing

a sport you love, and belonging to a gifted group of

people/
1

claims sophomore Marisa Keller. Physical

activity is very demanding and requires a lot of energy

and focus. However, playing with teammates makes
the hard work worthwhile and the task at hand more
bearable. "Sports developed my confidence and ability

to balance my schoolwork and athletics," says senior

Jeff Hahn. Although sports consume a large chunk of

a student athlete's time, they help build relationships

with people of all ages and a true sense of school spirit.

As Colin Hickey states, "Every time I step on the

field, I'm proud to be a lion." At South, sports relieve

our stress, build cooperation and give us all something

to cheer about!

By Carlynn Finn and Liz D'Auria
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Football

The Newton South Lions, led by

a strong core of returning seniors,

were poised to take the DCL by

storm. Unfortunately a series of

tough-fought close losses pushed

them back into the middle of the

pack. The skill level of the team far

surpassed the end result of 4-6. The
offense was run by starting quarter-

back Padraic O'Shaughnessy
and the dominant running of Mike
Nason, who surpassed one thou-

sand yards. The defense had its ups

and downs. Led by the tackles Ed-

dy Dabuzhsky, Adam Umina,
the free safety Scott Blanchard,

and the senior co-captain, lineback-

er Louis Turgel, they made it an

exciting season. "Football is a

rough, and tough sport. I love those

tight pants and crop tops, and I'm

not talking about the cheerlead-

ers," said senior Nora Capraro.
by Dan Sherwood

Umina surveys the play Michael Snyd

Nason rounds up the troops Who would eat 30 bag of lunches9
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Adam you're a monkey Hey Dave. Isn't the 1 supposed to be a 9. yaar
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Soccer
Your breath shortens, your cleats

squish, your socks soak, but your soul

strives for the thrill of the game. This is

what soccer is all about.

Despite the expansion of the soccer

field, the loss of ten of last year's seniors,

and multiple injuries, the team was not dis-

couraged by these "disadvantages." "The
team worked hard in practice, and we
were not intimidated by the other experi-

enced teams." replied senior Amanda
Treat.

"The outlook was not to be #1 in the

state, but to bond as a team and develop

into fine, young players. The chemistry of

the team is what pushed the players in the

games," replied senior Julie Horn. Each

player distributed their skills, talent, and

desire expressing maturity as players. The
team record was just shy of making it to

the state tournament. A tie against L-S,

and battles with Bedford and Westford ex-

emplify that the up-and-coming NS team
will not back down because of their inex-

perience of playing with each other.

Co-captains Kristina Cormier and

Marisa Casey both believe that NS soc-

cer looks bright for the future. Maturity and

experience will edge out other teams. This

year was a rebuilding year, but next year

the king of the jungle will be the "lions."

by Julie Horn

Julia trips the unsuspecting player.

First Row: Katie Warren, Allie Lainez. Christina Cormier. Eliza Krigman. Becca Rich. Second Row: Ali Fe

leger, Gina Spiegelman. Liz D Auria. Amanda Treat. Michal Shapiro. K.C. Stover. Emily Sullivan. Virgini

Vance, Marisa Berenbaum. Third Row: Coach Amitdogra. Ms. Smith, Dara Brickman. Carlynn Finn, Joann

Ducey, Vicky Kaplan, Julia Steinberg, Solonje Burnett, Susan Murray, Stephanie Whitehorn, Iris Tombac
Briana Zaplin, Carolyn Carver, Vicky Alia, Coach McCarthy.

!l
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jnt Row — Gabe Potter, Mike Mazzota. Dan Kleiman. Nat Jabbawy. Matt Bridges, Ian Cohen, Shawn

|
weese. Mike Garcia. Matt Aronson. Back Row — Coach Spencer, Doug Padden, Tyson Tyler, Sam Tucker,

ke Jabbawy. Jon Phillips, Salam Ashkouri. Gijon Polite. Josh Slater, An Berenbaum, Eric Yaffe, Paul Curley.

ach P J. Haskell

"The season will be composed of great

ups and downs and one must learn to ride

the DCL wave." — Coach P.J. Haskell

Few people recognize the transition the

program has made from four years ago
with Jaime (AKA Lawn Chairman) Horow-
itz and Mike Fogel up to this year's young
force led by captains Josh Slater and Ari

Berenbaum with seniors Eric Yaffe, Gi-

jon Polite, Salam (D.J. Babylon) Ash-
kouri, and Paul Curley. Although the

team lost captain Matt "Creator of the

Mighty Linda" Bloom, they added coach

Spencer to juice up the offense. Building

up the big games of the season. Coach Pa-

trick John Haskell guided the team
through unforgettable wins at Lincoln Sud-

bury, the "beautiful pitch at Boston Latin,

and league leaders Concord-Carlisle and

Acton Boxboro (tie with 16 seconds left.)

With a rising future of 15 returning Letter-

men, the future looks bright and promising

while the past season will always be longed

for, especially the rugby style "tackleing"

game.

By Paul Curley

Paul observes Mike and his ball handling skills. I shouldn't have made fun of the Coach's girlfriend Has anyone seen my contact lens:
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Cross Country

Led by the excellent coaching skills

of Marianne and Steve McChesney,
the girls cross-country team accom-
plished many goals this season. The
freshman, junior, and varsity teams
were all DCL champions. The girls

team captured the Eastern Massa-

chusetts Championship for the first

year in a row. The varsity was also

ranked twenty-fifth in the nation af-

ter wins at the Bay State and Brown
Invitationals.

As a team, we will remember all

the weeks of determination and
hard work we put in. 'This is the

best season NSXC has ever had,

our unity as a team brought us our

biggest victories," says senior cap-

tain Rachael Kaplan.
From running the infamous Bald-

pate Hill workouts to roaming the

halls dressed as Pippi Longstock-

ing, a NSXC runner can always be

found with a smile on her face.

By Jessica Deth and Shara Mill-

er

4

These girls are striving and riding on their horse. Emily, Jess, and Rachael hug the turns and each oth)

er. jP

Jessica and Marni bond on the monkey bars.

First Row— Coach Steve McChesney Second Row — Marni Schultz, Shara Miller. Anna Beardslee. Rachae

Kaplan, Emily Rindler. Jess Deth, Jess Bean, Kalah Auchincloss, Coach Marianne McChesney Third Row —

Francis Cutter, Kera Penney. Kathryn Chalifouz, Emma Zoomis, Melissa Cohen. Julie Farago. Adri Logalbo

Emma Sellers. Aly Venti Fourth Row — Meghan Rutenback. Kaitlin Cormier. Meghan Fletcher, Leann Shen

Rebecca Lessom, Sarah Venti
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>i— Coach Marianne McChesney, Jason Weng, Adam Singer, Eric Masters. Yuriy Bratslavsky, EvanSchultz,

^asey Zheng. Justin Panarese, Hideo Saito. Coach Steve McChesney, Robert Jose. Barry Greenstein, Brian

tothschild S— Matt Capstick. Peter. Brian Fairley, Yoni Haiminis. Vihann Kong. Yuval Mazor, Sirus, Robbie

ilverman, Chi Hoang. John Krasinski. George Matsumoto

This year's cross-country team had set

high goals at the beginning of the season,

many of which were accomplished. Often

overshadowed by a spectacular women's
team, the men made history this fall by go-

ing undefeated in the DCL. They also went

on to become DCL champions and qualify

for the All-state meet for the second year

in a row.

Sparked by the leadership of tri-captains

George Matsumoto, Chi Hoang, and

John Krazinski, the team displayed skill

as well as depth by having a combined JV
and varsity record of 15-1. Veterans Vi-

hann Kong, Robbie Silverman, and

Brian Rothschild, as well as newcomers

Yoni Haiminis and Yuval Mazor, all

greatly contributed to the incredible skill

and atmosphere of the team.

In a sport where a good day is measured

not by how good you are, but by how hard

you try, the lions showed that they truly are

the kings of the jungle.

by George Matsumoto

Run Krasinski run.
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Field Hockey
An extremely talented and well-rounded

field hockey team represented Newton
South this year. Hoping to compete in post-

season state tournament games, the field

hockey team battled its way through the

toughest league in Massachusetts. Remain-
ing optimistic and highly competitive in eve-

ry game, the team ended with a fmstrating

4-11-3 record. ''Although we didn't accom-
plish our goal of making the state tourna-

ment we still hung together and had a great

time." said co-captain Nadia Alam.
The unity of the field hockey team was

clear on and off the field. Led by a strong

core of nine seniors the team was deter-

mined to make Newton South history. The
starting line normally included seniors Julie

Lee, Jessica Gold, Heather Martin,
Jayne Sandman, co-captain Erica Brow-
ne, and Maggie Goldwasser, juniors, Ab-
by Kirschner, Alison Suzuki, goalie So-
phia Sahinidis and sophomores Bethie
Miller and Michelle Baldassari. The ver-

satility and talent of all varsity players helped

the team look past shortcomings and stay

optimistic throughout the season. Despite

early season injuries and disappointing

losses the team stayed and played tough to

the bitter end.

Some highlights of the season included

beating Bedford 3-0 at the annual night

game and holding DCL champs Concord-

Carlisle scoreless at halftime. Coaches Lyn
Meterparel and Jane Roderick inspired

the team to work hard and give every game
1 10%. The combination of spirit and deter-

mination created one of the best teams in

N.S. history. — Erica Browne

1
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Who's that person in the back? Don't lose your mouthpiece

Bottom: Captains Nadia Alam and Erica Browne Middle: Ariel Kramer. Jessica Gold, Leslie Rosenbloom

Julie Lee, Jayne Sandman, Heather Martin, Maggie Goldwasser Top: Leah Fine. Bethie Miller. Sophia Sach

indis, Michelle Baldasari. Alison Suzuki, Robyn Manouk, Abby Kirschner. Sheri Yee, Coach Jane Roderick

Field Hockey is fun!
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Bottom: Captains Brendan Maury and Jeff Han Top: Jeff Sieber.

Adam Miler, Coach Tom Steeves. (missing) Eric Shoicket.

Tom Corley, Dan Cherney. Jody Stern,

The golf team had a typical rebuilding sea-

son, having lost six golfers from last year's

squad. The inexperience of the golf team
was the reason for the 3-9-1 record. The
team started off the season with high hopes.

They seemed unbeatable after dominating

Concord-Carlisle in the opening match of

the season. Then reality hit as they went into

funk, losing eight matches in a row. The los-

ing streak ended in a close match against

Boston Latin. The biggest moral victory

came when the team tied the highly touted

team of Bedford. A loss to Concord-Carlisle

followed this. The final match came against

Boston Latin. South won convincingly to

sweep Boston Latin and keep from ending

up the sole holder's of last place in the Dual

County League.

The record of this team does not show the

quality of the dedicated golfers of the golf

team. No matter how badly this team lost or

was losing each golfer showed up with in-

tensity. The seniors stopped at nothing to

try and win every match. "I feel we played

better than our record shows. The DCL was
a tough league and we were competitive in

most of our matches," says Brendan Mau-
ri. He adds, "I thought the seniors set a

good example for younger players. The
learning experience of this season will make
them better in the long run."

The senior leadership and coaching of

coach Tom Steeves are what kept the team
together through the long losing streak. The
team had fun despite the disappointment of

a losing records.

by Tom Corley

The price is wrong Brendan Just give it a little tap tap tappy Maybe I should just get a hole-in-one and skip the

putting
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Volleyball

The Newton South volleyball team has

always been known as a hard working,

competitive, and successful team. This

year the 1996 volleyball girls proved just

that by striving to the top, earning the title

of undefeated DCL champions. The girls

united and made the team successful as

well as fun. All the girls played to their best

ability and practiced with more intensity

than ever before. "The 1996 women's V-

ball team is the beginning of a new era of

success," says Leanna Chin. "The teams

to come will look back on our squad of fe-

males and notice a competitive spirit as

well as our eagerness to win." They will

see a long, hard-worked three-out-of-five

game win, and the pride we all left with.

The 1996 volleyball girls made it to the

semi-finals of the state championship his-

tory yet again. I am sure with the coaching

of Judy Kennedy, an intelligent and capa-

ble woman full of hope and ideas, the

teams will only get much better. The 1996

volleyball girls are a team to remember.

By Adina Muler

If the ball drops, we're all going to die!
Rachel demonstrates

just like last year.

her exquisite defensive form,

Bing! Bang! Boom! #8 says that the ball deserves to get a beating.
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First Row. Adina Muler. Leanna Chin. Second Row. Simona Poberezsky. Rachel Herzig-Marx. Ellie Lobovits, Andrea Medina.

Third Row. Amanda Cuiffo. Rachel Ellerman. Simone Brandse. Jennifer Chin.



Cheerleading
"Cheerleaders rule the world,"' — this

year they really did. Anyone who came to

a football or basketball game couldn't help

but to participate in the spirit and enthu-

siasm that the 96-97 cheerleading squad

had. They worked hard everyday in sur-

passing their goals and everyone else's ex-

pectations becoming a leading squad in the

DCL. In addition to daily workout routines

and lengthy practices, the NSHS cheer-

leaders performed to perfection at pep ral-

lies, games, and especially competition.

The team was led by coach Christina

Grillo and captains Kerri Kazarian and

Rachel Abramovitz. "We had a lot of fun,

we laughed as hard as we worked,'' says

junior captain Rachel Abramovitz. Gril-

lo, an award winning coach from Connec-
ticut, recognized the potential of the

squad, taking them to a higher level and
competition. "Individual commitment to

the group effort is what made the team
work," says Grillo. This year's team was
very experienced from the beginning.

"Throughout our season we built a united

team based on mutual respect and dedi-

cation," says senior captain Kerri Kaza-
rian. It was a year to remember for the

cheerleaders working hard tossing high

and cheering loudly.

By Kerri Kazarian and
Rachel Abramovitz

Let's hope we catch her Noah Brother's sister stands proud

Liun

V 3

We're like two puppies under a blanket First Row: Carla Boccabella. Laura Gilroy, Kerri Kazarian, Nicole Brother. Rachel Abramovitz, Jade McCarthy.

Jeni Griffin. Second Row: Laura Bibbo, Hannah Hielman. Kathleen Rodrguez, Lindsay Aronson. Kate Spr-

ingfield.
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Powder Puff

Yeah, we won!!

With the cold, the snow, the lack of lines,

and spirit riding high, PowderPuff '96 was
sure to be an interesting game. Let 's just get

one thing out of the way: the seniors dom-
inated. The seniors were one up on the jun-

iors from the beginning, because of the ad-

ditional experience that they had from the

year before. During the two weeks of in-

tense training, the seniors were outside try-

ing to keep warm by doing suicides and oth-

er rigorous drills, while the juniors threw the

ball around and worked out in the gym. Pri-

or to the game, the juniors felt that they

were the favorites due to the enormous size

of their team and the magical power of their

"Gap" headband. However, not even
those headbands could prevent the potent

running game of the seniors as they sprint-

ed to a 36-8 victory. Lillian Shaller, Erica

Brown, Shara Miller, Jaime Lucove
and Tara Broughel's touchdowns put the

seniors far ahead. "The seniors worked so

hard at practice and it surely paid off in the

longrun. Maybe the juniors would like to

hire us to coach them next year." said sen-

ior quarterback Tara Broughel. Salonge
Burnett had a tremendous comeback, run-

ning the length of the field for a touchdown
to put the juniors on the board. Junior

Danna Ben-Akiva said "I was really nerv-

ous when I saw that I was being guarded by

Jen Chitel, but I soon realized she was no
match for me and the other juniors. This

year's game was a great competition and a

wonderful time was had by all."

By Lucy Muellner and Nora Capraro

Hi, I live in my last name. Tara shows off the score of the game.
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Basketball

The girls basketball team turned heads

and shocked the DCL this year with their

intense defense and undying offense. The

Lions were led by senior co-captains Jes-

sica Burrows and Daenya Rosbeck.

Junior Emily Brock, sophomore Anna
Brock and freshman Kiara Upshaw con-

trolled South's inside scoring and rebound-

ing. Junior Solonje Burnett, sophomore

Adri Logalbo, and freshman Joanna
Ducey's relentless defense caused many
problems for South's opponents. Out-

standing shooting by sophomore Carlynn

Finn and freshman Jessica Donovan
helped to lift South's offense. Giving the

Lion's the needed depth, senior Alexan-

dra Apostalakis and sophomore Vicki

Kaplan helped the Lions take on the

tough teams in the DCL. Time spent work-

ing hard together in practice paid off with

many big victories. The Lions were always

intense and never let up leading to a suc-

cessful season. With dedicated young play-

ers the team looks strong for years to

come, to carry on the Lions' pride!

By Daenya Rosbeck and Jessica Burrows

During the b-ball's free time they practice life saving

skills.

First row: Daenya Rosbeck and Jessica Burrows. Second row: Joanna Ducey. Adri Logalbo. Carlyn Finn,

Vicki Kaplan, Alex Apostolakis. Third row: Kiara Upshaw, Solonje Burnett, Emily Brock. Anna Brock. Jessica

Donovan, Amanda Treat.
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First row: Michael Beazer, Ari Hauben, Onaje Woodbine. Paul Curley. Tyson Tyler-Sumpter, Scott Blanchard.

Brendan Mauri. Jeff Levin. Second row: Joe Ripley. Matt Sable. Robert Bullock, John Krasinski, John Good-

Break him off a little sumpin' sumpin' O. Brendan fakes for a pass.

The 1996-97 boys' basketball team had

a very tough act to follow. Last year's team
compiled a 20-2 record, on the way to a # 1

ranking in the state tournament. Although

this year's Lions did not win twenty games,

they were successful far beyond their expec-

tations.

The team was led by its tri-captains. Ona-
je Woodbine, John Krasinski, and
Scott Blanchard. Woodbine could truly

score at will, leading the Dual County
League in scoring. Krasinski was a consis-

tent three-point specialist, while Blanchard

got every loose ball in all games. Seniors

Brendan Mauri and Matt Sable stepped

up when needed. Paul Curley was an ex-

cellent point-guard and Joe Ripley was al-

ways the quickest man on the floor.

Junior Tyson Tyler played in comple-

ment to Woodbine. Tyler led the team in

three-point percentage, and also fired up the

team with his tenacious defense. Juniors

Mike Beaser, John Goodson, and Jeff

Levin were thrust into key roles in only their

first year on the team. Beaser had no trouble

guarding the opposition's toughest player;

Goodson surprised everyone with his re-

bounding; and Levin was willing to take the

big shots. Robert Bullock and Ari Hau-
ben made large contributions to the team
with their ability to come off the bench and

make tremendous plays.

In the tradition of Newton South basket-

ball, the Lions' defense and intensity enabled

them to surprise their opponents throughout

the entire season.
by Matt Sable

mtY UAOqf COUNTY LEACUE
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A
John successfully recovers the ball.
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Indoor Track
The women's indoor track team started

the 1996-1997 season with high hopes

and clear goals. Everyone worked incredi-

bly hard to achieve both their personal and

team goals whether it involved hill work-

outs, ladders on the track, weights, or

drills. The practice schedules were hard,

with half the team at South and the other

half at North. They did manage to form a

spirited and talented team that valued both

hard work and fun.

Coaches Steven McChesney, Andrea

Melton, and Bob "Big Bird" O'Brien gave

a lot of time and knowledge of the sport to

make each athlete more skilled at events.

Although they never hesitated to make the

team work harder, they were always sup-

portive congratulating the team when they

met with success. The team also led by

captains Erica Browne, Rachael Ka-

plan, and Rebecca Shapiro, who all

tried to make the season as awesome as

possible.

The dedication of the women's indoor

track team came through in all of their

hard-earned performances. The team had

a very successful season and hopes to con-

tinue the tradition in the coming years.

by Rebecca Shapiro

Did Paul Curley teach you how to do that?

All that we want is another baby. Katherine don't hurt yourself hurdling a hurdle.

First Row: Rachael Kaplan, Rebecca Shapiro, Erica Browne. Second Row. Sarah Venti, Madeline Fleisher.

Julie Farago, Carolyn Avery, Phoebe Lee, Melissa Cohen, Megan Fletcher. Third Row: Jihae Kim, Lindsay

Ferner, Caroline Carver, Alissa Lapide. Sarah Hurwitz, Melissa Kramer. Fourth Row: Coach Steve Mc-

Chesney, Amy Greenstein, Candice Yee, Emma Sellers. Katherine McManmon, Emma Tzioumis, Katrina

Aitken. Aly Venti, Rebecca Strauss, Jen Schultz, Caroline Pandorf.
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(First row: Coach Steve McChesney. Hunter Fraser. George Matsumoto, Chi Hoang. Second row: Yuri Brats-

llavsky, Eric Shamus, Robert Jose. Hideo Sakan, Doug Mitchell, Edwin Chung. Gijon Polite. Third Row: Peter

iBelensky. Ben Schmidt, Vihann Kong. Kuval Mazor, Kevin Wang, Robbie Silverman, Brian Rothchild, Cyrus

IChung, Jason Wang, Jonah Berman. Fourth Row: Joe Kimpel, Justin Panarese, Bryce Kelley, Kenny Lei-

Ibensperger. Ramon Downes, Jon Evan. Juden Dass. Matt Caplan.

Voni, Vihann. and Sam smile after the sprint 16

miles.

Guys, what are you doing with your hands?

The Newton South boys Indoor track

had a successful season, compiling a 4-2

record as well as many impressive individ-

ual performances. Led by senior tri-cap-

tains Hunter Fraser, Chi Hoang and

George Matsumato, the team main-

tained a strong performance at all meets.

The indoor track team started off the

season by going 1-1 in their first meet

against Westford and Weston. They then

roared back against Bedford and Bishop

Fenwick, going 2-0. They split another

meet 1-1 beating Boston Latin but losing

to Lincoln-Sudbury.

Many noteworthy accomplishments

were made by sophomore Joe Kimpel in

the hurdles along with 4x400 meter relay

and 4x800 meter relay teams.

The boys team ended the season in an

admirable fashion, competing well in both

the DCL championship meet and the state

class B championship meet.

by Hunter Fraser

Vihann puts on a smile because he's psyched to be

chatting with Emma.
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Swimming and Diving
During the winter swim season, when

most students were home eating dinner,

the Newton South Girls' Swimming and

Diving team braved snow, sleet, and wet

hair to log one to two swimming miles

each night. The team attracted many new
swimmers and divers who will surely make
a splash in the years to come. While 1996-

97 was a rebuilding year due to several

graduation losses, what this year's team

lacked in experience, they made up for in

enthusiasm and commitment. The two

senior captains, Lucy Muellner and Aly

Schwartz, provided spirited leadership,

while an energetic corps of sophomores

and juniors exceeded many personal and

team goals. The highlight of the season for

these lionesses undoubtedly came in their

unprecedented win over arch rival West-

ford. "That meet was really exciting," ex-

claimed sophomore Jamie Sands Gold-

berger. "It all came down to the final re-

lay, and then we won!" Thanks to the

squad's dedicated coaches, Scott Pohl-

man, Scott Stover, and Joe Acconero,

the team's performance improved at every

meet. Head Coach Pohlman noted that,

"Although our record may not reflect it,

this team was the most hardworking I've

seen. They really had a stellar season."

By Liz D'Auria

Are you guys happy to see Fred and Eric?

Assume the position. Thornton Melon attempts the triple Lindy.

First row. Taryn McCarthey, Stephanie Lasker, Laura Walton, Aly Schwartz. Lucy Muellner, Liza Harrisorl

Kissy Diamond. Second row: Lindsay Sobin, Liz D'Auria, Lauren Schiff, Mellisa Cohen. Cheryl Quan. Thirl

row: Carly Schwartz, Liz Lazar. Emily Sullivan, Stephany Sammuels, K.C. Stover. Aliza Kreigman. Emill

Greenstein. Fourth row: Lauren Hugg, Katie Warren.
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This year the men's swimming and diving

team under coach Scott 'dawg' Pohlman, Scott

' 'diggity
'

' Stover and Joe
'

'Ack' ' Acconero swam
its way to a commendable two and seven record.

The team was led by Senior Tri-captains Jon
Chcsebro, Dave Lazarus, and Josh Oster-

berg whose constant commitment to the team

was invaluable. Resident superstar and profes-

sional model Josh Osterberg had a flawless sea-

son, winning all his races and leaving his com-

petitors breathless. Juniors Andrew Burger,

Josh Horn, Evan Kopel, and even lone Soph-

omore Walter Cho all had strong and continued

to better themselves as human beings. When
asked to comment on this year's team, Junior

Andrew Burger said, "South swimming rules,

yar!" The combined swimming and diving per-

formances of captains Jon Chesebro and Dave

Lazarus also helped to gain points for the team.

The freshman super squad of John Bergdorf

,

Dylan Ashwood, and Matt Greytek all im-

proved tremendously and were an essential part

of the team. "This was a rebuilding year, but can

we replace the seniors? As the numbers continue

to drop we still stay dedicated to keeping the

team afloat,'' said Scott Dawg. Boasting only

ten members this season, the men's swim team

set out for personal records, self-improvement,

and the search for truth. None of this would have

been possible without the dedication and support

provided by coaches Scott Pohlman, Scott Sto-

ver and Jon Acconero.

By Jon Chesebro

Pool side: where all the studs hang out. didn't know Hacksaw Jim Dugan swam. Is this the stroke where your breasts are involved?
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Gymnastics
The women's Gymnastics team is proud to have had

its most successful season in years. With a new spring

floor, constructed by the girls and guys teams, the gym-

nastics program was off to a promising start. The sea-

son opened with an exciting win over Brookline, and

an amazing victory over Lincoln-Sudbury, a team

which once had a dynasty in the Dual County League.

The Lions' domination over the Tigers was reaffirmed

when the team earned a high team score, sealing a win

at Newton North's Gym. "We're fun, flirtatious,

fantastic and flexible too!", said

Sophomore Jordyne Wu.

Every individual contributed toward the team's ac-

complishments. Coaches Deb Satter and Jeff Dias en-

couraged everyone on the team, helping us to learn

new skills and improve our routines. Senior Co-cap-

tains Pam Vasile and Jayne Sandman, led the team

by helping choreograph floor and beam routines, lead-

ing warm up. and ordering new blue and neon orange

leotards! Junior Mara Buchbinder, was a veteran,

performer on the beam, while junior Erin Washing-

ton showed off her dance ability on the floor exercise

and her tight form on the unevens. Junior Kate Spr-

ingfield was an established expert on the bars. Allie

Lainez showed great promise on bars with her sheer

strength. Our sophomore stars included Ali Ferleger

with her great beam routine. Gina Spiegalman with

her excellent bars set and handspring vault, Arielle

Zibrak with her Big Band, jam packed with dance

floor exercise, and Jordyne Wu with a powerful vault

and super-cute, crowd pleasing floor routine. The new

freshmen brought enormous talent to the team: Anne
Springfield, Janelle Amidon, Lulu Fan, liana

Vasserman, and Janice Wong.
I'll always remember the true unity of the 1996-97

gymnastics team. We had a great time talking before

practice, singing rap and dancing on the bus, and going

out together to celebrate after our meets."

By Pam Vasile

Give me a V!

First row: Lulu Fan. Janice Wong, Janelle Amidon, Kate Springfield. Erin Washington. Second row: Annj

Springfield, Aly Ferleger, Arielle Zibrak, Pam Vasile, Jordyne Wu, Mara Buchbinder. Third row: Jayne Sand

man. Gina Spiegalman, Liana Vasserman, Allie Lainez.
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The 1996-1997 mens' gymnastics team

expected to build on the last season's suc-

cess, but it would never have dreamed of

making the progress that it did. The team,

having lost only one senior, still had senior

co-captain Mike Chin, juniors co-captain

Jon Eddy, Ezra Benjamin, Mike Maz-

zotta, and Newton Lee, all of whom
strived to build broader skill bases for higher

scores.

Unfortunately, south lost Benjamin to a

broken wrist sustained during the second

meet of the season. However, a talented un-

derclass led by freshman Chris Dong and

sophomore Brian Sam pushed ahead to fill

the void. Dong, a club gymnast, contributed

more than 30 points per meet and dazzled

all with his floor and high bars routines.

Coach Steeves's neverending encour-

agement and patience was a key to this sea-

son's success. Also, this team had a great

work ethic and seemed to learn more eve-

ryday. By devoting its energy to a new con-

ditioning program and longer, better prac-

tices, South achieved its first goal of a meet-

to-meet improvement in team scores; and

individual scores increased by as much as

one point by the end of the season.

Furthermore, the team accomplished its

second goal— a 93-88 victory over Revere,

one of the most mentally unrelenting mens'

gymnastics teams in recent years, the 1996-

1997 squad has a lot to celebrate.

by Mike Chin

My legs are parallel to the parallel bars. In some countries this is considered suicide. How do you work this things
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Skiing

First row: David Simons. Jared Wilk, Mike Barden, Sam Randell, Eric Smookler, Matt Aronson. Second Row:
Jacob Heim, David Gordon. Ben Kooy, Clara Karpovsky. Sophie Dabushky, Mike Scheer, Rachel Tarko.

Third Row: Stephanie Whitehorn, Matt Tabas, Sabrina Hepburn, Corey Wilk, Marisha Futer, Jenny Krapi-

vinski, Emily Bodner, Shaina Forbush. Fourth row: Ethan Wood, Seth Fetters, Billy Abromowitz, Alex Silver,

Abam Garbus, Coach Nathan Spencer.

"Contrary to any rumors one may have

heard, Newton South does have a sk

team, and it is a varsity sport," said junioi

Ethan Wood, expressing the sentiments

of all members of the South ski team. The
team, which competes in both downhil

and cross-country competitions, was very

optimistic at the beginning of the 1997
season. The boys' downhill team was pre

pared to repeat its spectacular season oi

96, in which it made the states meet foi

the first time ever. As well, longtime coach

Mark Abend had left the team, paving the

way for popular rookie coach Nathan
Spencer. With senior male captain Cor
ey Wilk and senior female co-captains Sa-

brina Hepburn and Marisha Futer, the

season was destined to be a success.

While senior Alex Silver, junior;

Seth Fetters and Beth Abramowitz
sophomore Emily Bodner, freshmar

Sophie Dabushzky, and the rest of the

team had fine season, injuries and the

losses of graduate Erica Kovacs and sen

ior Noah Brother led to mediocre results

Still, as sophomore Matt Tabas put it

"Skiing es mi vida. I love the team, it

members, its captains, and even Blue Hill:

at times."

By Corey Wilk

It's smooth going when you wax it. Corey assumes the position.
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Hockey

First row: Adam Miller, Mikey Costa, Josh Jacobs, Alec Elbert, Eric Shooman. Second row: Dan Turgel,

Arang Emami, Lillian Shaller, Dave Levitan, Dan Aronson, Justin Budovsky, Avi Friedman. Third row: Ben
Stewart, John Tyer, Jared Weasel, John Noble, Shawn Deweese, George Sahindis.

The Newton South Ice Hockey Team, with <

very young and inexperienced team, was no
expected to do well this year. With a team com)

posed mostly of sophomores, and after the los:

of seven seniors the team was planning on ;

rebuilding year. But the team proved the doubt

ers wrong and instead had a winning season

full of heart and determination. For example af

ter an early 3-2 loss to Westford, South playe(

them again this time without injured leadin;

score George Sahinidis and won with Johi
Noble scoring the winning goal with 39 sec

onds left in the game. This key win tied the Li

ons for second place with Westford in the DCL
The team was guided by long time Head Coacl

Charles Rezzuti and Assistant Coach Bobbj

Mosca. This season the offense was led by sen

ior co-captain Josh Jacobs, junior Johi
Tyer, sophomore George Sahinidis, and

freshman Eric Shooman. Junior forward]

Shawn Deweese and Mikey Costa pickejt

up steam during the season and became quitff

a scoring force.

In net senior co-captain Alec Elbert am'

sophomore assistant-captain Alex Burac) h

kept the team in a number of close games. The
were key factors for our successful season. Th
Lions relied on senior Lillian Shaller and jun

ior John Noble to anchor the defense. Tw<

sophomores, Jared Weisel and Avi Fried

man stepped up and contributed their growin

defensive skills. This year the Newton Sout

Hockey Team proved that they were a force ti

be reckoned with, and showed great promisj

for seasons to come.

By Lillian Shalle

tip

Alec asks Josh, "Aren't you supposed to be leading the DCL in scoring?'

Follow that puck!
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Wrestling

The power of the Staso is in effect.

The 1997 Newton South Lions Wrestling

team entered the 96-97 season with great ex-

pectations and lofty goals: "We'd like to carry

on the winning tradition established here over

the past several seasons, and be in position to

battle for the league title," said senior varsity

starter Mike Cooper. "At the beginning of the

season, there were a lot of question marks in

certain weight classes but we've been very

pleased with the growth and maturity of the

freshmen who have been forced to fill those

spots,
-

' said assistant coach Tom "Toasty"
Walsh. The Lions began their season with a

shaky two and five record but battled back over

the ensuing weeks to regain a respectable seven

and seven mark with two ties. This wrestling

resurgence over the second half of the season

was in part due to the strong leadership of co-

captains David Kovalchuk and Lou Turgel.

However, an equal if not greater portion of the

credit for the Lions second half comeback is due

to the incredible coaching of James Police and

the outstanding performance of the varsity

team including, Barry Morgan, Mike Coo-
per, Andrew McDonnell, Robbie Santo-
nostaso, David Linshaw, Rob Kawada, Eli

Freedman, Mike Semizoglou, Jim Pome-
roy and the rest of the Lions squad including

freshmen sensations Socrates Rosenfeld,
Ben Morse, and Scott Goldberg. Highlights

of the season included the 200th career high (

school coaching victory for Coach James Police

which occurred on Sat. February 25th, against

Stoughton High School. "This victory serves as

a testament to an incredible coach and more
importantly a truly great man. I couldn't think ,

of anyone who deserves this honor more than

Coach Police and I'm just glad that I could be a

part of it," said one Lions wrestler after the

monumental victory.

by Louis Turgel I

1 ^ ,

I'll take out the arrow if you suck out the poison.

First row: Dave Kovalchuk, Louis Turgel. Second row: Jon Snyder, Jon Zuker, Jim Pomeroy. Jon Ebb, Sod

Rosenfeld, Ben Morse. Third row: Eli Freedman, Mike Cooper, David Linshaw, Barry Morgan, Andrewj*

McDonnell, Rob Kawada, Robert Santonastaso.
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heavyweights ask mates out on dates. Is your hand supposed to be there?
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Alex and Julie signing up

for clubs at the activities fair

Points of Interest

# One of Newton South's best attributes is the diversity and

quantity of activities. Students join different clubs to meet new
people, get more involved, and get rid of all those annoying

extra free hours. Not only does involvement in clubs look good

for colleges, it's actually a lot of fun. The two newspapers, South

Stage, and Regulus, are all fantastic, although time consuming,

ways to spend an afternoon, evening or, before deadlines or

opening nights, all day. Cooking for Bristol Lodge with the Com-
munity Service club, raising money to donate to Chinatown with

the Asian Student organization, playing Ultimate Frisbee and

rowing on the Charles with the Crew team are popular activities

for students. However, it is not popularity that is important to

students in clubs. It is the motivation and dedication that really

counts. This year, students initiated and formed clubs such as

the French Club, the Ping Pong Club, and the Overseas Devel-

opment Club. Other clubs like S.A.G.E., Debate Team, Math
Team, the Gay-Straight Alliance, and the Environmental Club

have a strong involvement with the school and sponsor days like

BGLAD and Earth Day. Joining clubs and getting involved in

activities is an integral part of South. No matter who you are

and what your interests are, there is bound to be an activity for

you, so go find it and have fun!

by Chantal Levitt
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Denebola. Newton South's official school news-

paper, is published once a month by its hard working,

oke-guzzling. headbanging staff of sleep-deprived

•tudents. With the nurturing guidance of faculty ad-

•j isor George Abbott White. Denebola continued to

over the major issues involving Newton South with

le utmost journalistic integrity and objectiveness.

Volume 36 accomplished a great deal in a short

mount of time. Provocative centerfolds on the future

f Newton South and Time and Learning got people

ilking about and interested in our school's future dur-

lg this transition period. We recently completed the

)enebola web page, where readers can write to the

ditors and read current or past issues of Denebola.

We also suffered through our share of setbacks,

/hich only brought the staff closer together. Cram-

ling into a room the size of a recycling bin for every

aste-up and patting in endless hours demonstrates

le staff's hard work and commitment to putting out

ne of the best high school newspapers in New Eng-

ind.

Denebola

Managing Editor

Debbie Bernstein

News Editors

Josh Hahn
Josh Slater

Assoc. Julie Potter

Features Editors

Jessica Bean
Gila Lyons

Robbie Silverman

Fold Editors

Jessica Bean
Jenny Hoang
Jake Levy

Denebola Staff

Volume 36, 1996-1997

Editors-in-Chief

Jeffrey M. Hahn
Elizabeth Whitehorn

Arts & Entertain- Letters & Editorials Business Editors

ment
Jessica Dickerman

Corey Wilk

Assoc. Jenn Gordon

Sports Editors

Nadia Alam
Matt Sable

Mara Buchbinder

Julie Lee

Louis Turgel

Publishing Editor

Talia Abrahamson

Lindsay Goodman
Ethan Wood

Photography Editors

Marc Baron

Cory Silken

Assoc. Jordana

Gilman

Graphics Editor

Tali Gai

Copy Editors

Bethie Miller

Jill Rashba

Book Review Editors

Matt Pressman

Dalya Ruch

Accounting Manag- Telecommu nica-

ers

Abbe Perlman

Emily Snyder

Distribution Manag-
ers

tions

Merrick Brown

Faculty Advisor
George Abbott
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The Lion's Roar

As the 200 pages of newsprint slowl

turn yellow with time, those who create<

Volume 13 of The Lion's Roar can rest:

with pride and some happy memories. L

We set out to produce a student news
paper that reflected who we are: some
thing fun, creative, honest, and interes

ing, with a special blend of common sens

and inspired insanity.

And under the phenomenal guidance

Gordon Duckel, we succeeded. The Lion
Roar was constantly able to experimer
with new ideas and directions. One of oi<

favorite additions to the Roar tradition wa
our first-ever "April Fools" issue thl

spring. And in June, our three-color, forti

page masterwork broke virgin ground i

almost innumerable ways.

Given all this, it may be no surprise the

in the spring. The Lion 's Roar was name
best high school paper in New England b

the New England Scholastic Press Assoc
ation. Yes, it's an accomplishment worth

of pride. But it's overshadowed by the tru

success of Volume 13: we worked togetf

er, and we had fun.

by B.J. Novak and Michelle Tsa

Editors-in-Chief Production Managers Opinions Editors Entertainment Editors Production Staff: Jake Cohen. Yuval Mazor. Kevin Wang
B.J. Novak Mina Tsay Costin Alamariu Gabriel Dym Photography Editors: Hunter Fraser. Marisa Casey

Michelle M. Tsay Jesse Yoburn Craig Chosiad Emily Porter Graphic Editors: Daniel Hu, Jason Yee

Dash Robinson Printing Editor: Rosa Baier

Managing Editors News Editors Features Editors Copy Editors: Rachel Winer. Jeffrey Wong
David Mansbach Christopher Lee David Broder Sports Editors Business Manager: Jon Sommer
Rebecca Shapiro Brian Rothschild Megan Schiff Michael Chin Distribution Managers: D. Chin. B. Greenstein, J. Zinner

Marni Schultz Amanda Treat Homepage Editor: Daniel Polivy

Marissa Wong Faculty Advisor: Gordon F. Duckel
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a

Whether laughing light-heartedly

irough the musical, admiring new talent

i the Frosh/Sophs, or letting an intense

agedy like "Hard Times" overwhelm

lem, most audiences simply credit the ac-

)rs and directors for producing South s

lays. Many forget the crucial administra-

ve role of South Stage.

"'Good acting is ninety percent bureauc-

acy," Laurence Olivier once said, and

outh Stage, the school's theatrical pro-

uction club, works hard to prove this

laxim true. Made up of five elected offi-

ers, an advisor, and all other interested

tudents. South Stage does a lot of impor-

ant things, producing posters, programs,

nd, of course, plays. Yes, sometimes it

ist seems like paperwork. But Shakes-

ieare said it best:

'A well-run, bureaucratic admin 'stration

Paves pretty paths to art and

inspiration."

by B.J. Novak and Craig Chosiad

. word*,. Worths 5 * *

South Stage

President: Megan Schiff

Publicity Director: Amy Kimpel

Treasurer: Rachel Heafitz

Board Members: Craig Chosiad.

B.J. Novak

Advisor: Mr. Jim Honeyman
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Regulus

Editor- in-Chief

s

Jen Chitel

Amy Farman

Chantal Levitt

Senior Underclass Copy Literary

Section Section

Nora Capraro Danna Ben-Akiva Jackie Belliveau Jess Deth

Terri Phillips Jonah Berman Julie Lee Jessica Gold

Eric Shoicket Sara Brown Shara Miller Emily Porter

Delia Martinez Alison Suzuki Jamie Stich

Cecilia Tsang

Sports Business Circulation Faculty and
Clubs

Nadia Alam Betty Yee Lesley Rosenbloom Justin Liu

Jon Chesebro Marissa Wong Ari Kramer Jennifer Airey

Gwen Lambert

Kenny

Leibensberger

Assistants Photo Layout

Melissa Penn Head — Lauren Paula Leung Talia

Jamie Bevenson Athena Liu Abrahamson

Sand-Goldberger Marisa Casey Arezo Manoob Ian Cohen

Naomi Friedman Renee Newton

Fred Starikov

Faculty Advisors

Barbara Wise

Fran Moyer

Many people are not aware of the tre

mendous amount of time, energy and ded

ication that producing Newton South'

yearbook requires. A yearbook's purpose

is to provide students with a lasting book

of memories to have and to cherish. The

almost 300 page yearbook is filled with

countless pictures, captions and articles

Through late nights, early mornings anc

continuous laughter, we met every deadj

line with a coke and a smile.

The yearbook journey began last yeai

when we devoted ourselves to the sprinc

supplement. With Chantal's new found

knowledge from yearbook camp, Amy'
typing and social skills and Jen's knack fo

creating layout sheets, the '97 staff startec

climbing the yearbook mountain.

Since Regulus doesn't have a classroorr

to meet in, the yearbook staff's seconc

home became Jen's basement with Nood:

as our loving mascot. Our dedicated, tali

ented and motivational staff is made up o

people who are not only great comedians*

but who can also manage to produce the

most original captions for almost a thou

sand pictures. We would like to thank eve

ryone who contributed their time, picture

or articles. We hope that you enjoy th

1997 Regulus!

by Jenny (TM) Chitel, Amy (CF)

Farman, and Chantal (MW) Levitt

We're not only the Editors-in-Chief. we're also the staff
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Asian Student

Organization

Breakfast Club

Community Service

Club



Creative Writing Club

Crew

Debate Club
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Students Advocating

Gender Equality

Students Against

Smoking

Student Faculty

Organization
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People To Turn To

The Underclass Years

# Ah, the joys of being an underclassman. Our first

three years here are spent endlessly looking up, waiting

for our turn to be on top. As freshmen, we are exposed

to a whole new environment, faced with the challenge

of conquering new territory. We become well acquaint-

ed with the cafe and the breezeway, and find security

in the fact that our grades don't yet really count. With

study halls a thing of the past, sophomore year brings

with it permits and excessive walking on weekend
nights. "As sophomores we are too young to have any

real seniority, but too old to ask which way is Goodwin
anymore' ' one sophomore commented. When junior

year finally comes along, with a license and a newfound

sense of being near the top, the stress comes with it:

Sat's, Achievements, AP's, etc. Even though being an
underclassmen can be discouraging sometimes, we can

all look ahead, knowing that someday, we will no long-

er have to look up.

by Jonah Berman
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Freshmen

Anu Alex

Janelle Amidon

Christine Apostolekis

Julia Appel

Justin Aramati

Lindsay Aronson

Matthew Aronson

Dylan Ashbrook

Alyson Azzera

Elan Babchuck

Nadira Balgobin

Michael Bardin

Adam Barmash

Kristian Baverstam

Rachel Becker

Richie Beckerman

Peter Belenky

Eliza Berenberg

John Bergdorf

Jonathan Berman

Jane Black

Jennifer Bradley

David Brandwein

Elyssa Bristol

Adam Broder

Richard Brokoff

Lisa Brooks

Nicole Brooks

Acacia Brown

Chris Burns

Amanda Burrows

Matthew Capstick

Mike Cherny

Just a few gimps in the cafe.
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Freshman Life

I entered my freshman year a little apprehensive about what I might encounter.

My first day was a virtual nightmare of multicolored backpacks, crowded stairwells,

and people infinitely taller than I. I was equipped with a schedule, a map, and all the

white-lined paper one could use — but that's about it. I felt out of place, and a little

lonely. It seemed that all my friends were on the other side of the world. I didn't feel

that this was really my school. As the days became weeks and months, the unfriendly

masses became distinct faces and names, and the maze of hallways became familiar

and almost logical. I've learned a lot since that day. I've learned that the upperclass-

men really aren't scary at all, and I could even (gasp) be friends with them. I've learned

that there's never enough time before homeroom, and to avoid senior rock when it

rains. I've learned to find love in the most unexpected places. Even though I still have

to check my schedule to see when the blocks are over, and even though I couldn't

give you directions to the main office if my life depended on it, this school is starting

to feel like home.

By Julia Appel

Elissa Chin

Melissa Chin

Cyrus Chung

Bobby Clark

Melissa Cohen
Laura Conrad

Katelyn Cormier

Abby Corsun-Ascher

Kevin Cullen

Frances Cutler

Sophie Dabuzhsky

Andrew Dansker

Bethea Delatizky

Sayumi Desilva

Meryl Diamond

Edward Dolan

Chris Dong

Jessica Donovan

Joanna Ducey

David DuMoulin

Marissa Dzau

Josh Elterman

Jillian Erlich

Lauren Fabrizio

Brian Fairley

Lulu Fan

Andrew Farman

Rebecca Figuerua

Kathryn Fitzgerald

Madeline Fleisher
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On a cold day our faces could get stuck like this. Have a coke and a smile. When our brothers are gone it's our turn to rule

the school.

Megan Fletcher

Stephanie Frampton

Jeremy Gage

Diana Gamzon
Alexandra Gelles

Raafia Gheewala

Kevin Gilroy

Harrison Girsh

Scott Goldberg

Suzanne Goldstein

Gabriel Goldwasser

Molly Goodson

David Gordon

Michael Gordon

Matthew Greytak

Rachel Guberman

Paul Gunzburger

Leah Harmowitz

Herb Halor

Liza Harrison

Hannah Heilman

Jacob Heim

Asuka Hirayama

Cindy Hon
Kimberly Huculak

Sara Hurwitz

Lucian Iancovici
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These freshmen pose as Josh Pierce. Tim and his boyz in da hood
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Are those delicious lunches? Marissa and Joanna pose for a pix.
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Eric Shooman
David Simons

Gabe Slater

Daniele Smith

Eric Smookler

Anne Springfield

Zachary Steinback

Jordan Stern

Jeremy Stone

Jordan Stroum

Lindsey Stulin

Elizabeth Sucher-Jacobs

Lindsey Sudalter

Smita Sukhatme

Emily Sullivan

Rachel Tarko

Shira Teperow

Polina Teslyar

Sarah Thomas
Jessica Tsay

Brendan Twomey
Emma Tzioumis

Kiara Upshaw
Virginia Vance

liana Vaserman

Irina Vasilchenko

Nick Vasile

Rebecca Vichniac

Joanna Vrouvlianis

Jason Wang

Katherine Warren

Meagan Washington

Jacob Waxman
Rachel Webber

Anna Weisfeiler

Jared Wilk

Adam Wilson

Rebecca Wiseman

Janice Wong
Stanley Wong
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Not pictured

Kadir Abdel

Yasmeen Ali

John Barclay

Andrew Beckwith

Marisa Berenbaum

Kimberly Berkovitz

Roei Bilberstain

Heidi Birnbaum

Veronica Blyakhman

Benjamin Borg

David Brandse

Ferris Brooks

Jovanne Buckmire

Alex Cohen

Scott Clayman

Ariel Collis

Daniel Crockett

David Deresh

Andrea Dias

Muriel Febrillet

Marc Filzer

Evan Fink

Aaron Foster

Steven Froyman

David Glazier

Ilya Golubitsky

Dierdra Gomes

Donroy Grant

Alec Grayfer

David Hill

Keam Chi Hoang

Zachary Husid

Husani Johnson

Naeemah Kennedy

Kakrasna Keo

Polina Keselman

Nicole Kocher

Jennifer Koot

Meytal Kotik

Eliza Krigman

Philip Lachman

Hong Le

Celia Liang

Ayelet Lipton

Charles Mansour

Levon Margolin

Rebecca Match

Antoni McCoy

Adelina Medeiros

Sarah Micklitsch

Ehsan Moghimi

Brendan Moy

Michelle Newton

Phillip Ng

Paul Noyehovich

Timothy O'Donnell

Kera Penney

Joanna Petit-Frere

Christopher Quan

Rebecca Rich

Ohad Ringvald

Christopher Robinson

Danielle Rodriquez

Matthew Roop-Kharasch

David Rosenberg

Sharona Rubinov

Alex Rudyak

Lauren Sarver

Zaid Shabazz

Nancy Shafie

Jesse Silver

Robert W. Smith III

Rebecca Smokowski

Ari Soloman

Amy-Loren Southers

Laura Spinner

Evan Syms

Shane Toman

Alyson Venti

Sarah Venti

Elizabeth Wigder

Nicholas Yoffe

Otto Yuritta

Evan Zucker
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Class of 2000

The juice is loose. Too much fruit.
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Sophomores

Genevieve Abedon

Jake Abiel

Darren Abrahamson

Katrina Aitken

Victoria Alia

Jessica Arnold

Dan Aronson

Carolyn Avery

Fereshta Azadzoi

Michele Baldassari

Christopher Balme

Lo Ban

Michelle Barron

Aron Baumwoll

Nir Ben-Ari

Dan Benjoya

Dan Berenson

Liz Berger

Laura Bibbo

Karla Boccabella

Emily Bodner

Justin Bogardus

Heather Bowers

Yuri Bratslavski

Jesse Brevard

Dara Brickman

Anna Brock

Andrea Brooks

Justin Budovsky

Alex Burack

Carolyn Carver

Peter Cassabonne

^^^^^^^^^^^
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We grew up on Pepperidge Farm.
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Senior guys think we're popular.

Sophomore life

We survived freshman year, notoriously the worst year of high school for guys, and

entered sophomore year with expectations of having a great time. Well, we're no

longer the youngest in school, so we're definitely cooler than we were last year, we
tell ourselves. But as we progress as the school's middle class, we realize that while

juniors are getting their licenses, seniors are slumping, and freshmen are learning the

art of getting rides (something we sophomores mastered long ago). We have nothing

that defines our class, we have the satisfaction of knowing that we are no longer the

youngest in the school, and we are thankful that the dreaded days of SAT's and

college applications have not yet arrived. But what else? We still spend our free blocks

in the cafe, but at least we have free blocks, instead of last year's study halls. Outside

of school, we definitely go to more parties on the weekends, but that also means we
walk more, take more cabs, and ride the T more than we did last year. And the

sophomore girls will be the first to let you (and us sophomore guys) know that their

year was spent exploring the world of upperclass guys. (No, we are not jealous). So
we sophomore guys stick together in an effort to make it through the year in which

we are forgotten, knowing that in the next years, armed with our licenses, we will be

ready to enter the fabulous world of the Upper Classes.

By Darren Abrahamson

Maxine Chansky

Walter Cho
Joe Cheung

Cindi Cohen
Jake Cohen

Melissa Cohen

Matthew Coletti

Kathy Come
Alicia Cozza

Elizabeth D'Auria

John-Henry Davis

Stephen Denk

Tony Di Carlo

Leo Dragun

Jonathan Dreyfuss

Michael Drootin

David Duretz

Jon Ebb

Seva Elfant

Nora Ellertsen

Julie Farago

Arielle Farber

Sara Fau

Christopher Feller

Ali Ferleger

Ben Fertig

Joshua Fine

Adam Finkle

Carlynn Finn

Dan Frankel
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Ronald knocks himself out with his bangs. Hey look it's Guy Smiley. I'm just your average joe.

Avi Friedman

Julia Gershov

Daniel Gillick

Alexander Goldberger

Leo Goldmahker

Micah Goldwater

Stephen Greenstein

Ben Grimett

Richard Grossman

Sara Grupp

Sarah Hicks

Jonathan Hollander

Elizabeth Housman
Sarah Housman

Michael Houy

Lauren Hugg
Michelle Jeffrey

Robert Jose

Duke Kahn-Amacko

Lindsay Kaplan

Rob Karl

Sonia Kastner

Marisa Keller

Jonathan Kendler

Joe Kimpel

Andrew Kirshenbaum

Valentine Kumarovsky
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Elissa Lapide

Mariana Leavy-Sperounis

Phoebe Lee

Roy Lee

Tom Lee

Yulie Lee

Rebecca Lessem

Susan Levin

Joshua Levine

David Levitan

Allison Levy

Bradley Levy

Kate Levy

Alia Lipetsker

Adrianna Logalbo

Michael Maher

Elana Mann
Dov Mermelstein

Cliodhna Martin

Alexa Martinez

Sarah Matloff

Daniel McCarthy

Sibvon McConnell

Phillip Mckraque

Adam Meixner

Sam Metghalchi

Elise Metzger

Emily Michael

Elizabeth Miller

Emily Mittman

Arjun Moghimi

Vanessa Morrison

Atossa Movahedi

Sarah Munsell

Susan Murray

Douglas Myren

Put on your Sunday's best. We're going to Sears. Avi take your hand out of the bowl
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When we were freshman, we always
wondered what sophomore year would
bring and we couldn't possibly imagine
what it would be like to go from measly
freshmanhood to the almost cool status of

being a sophomore. Little did we know;
not only were we in for a year twice as

difficult and stressful as the year before, but

we would soon be in the best shape of our
lives.

As sophomores we can no longer em-
barrass ourselves by calling our parents for

rides nor are we old enough to have cars,

let alone licenses, so we must resort to

walking everywhere. Not only do we spend

our free time wandering aimlessly through

all of Newton, but we also have taken the

next step and stumble upon a road that

was unknown to us before. Suddenly

grades begin to matter, we get a taste of

college anxiety with PSATs. and no longer

can we hide our faces, forever stuck in the

middle.

Seniors have their authority and the re-

laxation of slump, juniors have their cars,

and freshman have their confusion, inno-

cence, and are basically ignored. As soph-

omores, we are no longer little freshman,

but we are still not taken seriously and are

stuck daydreaming and waiting for our fu-

ture to become our present. Although as

sophomores we have the confidence to

walk through the now familiar hallways, we
still await what the next two exciting years

may bring.

But. nevertheless, we realize we won't

be sophomores forever. Walking will soon

be replaced with cars. PSATs will turn into

college applications, and soon enough we
will no longer be stuck in the middle. But

for now all we are left with is tired feet and

the realization that no matter what, we will

be walking our way to next weekend.

By Jamie Sand-Goldberger and
Melissa Penn

Brad. Michelle, Ben and Sam take a break from class.
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Good luck to the class of 97. Smokey what are you doing back there.

Jimmy Pseudoikomou

David Puretz

William Radomsky

Albert Ragster

Andrew Raw
Leigh Reilly

Phillip Reisman

Victor Roberts

Angel Robinson

Sam Rogers

Irina Rozovsky

Alex Safar

George Sahinidas

Brian Sam
Jamie Sand-Goldberger

Lauren Schiff

Jenn Schultz

Melanie Segal

Rayna Segalman

Emma Sellers

John Shaft

Jack Shanahan

Josh Shevitz

Nili Shrage
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Adam Singer

Michelle Smookler

Jonathan Sneider

Lindsay Sobin

Jonathan Sonimer

Bakari Spear

Nathan Spencer

Gina Spiegelman

Jonathan Steinback

Julia Steinberg

James Stewart

Rebecca Strauss

Samara Stroum

Erik Suvanto

Matthew Tabas

Nadea Taylor

Mark Titunik

Iris Tomlak

Evan Traiger

Rachel Tropp

Marianna Tsyvin

Melissa Turetz

Dan Turgel

Jackie Voronov

Joshua Wand
Kevin Wang
Sam Wanger

Michael White

Jared Wiesel

Stephanie Whitehorn

Talia Wildes

Bryan Withall

Jordyne Wu
Yelena Wu

Jonathan Yaffe

Terry Yaki

Harriot Yale

Ellen Yoko
A. Rose Yookle

Penelope Yookle

Gertrude Youni

Odette Yousef

Yinne Yu
Arielle Zibrak

Jonathan Zuker

Sam Zeinger
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Not pictured

Klanja Allen Scott Lewis

Yaron Almalia Bin Li

Alan Barish Christopher Lin

Allan Bast Samuel Litvin

Jacinthe Berdichevsky Jason Lupien

Emily Bernier Tatyana Lutsyuk

Ryan Blaisdell Troy Madison

Sophie Borenshtein Daniel Mah

Scott Branson Suvuth Mam
James Broughel Justin Mitchell

Merrick Brown Bobak Moghadam

Meytal Budin Yelena Moyseyeva

Matthew Caplan Joshua Muncey

Franklin Castilio Barbara Nager

Mary Chambang Peter Nelson

Eva Chan Aran Oppenheim

Myin Chang Joshua Orkin

Jennifer Chin Rina Peselman

Stephen Chin Joshua Pierce

Christopher Davis Jeffrey Pilat

Ricky Deacon Caitlin Plovnick

Jonathan Edwards David Quan

Igor Fabricant Kimberly Reardon

Sara Fall Virginia Rodriquez

Samuel Fein Rita Rozenblum

Joseph Fiore Joshua Rush

Michel Freedman Maureen Sagiv

Zachary Gold Hideo Sakan

Justin Goldberg Benjamin Schmidt

Christopher Goldman Jonathan Sellers

Caren Goldstein Eric Shamus

Inna Golovatch Dmitry Shmerkovich

Yelena Gorokhovsky Jeffrey Sieber

Amy Greenstein Anthony Sindelar

Barbara Griffiths Lana Slutsky

Arash Handipanah Emmett Sprecher

Jamin Hooley Douglas Strating

Elizabeth Housman Assaf Swissa

Sarah Housman Siamak Taghaddos

Stephanie Howard Jason Tarn

Irving Hwang Wiliam Tarn

Marsha Ignatieva Ethan Tavan

Ben Infantino Stephen Theodore

Elizabeth Janiak Diana Tien

Selena Joe Ilirjana Topalli

Benjamin Jonash Phung Tran

Victoria Kaplan Svetlana Tsesler

Benjamin Kass 0 Raquim Tyler

Ada-Tak Y Ko Olga Valdman

Christopher Koda-Massey Alia Vaninov

Lior Kotik Tamara Vassilidze

Aileen Kou Alex Voshchin

Rachel Kradin William Walsh

Ben Lambert Alex Wong

Gene Leshinsky Jocelyne Wong

Rebecca Lessem Leon Zhao

Calculators are our best friends.

I can beat Super Mario brothers in 7 minutes and 30 seconds.
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Juniors

Rachel Abromovitz

Billy Abromowitz

Patricia Acevedo

Jennifer Airey

Jennifer Albertini

Sahara Alexander

Sitwat Ali

Melissa Appel

Lili Aram
Dawn Ash

Jesse Bachman

Mike Beaser

Danna Ben-Akiva

Ezra Benjamin

Michael Berezin

Andrew Berger

Jonah Berman

Kimberly Berman

Coleen Biggs

John Bilotta

Carolina Brandao

Emily Brock

Isaac Brody

Nicole Brother

Sara Brown

Tiana Brown

Mara Buchbinder

Solonje Burnett

Ellen Burns

Temple Carroll

Jennifer Cedrone

Matthew Chan

Alison Chang

Sometimes I bring a cane to school.
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Cassandra puts her head on Gabe's shoulder

Junior Life

Between the PSATs, SATs, GPAs, appointments at the RMV, and late night stops

at Mickey Dee's, juniors sometimes find it hard to see exactly why high school ac-

quired its reputation as fun.

The eleventh grade marks the beginning of an era of tremendous academic pres-

sure, adults' incessant inquiries to the whereabouts of your college selections, and an

onslaught of responsibilities that seem to draw you a big step closer to adulthood.

Also among common junior activities, students enter the workplace to be greeted by

demanding bosses, impatient customers, and so, so many bagels!

Clearly, this year holds the potential to be disastrous to one's peace of mind, but

the key to success here is to focus on, and appreciate what this high school time has

to offer.

The first and most exciting asset of junior year for many is a little card called the

license. Although careless drivers suffer jealousy pangs as passengers in their friends'

cars, most agree that riding shotgun beats bonking and bumping your way home on
a cold, crowded school bus. Other pleasantries of the eleventh grade includes the

semi-formal, the powder puff, and leadership roles in athletics.

We juniors have the comfort of trampling across the breezeway knowing we are

halfway done with high school. The halfway point lends itself to fond nostalgia and

tender reflection, and also to resolutions for the next half, time to see them through,

and the promise of senior year that now waits just a few short months away.

by Gila Lyons

Derek Chau

Nitha Chemmalil

Daniel Cheng

Namil Cho
Zachary Christman

Edwin Chung

Adam Cirel

Adi Cohen

Ian Cohen

Jared Cohen

Brian Corliss

Arroz Corn-Polio

Kristina Cormier

Mike Costa

Amanda Cuiffo

Juden Dass

Jessica Dickerman

Sharon Dirkson

John Donovan

Yana Drogobetsky

Jonathan Eddy

Tanika Edwards

Josh Elman

Rachel Elterman

Arang Emani

Jonathan Evan

Chloe Taylor Evans

Dina Ferdman

Lindsay Fernald

Seth Fetters
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Shara Hirsh

Jenny Hoang
Garry Hoffman

Ben Horkstein

Cher Horowitz

Dionne Horowitz

Tye Horowitz

Nat Jabbawy

Rebecca Jaffe

Casey James

Stephanie Kahn

Neda Karamouz

Robert Kawada

Leslie Kelley

Kasyla Keo
Russell Kerbel

Abby Kirschner

Dan Kleiman

Nahn Klepikov

Sara Knof

Sam Knog

Susan Knowll

Vihann Kong

Joshua Kreigman

Jessica Kurzman

Alejandra Lainez

Sean Laing

Sarah Lance

Stephanie Lasker

Elizabeth Lazar

Chris Lee

Newton Lee

Rebecca Leeman
Kenny Leibensperger

Paula Leung

Jeffrey Levin
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Jake Levy

Jack Lewis

Andrew Lightman

David Linshaw

Carre Little

Athena Liu

Ellie Lobovits

Gila Lyons

Robyn Manouk
Raphael Martin

Jaclyn Masters

Yuval Mazor

Michael Mazzotta

Jade McCarthy

Tarin McCarthy

Cori McKee

Katherine McManmon
Gita McPherson

Andrea Medina

Jonathan Melnick

We arrived at South lost fresh- I

men, aimlessly walking down the

endless hallways and never know-

ing where we belonged. Sopho-

more year we were nobodies who
thought we were somebodies,

begging anyone we could find for

a ride only to be denied and sent

back to the safety of the cafeteria.

Now we are juniors, and with it

comes a responsibility unlike any

other year. Instead of a cafeteria,

we have a parking lot, and instead

of driving upperclassmen crazy,

we're driving crazy. Speaking

from experience, I do not know
what it is like to pull into the park-

ing lot behind the wheel each day,

and to not have to worry about

calling "shotgun" or having to sit

in the middle of the back seat. But

like the rest, I got by. as we all get

by the APs, the SATs, thinking

about college, and dealing with

parents. Junior year is for most a

time when we begin to drive, and

make that entrance to the adult

world by joining the millions on

the road. And as we used to worry

about the fastest way to class and

when our free blocks in the cafe

would come, we now worry about

who's driving, where we're going

and what comes next.

By Josh Hahn

The Messiah and his wives pose for G-d
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If da van is a rockin'. don't come a knockin' Just some buds in the grass.

Nicole Meriot

Regina Mikulinsky

David Miller

Jeannie Miller

Courtney Mirken

Amir Moghadam

Pouya Momtaz

Daniel Moren

Chris Morocco

Noelle Morrison

Margaret Murphy

Harry Nicolazzo

Barrett Nordstrom

Jay Norman
Elizabeth Ogburn

Douglas Padden

Caroline Pandorf

Ray Peng

Abbe Perlman

Derek Pearlman

Kay Petunia

Jonathan Phillips

Hamed Nayeb-Hashemi

An Ngo
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Ben Polatin

Daniel Polivy

Gabriel Porter

Juliana Press

Jennifer Price

Jill Rashba

Hillary Rhodes

Emily Rindler

Evan Ritt

Sarah Robbins

Ben Rossman

Dalya Ruch

Takeo Sakan

Jackie Salett

Stephany Samuels

Amy Sanchez

Nadia Sayess

Wyan Schreiber

Starleana Searcy

Michael Semizoglou

John Shaft

Christine Sheridan

Gabe Sholder

Jill Shooman

Christina Silva

Robbie Silverman

Ronni Snetsky

Emily Snider

Carlo Sostilio

Leah Spence

Kate Springfield

Michael Sternberg

Dylan Stiles

Katherine Stover

Kevin Su

Alison Suzuki

Ryan Sweeney

Katie Talmo

Christine Teuber

Ben Thacher

Elicia Thompson
Jason Thompson

Jason Tocci

Sherly Torres

Cecelia Tsang

Mina Tsay

Sam Tucker

Catherine Ullman
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I got the jamee, but I don't got the permit. I explain to the musicians, they know it, but they If we were M&Ms, we'd be the red kind.

can't do it.
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Class of 1998

Not pictured
i

Mubeena Ali Steven Lee

Leah Altaffer Eilon Lipton

Samir Ashkouri Johan Lopez

Caroline Bean Damian Luna

Andrew Berenberg Paul Lupien

Daniel Birnbaum Emily Macht

Simone Brandse Michael MacLean

Todd Bresler Daniel Mahoney

Matthew Bridges Nicholas Mandilaras

Robert Bullock Edgar Martinez

Rolanda Chance Sheeba Mathew

Roshanda Chance Martin McCarthy

Loreen Chin Vladimir Medvedovsky

Artam Millarriuai 11 l*lllit.l

Yuk Chow Florian Misch
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Shawn Deweese Jennifer Mui
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Nathan Dushman Conor O Shaughnessy

i
viax cientuKn Alexander Olshansky

Jonathan Evan Anthony Papandrea

Censsa raonzio David ranllo

Sarah Feldman Jonathan Pealer

Lindsay Fernald Jamie Pearlstein

May Fogal Robert Peselman

Eli Freedman Christopher Post

Matthew Freedman Nadesha Ranasinghe

Jason Ganz Elizabeth Ross

Cassandra Gargas Bella Rozhavsky

Melissa Gee Evelyn Rubinshtein

Peter Golbus Sophie Sahinidis

Michael Golosovker Tomislav Sajfar

Rita Granovsky Hiromu Sakaquchi
Kamnl Green David Sweet
Marsha Guerra

Lyle Syms
Jarred Harding

Emily Treat
An Hauben

Marina Tsiknis
Jenny Hoang
Eric Howard

Jonathan Tyer

Justin Hwang
Tyson Tyler-Sumpter

Kendra Jackson
Bella Vasershtein

Christopher Jacobs
Tarley Vieira

Nyiaa Jacobs DeVann Walsh

Robert Kalin YiGe Wang

Bryce Kelley Jason Wong

Daniel Keppelman Masie Wong

Ann Klepikov Ronald Wong

Evan Koppel Tommy Woods

Joshua Korn Dan Wu
Maria Lebedeva Lucy Yen

Calvin Lee Casey Zeng

Max Zucker

-f>»j<*-JL*

A few tough guys chill in J. Crew attire.

Rooty tooty fresh and fruity.

Gimme 8 cheeseburgers, a whole chicken and all the fries you can get a hold of.
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Faculty

Ernest Van
Seasholes
Principal

Heidi Black
Administrative

Assistant

Edward Jackson
Cutler Housemaster/

History and Social

Science

Gina Healy
Goodwin

Housemaster/

Foreign Language

Kathryn Daviau
Wheeler

Housemaster/

Consumer and

Family Ed.

Sandra Alexander

Guidance

Lenor Behar
Mathematics

Frances Ames
Science

Carlaina Bell

Foreign Language

Elizabeth Astone

Secretary

Judy Bethoney

Mathematics

Claire Barrett

Cafeteria Manager

Julie Blau

Science

Peter Bates
History/Social Science

Assistant Housemaster

Joel Bleiwas

History/Social

Science

Edmond Beades
Custodian

Rebecca Block

Foreign Language
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A RICH HERITAGE

Nancy Bloom
Turnaround

Alvin Caplan

I.S.S. Staff

Barbara Cocca
Nurse

Mieka Davis

Athletic Trainer

Gordon Duckel

Music and Lion's

Roar Adviser

Kelli Fitzgerald

English

Joyce Bocc
Cafeteria

Alan Chaney
History and Social

Science

Marshall Cohen
History/Social

Science

Gerald DeGeorge
Custodial

Betty Earle

Language Lab Aide

Joan Florsheim

Speech & Hearing

Robert Bouchal

John Chiasson

Tech. Ed. Dept.

Head

Marion Cowan
Learning Center

Angela DeRubeis
Goodwin House

Secretary

Elaine Eisenhauer

Foreign Language

Phyllis Follett

Foreign Language

Matthew Briggs

Technical Education

Robert Chrusz

Phys. Ed. Dept.

Head

David Curnick

Turnaround

Jeffrey Dias

9th Grade Support

and Aide

Lise Elkind

Foreign Language

Russell Frechette

Custodial

Vinson Bronson
Science

Margaret Cimetta

Special Ed. Aide

Valmond Cyr

Mathematics

Roberta Dollase

History/Social

Science Dept.

Ann Elliott-Holmes

Foreign Language
Dept. Head

Carol Fucci

Cafeteria

Joan Bryant

Math/Asst.

Housemaster

Leslie Clark

Health Assistant

Janice Darias

Foreign Language

Mary Doolin

English as a Second

Language

Gretchen Fairley

History and Social

Science

Aimee Garcia-Tice

Life Skills Center
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Dorothea Gaudet

Library

Lloyd Gottlieb

Science

Cary Holmes
History and Social

Science

Robert Jampol
English/Assistant

Housemaster

Jennifer Kay
Special Ed. Aide

Kathleen Knight

Foreign Language

Elliot Glickler

Foreign Language

Betty Grossman

Felisa Honeyman
Mathematics

James Johns
History and Social

Science

Susan Kennedy
Library Aide

Judith Kohn
Learning Center

Robert Goggin
English

Beverly Hartford

Guidance/Records

Office Sec.

James Honeyman
English/Dir. of

Theatre Arts

Susan Johnson
Science

Judith Kennedy
Physical Education

Diane Korolitz

Home Ec.

Stephen Goldberg

History/Social

Science

Helen Hegblom
Learning Center

imil J

Patricia Hourihan

English

Betty Kantrowitz

Mathematics

Elizabeth

Kershaw
Special Ed Aide

Jordan Kraus

Science

Nina Goldmahker
ESL

Merrily Herring

Mathematics

Charles Hurwitz

Science

Cynthia Karalekas

Life Skills and Aide

Eileen

Kestenbaum
Computers

m
Anthony LaVerde

Psychologist

Dorothy Gonson
English

Caroline

Hollingsworth

Mathematics

Norman Hyett

Guidance

# ^
Luccia Curran

English/Foreign

Lang. Sec.

King Seasholes

Principal

Joyce Leary

Science
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Emma Leslie

English

Warren Manhard
Mathematics Dept.

Head

Judy McGraime
Foreign Language

Judy Mobilia

Secretary

Records Office

Joanne O'Brien

Cutler House

Secretary

Robert Parlin

History and Social

Science

Marilyn

Loitherstein

I.S.S. Staff

Esta Markin

English

James McLaren
Science Dept. Head

Phyllis Monderer
Enrichment

Coordination

Pam O'Callaghan

Youth Outreach

Program

Earl Pearlman
Guidance

Patricia LoPresti

Special Ed Aide

Paul McCarthy
Guidance

Joanne Melanson
Cafeteria

Frances Moyer
English

Christine

O'Connor
Turnaround Director

Ernest Peltier

Custodian

Susan Luchette

Bursar/Main Office

Sec.

Marianne
McChesney

Science

Nathaniel Merrill

Administrative

Assistant

Charles Myette

Science

Sharon O'Connor
Mathematics

Lise Petrizzi

Family/Consumer

Sciences

Dwight MacKerron
English Department

Head

David McCoy
Campus Aide

Jonna Meyler

Art

Paul Norton

Mathematics

Marcia Okun
History and Social

Science

^^^^^

Viviana Planine

Foreign Language

Doris Mahoney
Cafeteria

Prise ilia McCoy
Wheeler House Sec.

Carol Ober
Library/AV

Anthony Parker

History and Social

Science

Mary Ann Price

Foreign Language
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Anthony Principe

Special Ed. Case

Manager

I .aim Roberts

Records Office/

Science Sec.

Connie

Schlotterback

Library Dept. Head

David Simkins

Physical Ed.

Adrienne
Stang-Osbome

History/Social Science

Therese Sweeney
Guidance

Nancy Quigley

Learning Center

Ashley Romaine
English

Vaunita Schnell

Acting Guidance

Dept. Head

Gwendolyn Smith
Physical Ed. Director

M. Thomas
Steeves

Physical Education

Norman Swerling

Driver Ed.
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William Radomski
Science

Alan Rotatori

Campus Aide

Mary Scott

Mathematics

Stephen Smith
Learning Program

Julie Stonehill

English

Helen Taylor

Music Dept. Head

Francesca Ratta

Cafeteria

William Rousseau
Mathematics

Eric Shaw
Science

Paul Shapiro

Computers Dept.

Head

Josephine Stout

Library

Carmine Testa

Head Custodian

Shelly Selig

Learning Center

Nathan Spencer

Science

Scott Stover

Learning Program

Aide

Oliver Todd
English

Jenny Reynolds

ISS Staff

Dan Richards

Business

Karen Roy
Foreign Language

Ina Rubin
Foreign Language

Lanlan Sheng
Foreign Language

Margo Spinale

Special Ed Aide

Joan Sullivan

Exec. Sec. to

Principal



Ann Walker

Special Ed. Dept.

Head

Eileen Walker
Cafeteria

Greg Walsh
ISS Staff

Mary Warren
Phys. Ed. Secretary

George White

English

Maria Wiener

Foreign Language

Lisa Wilensky

Learning Program

Barbara Wise
English/Regulus

Adviser

Jeffrey Wixon
Art Dept. Head

N. Jane Young
Mathematics

Carol Whitehorn

Library

Pauline Briere — ISS Staff

B.J. Cataldo — Learning Program
Richard Catrambone — Sub-
stance Counselor

Debbie Coughlin — Special Ed.

Aide

Alfredo Hernandez — ISS Staff

Barb Katz— Learning Center Aide

Charles Kilmain — Custodian

Diane Korelitz — Family/Cons.

Sciences Dept. Head
Thomas Martyn — Custodian

Mark Repta — Custodian

Brian Rooney — Special Ed Aide

Veronica Valentine — METCO
Counselor

Elaine Whiteside — Psychologist

Mrs. Gonson and Dr. Seasholes look especially ded- Don't make me do anything I wouldn't want to do.

icated today.

Where did all my students go??

Bonjour mes amies Hip Hop Hooray Ho!!
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The SET (Senior Exit Test)

# The following is a test to determine the amount of knowledge you have

gained, and to make sure that you are ready to leave Newton South High

School. Please follow the directions carefully.

# Directions: Step 1: Grab as many #2 pencils as you can. Step 2: Break

the #2 pencils in half — you may take this test in crayon if you wish. Step 3:

Answer each question carefully. Random guessing is not suggested, but if you

can narrow the answers down to ten or less then try to make an intelligent

guess. Step 4: Now begin — you have twelve days to do each section, so work

quickly. GOOD LUCK!!!!

# Part I: Multiple Choice

1. Newton South 's two colors are (A) Blue and Orange (B) Orange and Blue (C)

Apple and Orange (D) Don't know— I'm color blind.

2. Which of the following is the mascot for the Newton South Lions (A) Bamey
the dinosaur (B) Yogi Bear (C) Toucan Sam (D) all of the above (E) Don't know
— never went to a game.

3. What House is Wheeler Commons found in (A) Cutler House (B) Dog House

(C) Library (D) Don't know— they all look the same.

4. What is the name of Newton South's yearbook (Hint— can be found some-

where in this book) (A) Denebola (B) Goodwin Commons (C) The Orange Lion

(D) Don't know— can't read Latin (or is it French)

# Part II: True or False

1. Newton South has a front entrance.

2. There are more couches in the Senior parking lot than there are in the school.

3. The third floor of Newton South is above the second.

4. Newton South cheerleaders wear pants.

# Part III: Take your time with this question. If you answer it correctly you

can leave Newton South proudly. If not, we suggest a pair of dark glasses and

a trench coat to sneak your way out. On the line below, spell Newton South

High School. (Hint: There is more than one word involved)

(Taken from the 1979 Regulus and edited by Chantal Levitt)
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Life of a Senior
It all started way back in freshman year, four years ago. Ah,

freshman year, remember how easy it was back then. None of us

had any pressure, and the only thing that we had to learn was

how to ditch study hall and how to scrub a ride off a upperclass-

man. Then came sophomore limbo, the time in our high school

career when we were absolutely nothing. Even though grades

begin to matter and students begin to feel the inevitable oncoming

pressure, no sophomore gets to bask in the promised land of

upperclassdom. Worst of all is the fate of the sophomore guy. He
must remain subservient to all upperclassmen while watching all

the girls in his grade gravitate to older guys. The next year, we
became juniors and began the hardest year of our lives to date.

The misery and self-inflicted pain of SAT's and achievements ar-

en't nearly as painful as hearing the same question over and over

again: "So, where do you want to go to college?"

But now all of that is over. There are many differing opinions

about senior year, but everyone agrees that it's better than any

previous year. "You don't get beat up any more," says senior

Scott Rubin. The best thing is the "free blocks," says senior

Mami Schultz. Some, like seniors Lizzy Whitehorn and Jes-

sica Bean, feel that senior year's best benefits are "second se-

mester" and "January 27th." But everyone seems to agree with

the sentiments of Noah Levin that the best thing concerning

senior year is, "You don't have to go next year."

by Louis Turgel

Fred and his crew let it all hang out.

If you got beef, you get capped in the knee.

We just had some hot lunch. Lou thinks the ketchup will come to him.
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Recent studies say that people who wear vests are cool. Mentos — the freshmaker!
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5. Corey Wilk 6. Jessica Deth 7. Louis Turgel 8.Daenya Rosbeck 9. Emily

Porter 1 O.Sevan Petrossian 1 1 .Abby Gerhold 12. Mike Nason 13.Kathryn

Chalifoux 14. Tania Hussein 15. Kai Curtis 16. Debbie Bernstein 17.Josh

Nichols-Barrer 18. Lillian Shaller 19. Nathan and Adam Kurtz 20. Maya Press

2 1. Anthony Coletti 22. Justin Lui 23. Betty Yee 24. Lizzy Whitehorn

25. Eddy Dabushzky 26.Michele Kepnes 27. Leslie Rosenbloom 28. Dan Hu
29. Donna Levy 30.Tovah Segelman 31 .Renee Newton 32. John Krasinski

33. Heather Martin 34.Cory Silken 35.Jaime Lucove 36.Shoshana Goodman



37. Ariel Kramer 38. Rebecca Aaron 39.Lashauna Dennis 40.Amy Farman

41 .Naomi Freedman 42. Andrew Gelles 43.Talia Abrahamson 44.Kristen

Sakillaris 45. Ruth Nadler 46.Chantal Levitt 47.Jen Chitel 48. Jackie

Belliveau 49. Lauren Berenson and Sarah Siebold 50. Fred Starikov 5 I.Eric

Shoicket 52. Dan Ennis 53. Amanda Najarian 54. Lucy Muellner 55. Brian

Runyan 56.Tom Corley 57.Rachael Kaplan 58. Marc Hutton 59. Erica

Browne 60. Julie Lee 61 .Matt Traiger 62. Noah Levin 63. Mike Cooper

64. Dave Lazarus 65.Terri Phillips 66. Jackie Lee 67 Shara Miller

Casey







Seniors

Michelle A-Messih
608 Beacon St. 02159

January 18. 1980
Laugh + the world laughs w/you,

snore + you sleep alone.

Mom: I luv you! Thanx for every-

thing, w/out you 1 wouldn't be where

1 am today

Aida: I will be in Cali. soon

Reem: Worcester all the way
Rena: Brandeis! We luv it!

Ange: Never 4get T + J, BHS, E.

Boston projects, Larz, BU
2 all my friends: Thanx 4 being there

when I needed you + understanding

when 1 didn't. GOOD LUCK IN

COLLEGE! 1 LUV YOU ALL!

Rebecca Marci Aaron
160 Oliver Road 02168
September 1, 1979

Thanks to all of my teachers for their

guidance and encouragement. To all

my friends and to N.A.T.S. you guys

are the best!

To my family. Mom, Dad and Dan
01 for their loving support. "You
worry about the future, I'll just wait

till it's here" Serena

Talia Abrahamson
28 Moffat Road 02168

April 13, 1979
"Some people come into our lives

and quickly go. Others stay, leave

footprints in our hearts, and we are

never ever the same." Mom & Dad
— Thanks for all your help, support

& love. Darren & Nicky — Thanks
for being the best brother and sister

anyone could wish for. To my friends

— Memories last forever, I'll miss

you. Dancing will always be a part of

my life. SA— you'll always be home.
"It's weird how the magic only really

hits you when you're away." Good
luck Class of '97. "Always leave em
laughing when you say good-bye."

Anna Gray Aguilera
59 Hartford St. 02161
September 14, 1979

"We are rooted to the air through

our lungs and to the soil through our

stomachs.

We are walking trees and floating

plants." — John Burroughs

To my family and friends — you are

precious to me, and I am devoted to

you all.

Yous da bomb. Shake it down.

Nadia Alam
45 Indian Ridge Rd. 02159

January 29, 1979
"Tomorrow is the most important

thing in life. It's perfect when it ar-

rives + hopes we've leamt some-

thing from yesterday" — John Way-
ne 2 my friends — UR all d best!

Don't 4get . I'm JAOHB! GB is

in NY! England (J + H): Brugls Ba-

gels — Upword! TAWS? — FH
crew, WE ROCK' J — DI HP MS?
Mimio— To the fam— Thnx 4 putt-

ing up w/me. I couldn't have asked

4 better: F — UR a true role model.

ILY A — Thnx 4 paving the way.

Nevr 4get who's taller! "We know
what we R but know not what we
may be"

— William Shakespeare

Grant Alexander
99 Ridge Ave. 02159
September 18, 1979

Thanks Mom, Dad, Mark.

"You are young and life is long and

there is time to kill today

And then one day you find ten year

have got behind you

No one told you when to run.

You missed the starting gun" — Pink

Hoyd
Now you know
And knowing is half the battle

Josh Eli Altman
16 Farina Rd. 02159
March 10. 1979

Vince Lombardi didn't become a

head coach until he was 47. Michael

Jordan was cut from his high school

b-ball team. It's not how you start,

it's how you finish. Mom + Dad I

love you. Matt keep kicking. My boyz

JH, JK, AU, PO, MR, MN and my
grls JC, AN, TA, DBA, AB. NS —
F-BALL IT S GOOD! #3

Alexandra P. Apostolakis

41 Chestnut Hill Rd. 02167
October 10, 1979

"Moving right along, foot-loose and

fancy-free, I'm ready for the big

time, is it ready for me9 " — Kermit

the Frog Thanks to all the friends I've

made. I'll miss you. You've made my
short time at NSHS fun. Mom, Dad,

El, Chri. I love you + thanks. Good
luck class of '97!
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Salam Ashkouri
5 McCarthy Rd. 02159

June 15, 1979
Thanks for everything Mom, Dad,

and Brothers. Is this the start of the

beginning or the point of no return?

Wattup to all the b-ballers, JW, DW.
AR, CH, DH. to the V. soccer team,

and CF get #11. To all my friends

climbing up the wall, education is

your rope. Peace to NNHS-NSHS.
D.J. Babylon has left the building.

Rosa Baier

88 Forest Street 02161
November 6, 1979

M and D — I love you forever and

from wherever. K— so many mem-
ories, so many notes, but now 1 don't

have the words. 13 years and count-

ing. S— 1 will always try to catch up.

All my friends — thank you for mak-

ing me smile. 1 will miss you. "...

And yet sometimes/The wheel turns

of its own weight, the rusty/Pump

pumps over your sweating face the

clear/Water, cold, so cold! You cup

your hands/And gulp from them the

dailiness of life."

Kalah Auchincloss
51 Hampshire St. 02165

August 30, 1979
"1 note the obvious differences be-

tween each sort and type, but we are

more alike my friends than we are

unalike." Maya Angelou. To all my
friends who've stuck it out with me,

keep hoping. NSXC #1! Hugh —
North isn't so bad after all. Jake —
stay sane. M + D — you never give

up. R — what can I say about 13

years? M — wish you were here, but

thanks for everything, I love you still.

"It's never too late to be what you
might have been. " George Eliot

Conor Barron
89 Carver Rd. 02161

"forward ever, backwards never,

prepare for whatever and always

stay clever." KRS-ONE "Metaphy-

sician" To all my teachers, the BAK,
SH, my partner in crime, Mike P,

Chris T in VA To Peter and Lin

"The General" Montague, my real

troopers since '85. Rob, Aaron,

peace. Mom, Dad, Katharine, and

Sarah 1 love you.

Maria Simone Aufseeser
45 Chapin Rd. 02159
January 22, 1979

"The desire to understand the world

and the desire to reform it are the

two great engines of progress, with-

out which human society would
stand still or retrogress."— Bertrand

Russell

"The most wasted day is that in

which we have not laughed." —
Chamfort

"All things are possible until they are

proved impossible — and even the

impossible may only be so, as of

now." — Pearl S. Buck

Marc Barron
11 Redwood Rd. 02159

July 6, 1979
"Emancipate yourselves from men-
tal slavery, none but ourselves can

free our minds" — Bob Marley

(1981) "To thine own self be true"

— Shakespeare "Life moves pretty

fast. If you don ' t stop to look around

,

you might miss it" — Ferris Bueller

"Sometimes we live no particular

way but our own" — Jerry Garcia

"Overcome the devils with a thing

called love" — Bob Marley (1975)

To AE, JG, KH, MZ, SG: You're the

best, whatever . . . peace.

Dan Babchuck
206 Wiswall Rd 02159

October 13, 1978
"Cause I got more flavor than fruit

stripe gum" — B-Boys. FS, MC,
AC, DG, DF, Eli S, JL, MR, AN,
Mike S, Matt S AU — Thnx 4 help-

ing me w/my life. "How do U know
where UR going if U don't look

back, what's the use of having ends

if U lose all UR friends?" Jenny —
Thnx 4 being there 4 me + letting

me B there 4U. Emma, Abba, Talia

+ Elan thnx 4 UR patience with me.

RH — GP— MP: "How I wish, how
I wish you were here."

Jessica Bean
16 Country Club Rd. 02159

October 8. 1978
Life can only be understood back-

wards; but it must be lived forwards.

— Kierkegaard Let us be more sim-

ple: simple and true in our gestures,

in our words, and simple and true in

our minds above all. Let us be our-

selves. — Robert Linssen

Thanks to all my friends, and family

(Carrie — you're the best), and to

everyone who ever made me laugh.

JS, PV. JH — Remember: by the

fence, 1999. Keep in touch.
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Jackie Belliveau

195 Carlton Rd. 02168
February 5, 1979

"Life is lived forwards, but under-

stood backwards" SEV & SUE —
friends like u r hard to find, and im-

possible to forget. Thanx 4 every-

thing. ILY guys JULIE— why didn't

puffy D ask 4 a mouchette? 1 guess

we'll never know. My love 4 u is "like

watah" I'll miss u. JENNY — Mar-

cia, Marcia, Marcia! JD CL HM LR
MG AK LM BY NK & A-Z— Thanx
4 the unforgettable memories. ILY

guys. M + D — Thanx 4 everything

u have done 4 me. I love you NIKK1
— you'll always make me smile. Je

t'aime! GD luck to the class of '97.

Suzie Blacker

169 Spiers Rd. 02159
September 29, 1979

"I am responsible for my own be-

havior, not for what other people

think about it." Mom, Dad, Ben,

Bee. thanks for the support — I love

you— Sev and Jackie I couldn't have

done it w/out U— ILU— Joe, Mag-

gie, Art, Marcy, LM, LR, DL, MP,
JD, MZ, and A-Z ... 1 will miss U all!

"Wind the frog."

Ari Joseph Berenbaum
24 Windsor Road 02168

January 4, 1979
Grow strong, my comrades . . . that

you may stand

Unshaken when 1 fall; that I may
know
The shattered fragments of my song

will come
At last to finer melody in you;

That I may tell my heart that you be-

gin

Where passing I leave off, and fath-

om more.

WD, GP, PV, JM, JH, B

Scott Blanchard
82 Windsor Rd. 02168

May 4, 1979
2 the boyz, U know who u r, thanx

fellas 4 the good times. 2 D.K., B &
D 4ever, 2 my bra N.S., the boy of

97 A C. and LML, O.G., Persh,

M.D. good luck I love all U guys.

N.C. thanx 4 everything. NS F-ball,

B-ball. Goin 2 N.Y.C., Spec's par-

ry's, Chinatown, Brawlin, boozin in

school, we did it all boyz, No regrets

here. 2 my Mom, Dad, and Brother

I love u guys.

Lauren Ann Berenson
56 Ripley St. 02159

April 4, 1979
"You look at where you're going and

where you are and it never makes
sense, but then you look back at

where you've been and a pattern

seems to emerge. And if you can

project forward from that pattern,

then sometimes you can come up
with something." — R.M. Persig

Mom & Dad you mean everything.

Dan — be good! Renee, Sarah, Jo

and Dave — thank you for so much.
It's finally over. Noah — always re-

member that I love you.

Oran Blumenfeld
282 Mill St. 02160

April 10, 1979
High School with the boyz was
great, the BBQ's, parties, Cape
trips, & pick up games at C-side. I'll

nvr frgt the 3 years of fun with the

Gold's Gym crew, DK MH AU SB
LT NS, from going to the Pats prac-

tice to Vach's Pig Roast. Thanx RV
& HL for the great time. MN & MH
you were always around and I'll nvr

frgt everything we did, like the fried

dough night. Mom Dad Elinor &
Yaniv I couldn't have done it with out

you. M P. R.H. G. P. you'll always be

in my mind.

Deborah E. Bernstein

5 Eastham Rd. 02159
February 23, 1979

"Soon we shall go out of the house

+ go in2 the convulsion of the

world, out of history in2 history and
the awful responsibility of time" RP
Warren To my friends: "In daylight

— in sunsets, in midnights— in cups

of coffee, in inches — in miles, in

laughter — in strife" J. Larson.

Thanx 4 sharing all this w/me. ILU

all. Gd lk. Mom, Dad + Zach: Thank
U 4 the love, understanding + sup-

port. ILU always. "And so it's time

2 change R ways but I've loved these

days" B. Joel

David Bowen
26 Holman Rd. 02166

January 15, 1979
Of all the things I've lost,

I miss my mind the most.

— Ozzy Osbourne



Class of 1997

David Broder
853 Dedham St. 02159

June 12, 1979
For I am empty and my emptiness

surrounds me and engulfs me and I

love it and its warmth and faint aro-

ma make me smile for being empty

has potential, think of all the things

to fill me all the pregnant possibilities

on trial — Chris Knox. M & D & A
— Thanks for all yr love and support

— I appreciate it more than words

can say. MG, JZ, MT — I couldn't

have done it without you. "how
could one ever think anything's per-

manent?'' — Palace

Kerry Berry Brogan
19 Kippy Drive 02168
February 11, 1980

"Let us first be as simple and well as

Nature ourselves, dispel the clouds

which hang over our own brows and

take up a little life into our pores."

— H .D. Thoreau

To those teachers who nourished my
soul — Thankyou. Mom, Dad, Kim
& Tara — there are no words* JD &
AA & MP — we be the girls foreva!

To the rest — Listen to your heart!

Love your children! and . . . Power
to the Care Bears!

Noah J. Brother
92 Beethoven Av. 02168

December 4, 1978
'Sometimes you wonder how you
got on this Mtn. But sometimes you
wonder, "how will I get off?' " —
Joan Manley Thanks 2 all my friends

past/present — NT, JN, JC, MC
'96, RY, DK. We've made it! M &
D, Gail, Nicki, & Toot. Thanx 4 eve-

rything. — DG & NSHS Ski Team
keep up the gd work— GO '97

Tara Broughel
75 Nehoiden Rd. 02168

June 22, 1979
"A mind that is stretched by a new
experience can never go back to its

old dimensions." To my friends: U
guys pulled me thru these 4 years,

thanx for the memories: Vimpel
rules, turette's, SBC, LHS, real wa-

ter, samixam, Charlie's, swt nthg,

mimio, #5, ethiopia, chapstick,

break-down lane, GB NY. M, D +
Linny: I couldn't have made it w/out

all of you. James: Good luck. "It's

not leaving that's hard, it's knowing

your never coming back."

Erica Johanna Browne
22 Glenwood Ave 02159

July 2, 1979
"Saying good-bye while it's sad

makes us remember the good times

we've had." Mom Dad Todd Eva
"02 I Love You! Thanks for always

supporting me. RN tuna & ice cream

anytime. Remember: Breakdown
lane, RK, TB, redhead, Jamaica, JL:

the lights are out, car trouble, Maine,

Just an Oak Hill/Waban . . . NA,
Wait what? NSFH crew: You're the

BEST, Shania, Underwear. NSIT &
OT Thanx Jane, Lyn, McChesneys,

Mr. Churz. Memories last a lifetime,

I'll never forget you.

Ellen Burchett
514 Chestnut St. 02168

March 9, 1979
I would thank U all but I have met so

many & U all mean so much! To my
family & Mike thanks forever & al-

ways, IL U. To everyone else,

GOOD LUCK, may you find what

you're lookin for.

"Children, one earthly Thing truly

experienced, even once, is enough
for a lifetime." — Rilke

"Life is what happens to you while

you're busy making

other plans." — John Lennon
"Whoever knows himself knows
God."

— Muhammad

Jennifer M. Burns
42 Westbourne Rd. 02159

August 10, 1979
2 my girlz 'WKWAT": DR, JW, NC,
KK, LS — I hope 1 day I can be

there 4 U the way U have been there

4 me. 2 all our memories + 2 all our

good times. Thanx 4 all the FUNnel

+ just rmber — its not a party until

the cops come ILY. Nima — Thanx

4 always making me smile. U will al-

ways be in my heart ILY. MT— Stay

sweet. I will always be here 4 U . Gd
Lk 2 MN (Mikey) KR + everl else.

Mom, Kevin, Bryan, Mike + KT—
I couldn't have made it w/o your love

+ support ILY.

Jessica V Burrows
424 Dedham St.

August 1, 1979
"Life is a series of hellos + g-byes

I'm afraid it's time 4 g-bye again!" bj

2 my BFF Aly — only you under-

stand me, I'll always B here, Thanx

4 the memories ILY. DR, NJ, CF,

DT, AT, KG, RK, MR, BB, DP, ST,

Fr. Gang B-Ball 97, Weeks Crew—
"What U can do is limited only by

what U can dream" Every 1 else —
GL. 2 my Fam ILYA, APB — gl . .

. #23
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Robert Cancilla

41 Chase St. 02159
January 7. 1979

"Your gonna like this guy, hes a

good fella" Respect & Props 2 G.S.,

R.R.. JR. W.D., TDC R.G. luv u,

kid (Feb. 14) Thanx & luv 2 K.H.,

AM, A.R., A.W., S.S., A.S., E.H.,

R R. They'r all lies! G.S. One more,

dude J.R. Stoops! W D. Do you like

it? P L C. — Keep it real K.H. Friend

with benefits.

Matthew Stephen Michael
Casey

49 Wilde Rd 02168
June 8. 1979

In the bottomless bamboo basket;

1 put the white moon.
In the bowl of mindlessness;

I store the pure breeze.

Nora C. Capraro
46 Rockland PI. 02164

August 19, 1978
To my friends, its amazing to me
how no matter what we're doing we-

're always having fun — Don't ever

change — I love you guys. — Lucy,

Pardon, est-ce que vous pouvez aller

un peu plus vite? — Matt, Vr-oom
Vr-oom. — Mom, Dad, Anthony,

Mark, Joanna, Brian "You can pick

your friends, You can pick your

nose, But you can't pick your fami-

ly."

Kathryn Grace Chalifoux

9 Payne Road 02161
August 24, 1979

"I know that the experiences in our

lives, when we let God use them, be-

come the mysterious and perfect

perfection for the work he will give

us to do in the future. "— CorrieTen

Boom
B.B. and NSXC Forever!, J.H.,

K.A., C.H., R.S. To anyone who in-

spired and guided me while at

NSHS, thank you! Sara K., Kristen

B. and Andrea, we found the very

best in each other, my sisters, I love

you all!!

Rachel Beth Carlino

366 Brookline St. 02159
March 6, 1979

Do it!

Move it! Make it happen!

No one ever sat their way to success.

Words can't express my feelings. To
Julie You're the best friend that an-

yone could ask for. Thanx 4 always

being there! Jill, for here or to go?

JK, KR. The memories UB, NM,
New Seabury, REM, SHOTGUN. I

love all U guys. Eugene thanx 4 your

support. I will always be there for U!

Sharks? Thanx M + D + Frecks for

your help. LUV U 4EVER. IWMUP

Tony Chang
51 High St. 02161

June 5, 1979
Thanks 2 everyone who believed in

me. Thanks to my mom + dad, and

family for supporting me. LCI — be

true 2 my boy. SC. 2 all U li'l fre-

shies, PEACE!! MC + LC2 — get

to class!! TS — let me whip your

$#! + 2 da Waltham Funky Bunch,

many memories, and many more!!!

JH — quit shrinking my clothes!!!

(but, I still luv u.) Peace out South.

ASIAN PRIDE (but not at South)

Marisa Catalina Casey
206 Waban Ave. 02168

November 5, 1979
"By the time it came 2 the edge of

the Forest the stream had grown up,

so that it was almost a river. + being

grown-up it did not run + jump as it

used 2 do when it was younger, but

moved more slowly, 4 it knew now
where it was going. " — A.A. Milne

THANX 2: my fam who supported

me, teachers who led me + friends

who helped me as I ran my course

ILY! "we have just begun watching

the river run listening, learning +
yearning run river run. " — L + M

Jonathan Chesebro
819 Commonwealth Ave.

August 13, 1979
"Throw that pumpkin at the tree

Unless you think that pumpkin holds

your destiny

Cast if off into the sea.

Bake that pie and eat it with me."
— WEEN

"Be yourself is the worst advice you
can give some people."

— Thomas Masson
Props to the fam. the band, and the

boyz.

"Padow!"
— Snoop
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Jamison L.M. Chew
15 Great Meadow Rd. 02159

April 16, 1979
With the support of my family,

teachers, mentors, guidance coun-

selor, and friends I have been able to

succeed in my 4 yrs. of NSHS. Best

of luck to my sister Jen at NSHS
next year. Special thanks to my
mother who has helped me make it

through life so far, and I am eternally

in debt to her. A special thanks to my
friends, and my guidance counselor

Ms. Alexander. The best of luck to

my friends.

Jennifer Lara Chitel

36 Clifton Rd 02159
January 6. 1979

I once had a garden that grew only

on dark thoughts but they need con-

stant attention and one day I decided

1 had better things to do— Andrews.

ABB-frm 89 on ILY, NF & RN —
B.B., AF & CL — Reg 97 ILY, LB
— gd lck ES-2 a frnds hse the rd is

nvr Ing nw frnds R the bst, ELP —
frvr B.S. CHP — debz — 6 yrs &
gng strng ILY AU — i'm so hngry

thnx, WS — Merci bonne chance,

Noods — U R my snshn M&D —
how lucky I am to have some thing

that makes saying goodbye so hard.

Denise Chin
28Broadlawn Pk. 02167

January 22, 1979
"No teacher, preacher, parent,

friend or

wise man can decide

What's right for you — just listen to

The voice that speaks inside"

— Shel Silverstein

Thanx 2 Mom, Dad + J— who else

would live their lives w/o their heads

4 me. 2 RB JZ RW MT/CL AT/PC
(U 2 taught me more than I needed
2 know) MC BK — U R all the best.

2 my pals in HR— those 5 min were
fun. 2 all 1 know — it has been a

great 4 years.

Michael Clark

39 Beecher PI. 02159
September 29, 1979

RIP— RH GP MP 10/13/95 Never

be forgotten Mom & Dad Thanks 4

putting up w/me — Bob — Good
Luck — BABS — In the Zone & P-

Ments — SABLE — Thanks 2 U &
Fam. 4 everything C-LO — 2 on 1

b-ball — Call me ACE — RANDO
— Crank it up — UGLY or STUD
— P OSH — Your gonna die SWAN
— J. LIU — Go 2 Costco?— DF—
JF— PS— Mick DICK 5— Nothing

to say except, thanks "Girls want

their ... Ice Cream" — Raekwon
"You're not drunk, if you can lie on

a floor without holding on."— Dean
Martin

Leanna Chin
40 June Lane 02159

May 17, 1979
1st I would like 2 thk my parents 4
all their love & support. LC2 stay out

of trbl & in schl. LG— 8th grd math,

KR— bruises, why?! DW— Kaluha,

where? TC — c u at Bentley? TS—
Armani is mine! AM — gossip bud-

dy. TL — alcoholic. DR — no more
hickies. MC — thks 4 all da advice.

DC, KS, PT, JW, MW, MS — thks

4 everything. BS, EC, JC, MC, RL,

CL, TL, RW & rest of "Ctown", kp
it real. Vball girls — good luck! Scott

— thk u 4 everything and 4 always

being there when I needed u. I luv u

always baby! 4/6/94 "ASIAN
PRIDE"

Sinceree Clarke
19Newcroft Circle 02126

June 3, 1979
Thanx to my Mom, Dad, T, and fam-

ily. To everyone who helped me
along the way, thanks. To my girls

Babs, Dot, Ya, Dina, Webby, IT

WAS FUN Y'ALL! For all the Class

of '97: "We finally did it and we're

audi. " Good Luck to the Class of '98

(Sherly T.) & 99. To the rest, See

Ya. Praise be to GOD!

Michael R. Chin
151 Florence St. 02167

March 28, 1979
I do not believe that I am now dream-

ing, but I cannot prove that I am not.

— Bertrand Russell

Thanx to all for a great four years:

SG — Metallica; DM — benchea-

mos; MZ — IHOP @ 4 a.m. + AH;
AT — blue veiner!; MA — do you
eat?; and to PC, DH, DC, and eve-

rybody else I forgot. To AL— I'll stay

around if you will. Be happy. To DC.
MB, JK, and the rest of the team:

"Play hard, play loud." Thanks Mrs.

K. #18 sez good-bye. Be big, vball.

Joanna Beth Cohen
141 Oliver Rd. 02168

March 11. 1979
It's too bad that something extra bad

has to happen to appreciate the

good. I'm fortunate enough to have

had something extra bad happen to

me. I hope everyone gets a slap up

side the head from reality as I did. It

will teach you more than you could

ever know. I love you— Tania Ming

Yee Wong, Danna Ben-Akiva,
Amanda Brie Najarian, Rachael Jen-

nifer Kaplan, Lauren Beth Zucker.

Dave, Mum, Pup, and most impor-

tantly, Schmuttie.
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Anthony James Coletti

34 Columbia Ave. 02164
November 11, 1978

Never change and keep smiling,

your talents will take you as far as

you want to go' ... 2 my (riends

without U school would have been ill

+ the weekends would have blue. I'll

always be there 4 U. Majoring in T
+ A — Club Spector — Every party

has a pooper — Varsity LAX 4 yrs

— Buying in JP + MD's— Absolute

Citron Tokin' at ES's. Mom — Dad
— MC — DC ILY. Thanx 4 Every-

thing. Hey Guyz if U get there B 4

me tap the KEG . . . I'll PUMP

Michael Cooper
33 Saco St. 02164
November 5, 1978

"A MAN'S FATE IS A MAN'S FATE
AND LIFE IS BUT AN ILLUSION"
SHOGUN
Lou, ever since we were little you've

kept me in line. Thanks for always

being there & helping me think sen-

sibly. Gabi, everyone should drive

around in monster trucks I lv U. ES,

DG, AHM, BP, DM. MB, EE you

were a big part of my growing up.

NS wrest gd luck. MOM & DAD
thank you for teaching me to be re-

sponsible, maybe I'll wake up some-

day. Steph good luck in the future &
I lvU.

Tom Corley
243 Plymouth Rd., 02161

February 1, 1979
You cool man? Thanks mom, dad,

Meg and Matt. Thanks to the crew

and all the little people. The psycho

in the barrio will always be remem-
bered. We're just two lost souls

swimming in a fish bowl year after

year. Strike me down and I will be-

come more powerful than you ever

imagined. Let's go to the smoking

room. You have an attitude prob-

lem. What's that smell. Check you

later.

Jonah Corsun-Ascher
41 Westminster Rd. 02159

May 27, 1979
"I'm sure people will always say, He
was the idiot who missed the penal-

ty'." — Gareth Southgate, England.

PC, AT, JC, BS you know who you
are; always remember the fun— late

nite pickups and beepers going off.

Bo knows what I made out of 27.

MB = 2 .34 GAA this year— he bet-

ter win Everyone knows stick is bet-

ter — just admit it. GM vs. MJ — a

good race. "It's better to burn out

than to fade away. " — Kurt Cobain.

He was wrong. MP, GP, RH — we
miss you: Friday, oct. 13 1995.

Paul Curley

46 Ripley St. 02159
August 29, 1978

Life's never easy, but w/hard work
it'll all even out. Life'll roll on, so li-

ve't while you can. Thanx 2 Campos
CA, Denise 4 Gummy Bears, EB +
KS — Being there 4 me, TC ("Re-

take") + The Boys — don't party 2

hard <U2 Woody), JC leading the 24
way, Ma + Pa + Fam — puttin up

w/me, AT — U may go 2 a distant

land, but I'll always feel your heart

w/me. Remember Bananas, Ewoks,

Bloofa, REM, Feb 13/18?, Sum-
mer/Dec 25 Time, Ace V, Movie +
Chillin' out 'Til we meet again, I'll

miss you all

Kai Evan "Elvis" Curtis

1414 Center Street, 02159
December 14, 1979

1 am Hamlet. I am Gatsby. I am Pruf-

rock. I apologize: Ophelia, Daisy,

nameless woman. Still, I will always

measure my life with coffee spoons.

But someday you will see:

For an instant

All these stars will be mine.

"A funny thing about regret: It's bet-

ter to regret things you have done

than things you haven't." — Orbital

Eddie Dabuzhsky
86 High Rock Terrace 02167

If you don't want to be seen

You don't have to hide

If you don't want to believe

You don't have to try

To feel alive

If this doesn't make you free

It doesn't mean you're tied

If this doesn't take you down
It doesn't mean your high

If this doesn't make you smile

You don't have to cry

If this isn't making sense

It doesn't make it lies

Sevan Pauline Dawson
79 Audubon Dr. 02167

August 14, 1979
"Thought is a bird of space, that in

a cage of words, may indeed unfold

its wings, but cannot fly." — Gibran.

2 my chicas Sue + Jack— Thank u

4 all the adventures — we can ac-

complish anything 2gether — ILU.

AK 1st Gr. on — ILU. Mom, Dad,

+ Raf — Thx 4 believing in me —
ILU. "Understanding the self

enough 2 communicate personal

feelings, which u find R in agreement

w/another's whose tears run//2

yours, creates a union which defines,

makes, + is happiness. " — JM— I

Love U.
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Amir Ali Dehestani
11 Beethoven Ave. 02168

November 17, 1979
Football 9-12 "Stop walkin', buf-

foonery" Thanx to friends: Zervas

Crew— It's been a long trip, Waban
ghetto, AR — the Happy Hindu,

DW — Smacktuals, BR— are you a

moron, MW — Sweet Escapes,
thanx especially to all girls at NS for

4 years of no play. Mom & Ali — I

believe you guys owe me some mon-
ey Campaign '96 Vote Amir'
"3, 148 seconds and counting w/o a

public embarrassment." Always in

our thoughts— MP + RH + GP

Peter Dixon
71 Montvale Crescent 02159

April 16, 1979
M.R. — Since we were two

To all from Mason-Rice

"Why does the universe always give

you the sign after you do it?" — Cal-

vin

"It's not far, just close by, Through

an open door; Work all done, care

laid by, Going to fear no more." —
Anton Dvorak

— Words: William Arms Fisher

Lashauna Dennis
36 Hamlet Street 02159

March 5, 1979
Suga's in da house O my God! Class

of '97 we're finally out! I give mad
props to my girls B.W., u da girl,

Babs. keep shoppin'. Webs, have

fun, Ya, home run, Tasos, friends to

da end. Mrs. Markin, u da boss. Mr.

Bleiwas, keep it up! Good luck 2 all

ya'll freshmen, sophs, jrs. Luv ya!

Peace I'm out.

Jessica Andra Ducey
574 Chestnut St. 02168

October 15, 1979

I have no magic powers.

Dad — You fascinate me.

Mabs — Your understanding got me
through.

Mama — Your love guided me.

Mike — Michael Michael Motorcycle.

Jo — mm beautiful.

My friends— You mean everything.

Keep your face over the place.

Wait— let me draw you a picture.

Tear it up. wow.

"I don't think I shall bow down easily

to

the blows that inevitably come to eve-

ryone."
— Anne Frank.

"When you get on the bus, don't forget

about us."

— Chucklehead.

Jessica Deth
1484 Beacon St. 02168

July 2, 1979
"Sitting on top of the world is every

little girl's dream." RK — "A friend

is someone who knows all about

you, but loves you just the same."

Channy — So quickly did we be-

come so close, ILY. T-bear, JB, LR,

MG, SD, AK, EB, SH. HB — ILYG,

You'll forever hold a special place in

my heart. XC Crew — I'll miss you
and woods, Alwyz remember the

party's in rm 219!! M, D, & J —
Thnx 4 helping me to realize my
dreams.

Gabriel T. Dym
1558 Beacon Street 02168

December 6, 1996
I would like to thank everyone for

everything that they have done for

me and have let me do for myself.

R.H., G.P., and M.P., we will never

forget you.

John DiMarco
464 Dudley Rd. 02159

April 25, 1979
First of all I would like to thank my
mom, dad, and little bro for being

there for me through my life. And
also the rest of my family. I would

also like to thank all my friends. Es-

pecially, AM, LC, AS. JB, MB, TD,
NJ, LS, AM, EKB, CP, and to all the

rest I forgot. Congratulations to the

class of '97 and good luck to the

class of '98. Be good Le Le. See you

all later.

Alec Elbert

86 Winston Rd 02159
January 12, 1979

My four years at South have been

fun but not because of the school or

many of the people in it. Thanks to

Jo, my few friends (you know who
you are), a few teachers and 420.

The rest of my life had better be bet-

ter. — "Can't fight against the youth

cause we're strong them are rude,

rude people."

— Bradley of Sublime.

— "Who controls the past controls

the future; who controls the present

controls the past
.

" — George Orwell

— 1984
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Daniel Ennis
121 AllertonRd 02161

"You don't have to be a weather-

man to know which way the wind

blows," Bob Dylan.

Dani Farber
1860 Beacon St. 02168

February 27, 1979
"You're gonna go far, fly high,

You're never gonna die,

You're gonna make it if you try" —
Pink Floyd

Thnx 2 my teachers, all my friends,

and my loving family for your sup-

port. 2 Steve — Rando — MD —
Swann— Babs— Shoiks— FS 2 all

the rest— "So we said good-by and

all. 1 told them I'd look them up
sometime, if 1 ever got there" —
Catcher in the Rye

Amy Dondis Farman
34 Palmer Road, 02168

April 6, 1979
"Hid on 2 16 as lng as u cn, chnges

one md rl sn, mke us wmn & mn —
jcm. My lfe's a gnt cncdnce. TA —
shld've bn a bind, ILY. TP— myshrnk,

thnx 4 alwys stckn by me, nvr wtch

902 10 w/th 1 u lv. LY. T & T— dn't

go bck I'd mss u 2 mch! JC— my bg

ss, u r my snshne, u mke me hpy whn
skys r gry. ILY DBA — My bby kp

smiln CYJ ILY. NF — new fmds r th

grtst. CL— Rg '97 4-va u'r th bst. AM
— hve fn. CS— mre thn u knw. Al th

bys — thnx 4 mkn HS so mch fn —
I'll mss u. D '94 — alwys & 4-va. M,

D & A '00 thnx 4 be'n thre. I'm nvr fr

fmn hme. I'll alwys b u'r wda girl FLY.

Wrds cn't dscrbe hw mch ILY all. Gd
lck in all u do.

Angela Ficken
479 Boylston St. 02159

March 23, 1979
Thanx Papito + Mama for the end-

less hugs To my Girls: Always re-

member Larz Anderson Shelly: Nev-

er forget the projects in E. Boston

TJ: 45888-588-2643 Thanx to all

the friends I've lost and to all the

ones I've made along the way.

VI

Garrett Frampton
53 Maplewood Ave.

August 28, 1979
I'll see you Boys later.

MP RH GP

Hunter Fraser

130 Franklin St. 02158
March 1, 1979

"Information is gushing toward your

brain like a firehose aimed at a tea-

cup. Your only hope is to choose a

leader whose vision can penetrate

the thick fog of human incompet-

ence. DOGBERT FOR SUPREME
RULER OF EARTH!!" I really

"dug" '97! Thanks Frisbee Crew Se-

van (frisbee stretch!) Simon and
Scott, Lauren borin', BJ, Peter (stu-

pido!), Nadege, Larry, Josh, Jon,

and Goose Girl (whatever!). Long
Live NSHS Ultimate, JSA, and the

Roar. IHTFP!

Brooke Freedman
"Swinging in this tree, branch to

branch, limb to limb. All in a day's

dream I am stuck like the other mon-
keys here. Then came the day I

climbed out of these safe limbs, then

turned walking tall, head high, sing-

ing." DMB.
The world is spinning pretty fast,

times a wastin', suck life up through

a straw. Do what makes you feel

good.

Naomi Alana Friedman
189 Windsor Rd. 02168

October 3, 1979
"Separated now by days and by

miles our lives branch out in different

directions. The common threads

that brought us together will remain

always. Rising to see tomorrow, we
remember what tied our yesterdays

one into another, until we meet
again." — Thank you Mom and Dad
for teaching and guiding me to be-

come the person I am today. Avi '99

and Josh '03 you guys are the best

little brother's, I'll miss you all very

much. I love you!
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Josh Funk
36 Hamlin Road 02159

April 9, 1979
Well, I've had a memorable four

years in high school. Mom and Dad,

I appreciate you for always being

there, even when I wished you wer-

en't, Aaron for keeping my vocal

chords strong, Sevan, Mike, Rena
(Yup:), DB, DR. AD, MW, MC, BN,

DM, MS. LS, GD, HF, DH, MA, AS,

JC, VB, Ramah, USY, The Simp-

sons, EEIF. And as Homer Simpson

said, "That's it! You people have

stood in my way long enough. I'm

going to clown college." Alex Furman

Marisha Futer

21 Linda Ln. 02161
April 19, 1979

"Why, it would really be being un-

selfish to go away and be happy for

a little, because we would come back

so much nicer. You see, after a bit

everybody needs a holiday."

Mary A. Arnim (English writer)

With love to all my friends and teach-

ers: Have a great summer, and don't

forget to take a vacation once in a

while!

Tali Gai

May 10, 1979
I want to be

like the waves on the sea,

like the clouds in the wind,

but I'm me.

One day I'll jump
out of my skin.

I'll shake the sky like a hundred vio-

lins. — S. Cisneros

M + E thanks for your patience,

love and encouragement.

To my friends:

Nobody sees a flower — really — it

is so small it takes time— we haven't

time — and to see takes time, like to

have a friend takes time. — G.

O'Keefe

&3£

Andrew Gelles

11 Village Circle 02159
September 14, 1979

Thanx Mom Dad Ali, NS Var Base-

ball 96 97 "If you have no confi-

dence in self you are twice defeated

in the race of life, with confidence,

you have won even before you have

started' '
— Marcus Garvey ' 'Try not,

do or do not, there is no try."— Yo-

da

Abby Gerhold
21 Oak Terrace

October 18, 1979

Laura Lucille Gilroy

6 white Ave. 02159
January 3, 1979

Albert over the last 2 yrs we've been

through so much, and I just wanted

to let you know that my feelings 4 u

will never change, 143 1 love 1 life

1 breath. Kathy — they were only

pictures. LB — lets go 2 the mall &
watch them dip choc. LC, DW, RG,

DB — thanx 4 being there. M, D, K
— luv ya. Papa, I miss u.

Jessica S. Gold
281 Upland Ave.

Newton, MA 02161
"I do like a road, because you can

always be wondering what is at the

end of it." — Lucy Maud Montgo-

mery— Mom and Dad — thanks for

supporting me and helping me to be

a good person — ILY — To all my
friends — good times and great

memories will never be forgotten—
To the field hockey gang — "blood,

sweat and tears" — to Carl '01 and

Nina B. 05 — ILY and will be there

for you always.
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Sina Jacob Goldberg
728 Dedham Street, 02159

January 28, 1979
To all those who have helped me
along the way, words cannot express

my gratitude — 1 love you all. To my
entire fam thanks so much for all of

your love and support esp. Avi

Pimp-Daddy Grunin. To all of my
friends u kno who u are esp. "The
Chin"

To Syd — TY SM FA TH TY HH
MT IW NH Ml WY YH BM BFF AL
Al CT RA IWALY. BANG!

Speedo

Michael A. Goldstein

30 Mill Street 02159
March 10. 1979

I've grown so much. Mom and Dad
thanks for everything, I am who I am
because of you. Jan I'm here for you,

See you in Hollywood! Jeff you pro-

vide me so much happiness. Trips—
Scandinavia, Israel/Poland. USY,
Basketball, my great experiences.

Dave — you've been there through

it all — Thanks for being a best

friend. Josh — stay cool and if you

need to talk I'm here — it's been

great. Ani, to memories. BM — to

B-Ball. To everyone else its been

fun.

"You see things and say 'Why?' I

dream things that never were and
say 'Why not?'

"

— G. B. Shaw

Michael B. Goldstein

31 Walsh Rd. 02159
January 14, 1979

"We will always look back on our

high school days as the fondest time

of our lives. Scary isn't it?"

Maggie Goldwasser
125 Arnold Rd 02159

April 30, 1979
"Come, Boy," she whispered,
"come and play." "I am too old and
sad to play," said the boy. "I want a

boat that will take me far away from

here. Can you give me a boat?"

"Cut down my trunk and make a

boat," said the tree. "Then you can

sail away . . . and be happy." And
so the boy cut down her trunk and

made a boat and sailed away. And
the tree was happy ... — Shel LR
+ AK — I love you. D, M, G, R —
You are the best, I love you too.

1

- 4

Jonah Goldwater
36 Audubon Dr. 02167

July 16. 1979
"Social being determines conscious-

ness" (Marx) + "Ignorance is

strength" (1984) — thafs NSHS.
"The future's uncertain + the end is

always near" (Morrison) Vote GOP
— its easier than thinking. To NS's

"cool" kids — "Imperious Caesar,

dead + turned to clay/Might stop a

hole to keep the wind away" (Ham-

let) My left + right hands; Alec +
Sara — I love you, + to the guys;

hangin at 4:20 = mas yums; "I'd

rather be right than president" (Hen-

ry Clay), so vote me prez in
1

16

Shoshana Goodman
82 Louise Rd. 02167

July 17, 1979
"If it's not fun Why do it?" — Jerry

G. To the Class of '97 — Thanx for

the memory & Good Luck! Thanx to

my family & my teachers! I'd also

like to thank Cole BFF, Dan. GL, JB,

SH, KR, RS, RJ, JM, KT, LG, FA,

Mrs. Parker, MF, RK, Katherine &
Monica, GM, KO, MS, NS, PT, JC
— Thank you so much for being

there!

Dan Green
48BowRd. 02159
March 20, 1979

"One good thing about music, when
it hits you feel no pain, so hit me with

music" — Bob Marley . . . Wazzup
— Dan E, Dan S, Ben, Tom, B,

Wes, Gijon, Gabe, Grant, Garrett,

Jon, and rest of the crew. Love You
Mom and Dad, Simon, Ben, Adam,
Oamsie. I'll always remember you

Matt. "Woo-Hah Got You All In

Check!"

David (Swan) Greenbaum
185 Countryside Rd.

January 31, 1996
Well we're finally done. There have

been many good memories. CW —
Teacup best frnd, AC— 2 Pukes. JL
— stay frugal, ES — Mr slops, MN
— get a car, MR — open the door.

FS Taco Bell, ES— snack packs. MS
— prty pooper, DF — start lifting.

JH — Hey!, DB — Hiiiii, MC Ab-

solut, Ms — I'm mixing, MD —
BrBq, GL— Okay! , SS— Red, blue,

or Brown. The point, citron, punch

boy. Its all been fun. Good luck.

Mom, Dad, Mike, I love you. Mike

the house is yours.
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Barry D. Greenstein

78 Winston Rd. 02159
September 12, 1996

Hey man, you want Sly? You want

P-Funk? You want some B 2 Da E?

Heck yeah mama, we gots dat mean
funk.

I must inquire Wilson do you still

have fun?

NSXC #1

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Jeff, & Ste-

phen.

Marcv Wynne Grossman
7 Hay Rd 02159
February 6, 1979

"Are you on fire, from the years?

What would you give for your kid

fears?"

— Indigo Girls

Jeff Hahn
17 Wright Rd. 02159

January 1, 1979
To my friends — thanks for acting

like idiots and making me laugh; CW
— white pants, latin, pinos; ES —
Hi!, Bertucci's, freakin Upton, du-

uude; DG — Outta the house; FS—
just call Sandra; LW — you carried it

— thanx; JK— you're dead, Haiti's

gone; JA — keep kickin; LT — I

know; GD — Womens lib; RS, TP,

MS, MC, DF, RN, NF
; Josh— good

luck in everything — you're a great

bro; And of course, my parents —
Mom and Dad, 1 love you guys, you

mean everything to me.

Shuki Haiminis
24 Solon St. 02161
January 30, 1978

Kyle Hamilton
21 Lake Ave. 02159

March 4, 1979
A few words . . . Jor; We are the

best! YOU are the best! How did 1

get so lucky? You are amazing & I

love you! We will always be pals +
buds. Marc: All those nights in the

basement + the palace were not for

nothing. We were losers then, and
we still are. Who Cares? Family: I

made it this far, ON TIME! I owe it

all to you. Class Of '97: Hope to see

you down the road. Enjoy the rest of

your lives. What more can I say?

Jessica N. Harwood
19 Park Drive, 02161
September 13, 1979

It's a long long road, it's a big big

world. We are wise wise women, we
are giggling girls, we both carry a

smile to show when we're pleased

we both carry a switchblade in our

sleeves. Tell you 1 thing I'm gonna

make noise when I go down, for 10

square blocks they're gonna know I

died. All the goddesses will come up

to their ripped screen doors and say

What do you want dear? And I'll say

I want inside. — Ani DiFranco
Thanx 4 the laughs and tears.

Sydney Hatten
36 Woodman Road 02167

March 6, 1979
It doesn't matter what roads you
take, as long as you have enough gas

to get where you want. Toby, Dan,

& Merf, we will shop. M & D, don't

look at the Visa bill. All my buds, you

always know best so listen to your-

selves. Ange, you cry & pick fights

too? Roach, stop licking the bathtub.

PCAT, thanx for everything & good

luck. Josh, the ass will be yours.

Sina, YA TB TI ML IWNFYA IWA-

LY Shoot!

Sabrina (Catherine Hepburn
132 Stanley Rd. 02168
November 21, 1979

Thanks to all my friends — write of-

ten. Good luck to everyone in the

class of '97! South Ski Team: Never

stop trying! "Farewell," they cried,

"wherever you fare, till your eyries

receive you at the journey's end!"

That is the polite thing to say among
eagles. — JRR Tolkien "It's a . . .

road map! . . . that ought to have

been issued, about how to reach the

edge of time ..." — Tom Wolfe
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Justin Hertz

250 Hammond Pond Pkwy.

02167
March 28, 1979

When you're a high school senior, it

makes you stop and think. The road

to high school takes about 14 years

to travel. The road through high

school takes another four years.

Both roads are quite rough, with

plenty of twists and turns. Eventual-

ly, though, you reach your destina-

tion: college. Once you've reached

this point in your life, there's no turn-

ing back. You have to strive to be the

best you can be.

Abby Mill

40 Waldorf Rd 02161
October 12, 1979

To my family and friends, thank you

so much. You've made me laugh,

and I love you all.

"The hardest thing to learn in life is

which bridge to burn, and which
bridge to cross." — D R.

Anita Ho
360 Brookline St. 02159

January 4, 1979
My four years at South have been

fun and exciting. Thanks to all my
teachers and friends. And special

thanks to Mom & Dad, Dennis, my
grandparents, aunts, uncles & cous-

ins for encouraging and supporting

me. Best wishes to the entire South

faculty and the class of 97!

Chi Quang Hoang
31 Bryon Rd. 02167
January 25, 1979

Always laugh often, love much and
enjoy Earth's beauty.

DR SA AR DW JW— summer b-ball

and homage BR and GM — Thanks
for always pushing me to my limits.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Jenny, Kearn

and Cynthia for being so special.

Thanks SM and MM, NSXC #1!

Andrea Michaela Holz
119 Wayne Rd. 02159

August 6, 1979
All experience is an arch where
through grows that untraveled light

whose margin fades forever and for-

ever when I move
— Tennyson

p.s. well i guess i'm still not mincing

words but . . . you know, mincing

makes mush, and mush is baby food,

and we're not babies anymore, we
know too much.

— ani difranco

To my family and friends: 1 love you

Julie Mai Horn
460 Dedham St. 02159
December 15, 1979

"There's nothing U can do that can't

be done . . . ALL YOU NEED IS

LOVE" — Beatles

"You got to be yourself, U can't be

no one else" — Oasis

Lee BK. Broiler — Prague '96 HIS,

MW DW — 3 Asian Beatles, AA —
Ca movie freak

To my friends: Have fun. Be young.

Drink Pepsi

Soccer, tennis "Sports do not build

character. They reveal it." Mom,
Dad, Justin, Biskit — Thanxs for be-

lieving in me. 1LYG "Oh is this the

way they say the future is meant to

feel? Or just 20,000 people standing

in a field. And I just don't quite un-

derstand just what this feeling is. But

that's okay cos we're all sorted out

for E's & wizz" — Pulp Adieu

Daniel Chi-nung Hu
79 Ossipee Rd. 02164

July 27, 1979
I hitched a ride with my soul

By the side of the road

Just as the sky turned black

I took a walk with my fame

Down Memory lane

I never did find my way back
— Oasis

My friends — remember the past,

live for the now, and rock the future!

Thanks Mom, Dad, & Chris — for

everything

— Doctor Hu

John H. Hugg
59 Stony Brae Rd 02161

December 5, 1978
Thanks to everyone. You know who
you are. And if you're not sure,

you're probably included. Special

thanks to those who should receive

them (same rules apply). Super spe-

cial thanks to DB & PR, The boys

from C-Side. Jake and Elwood
Blues, and the Coca-Cola Company.
O.K., now I need a quote . . ."Beef,

it's what's for dinner.'' Good
enough. — May Rick, Gabe and
Matt live in our memories forever.

And finally, thank you Laura, I love

you.
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Tania Hussain
175 Brookline St. 02167

January 01, 1979
Love and good luck to all my friends.

It's been a long four years. My teach-

ers have helped me find the path of

wisdom. Thanks! I came here to suc-

ceed and I've done it. Thanks for

your love and support Ammy, Abbu,

Ali, Jawad, and Mustafa. Pakistan

Zindabad!!! Hussainiyat Zindabad!!!

Rules to live by: Imam Musa al-Reza

said:

"He who blames time should spend

a long time blaming."

"The wiser a man is, the less talka-

tive he will be."

Marc Hutton
412 Parker St. 02159

May 16, 1979
Thanx Ma, I couldn't have done it w/
out u Thanx Dad, Dan, and Dave
MN, OB, AC, JL, LT, MC, DK, SB,

MS, PT, MR I'll see you all at the

wedding RH, GP I'll never forget you
Renee, your the greatest, ILYAF
Good luck to all

Yevgeny (Eugene) loffe

52 Aberdeen St. 02161
October 27, 1977

Good-bye and thanks to people
who've been with me all those years:

my parents, BV, BLR, RC, DI, AV,
MC, r^S, Charry, and others. RC:
You're very special and non-fat! NK:
I'll always remember you . . . "Bore-

dom is a fact of life — all we can do
is pretend that it's avoidable."

Josh Jacobs
22 Agawam Rd. 02168'

June 5, 1979
Hockey 9-12 capt 12, attempted lax

9-12 Senior Years actually over and
all that remains are the memories.

Waban M.T. Thanks 4 good + bad

times. Mom Dad and Jason thanks

for everything Never forget 10/13/
95 G.P. R.H. M P.

Julie Kaplan
42 Sky View Cir. 02159

July 8, 1979
"I'll be there for you cause you're

there for me too." RC, JZ, JN, we
had a lot of fun times together.

Thanks for always being there. JS

You've been a great friend. SK
working together was fun. M + D
Thanks for all your support. I Love

You. Lindsey '99 Good Luck. Nikki

'2005 have fun and party. ILYGS.

"It's time to move on, time to get

going What lies ahead I have no way
of knowing." — Tom Petty

Rachael J. Kaplan
24 Carlton Rd. 02168

August 13, 1979
"The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their

dreams" E. Roosevelt To my friends:

thanx 4 everything. Remember:
Vimpel Rules, turrets, real H 20,
amixam, Charlie's, swt nthg, mimio,

chapstick, breakdown lane, etc XC
crew: rm 219, big 3, revenge, FTD.

M + D: thanx 4 your support, ILY.

K '02: good luck lulu, ILY.

Kerri Lea Kazarian
31 Wetherell St. 02164

January 2, 1979
To the Crystal Lake Crew thanks for

the best summers I'll ever have Ari

— "its just U + Me again!" never

forget our Adventures. Memories w/
the girls Daenya + Nora Original

Falls girls K-12, Jen Have another,

Lucy B — Hits W/the boys, Lil all

done 9:30 + No where to go. We'll

Never forget just make more
WKWAT. Citadel Be Good! U know
I love U. To the Bibbos I know I'm

the favorite X. Mikey U Fiend! Have
fun. Mom, Dad + Rory Thanks for

all your Love + support

Michele Alyse Kepnes
259 Homer St. 02159
October 30, 1978

"If you believe in yourself, just be-

lieve in yourself, as I believe in you"

The Wiz. ML BFF AE JM BF Here

for you always NS BF I will miss u

next year NF Thank u for all the ad-

vice AK, DD, SP Thanx 4 being

there AL, LL, JS, RZ, FR, RA ISS

#2 forever, To YW & the bd, it has

been fun A & SB Thank u 4 every-

thing, Mr. H Thanx you very much
Jill & Eric, Stacey & Shimmy I love

you all very much thanx 4 every-

thing, Mom & Dad I love you more
than you know
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Daniel R. Keylor
289 Woodward St. 02168

July 27, 1979
"When the silences are no longer

awkward, you know you're among
friends."

Amy Frances Kimpel
1563 Beacon St. 02168

April 10, 1979
"Living is strife and torment, disap-

pointment and love and sacrifice,

golden sunsets and black storms."

L. Olivier

M1M1, Vassily choir, Waban hood,

"little did she know," what essay?

blue spandex, lady AA, Southstage

(Olm, Sadie, wonder women), I'm

confused! "There are no dialogues,

just intersecting monologues."
Thanks to my favorite intersections:

RK, TB, Mom, Dad, Josie, and Cal

David Matthew Klein

203 Windsor Rd. 02168
May 10, 1979

"There is always one moment in

childhood when the door opens and
lets the future in." — Graham Gree-

ne— SM — thanks for being such a

good friend for such a long time. JZ
— its the end of the world (x2). AF
— "when im a walkin', I strut my
stuff ..." Thanks to M & D for all

the support you've given me, and
Amy for the standards you set.

Thanks to all my friends at South,

and my teachers, esp. DOC, you've

helped me mature to who I am to-

day. NST #1 forever.

David Kogan
206 LaGrangeSt. 02167

May 30, 1979
Though I am standing in the night/

The moon and stars my only light/

And though a blacker dark is near/

This fate is mine, I do not fear. DNK

Dave Kovalchuk
76 Boylston St. Apt. #3 02167

September 19, 1978
Boyz of '97 U know who U R 'the

list'. Lions F-Ball & Wrestlin. I

couldn't have done it without my
Boyz. Doc u were there from the

start, & it will b B & D 4ever. A.C.

Angier vs. C-Side. Nasn pay your

fair. Specs night, kicked 3 kgs Yarr!

Wagner N YC, Natasha's funnel

fest. Round up da boyz wez is goin

fishin (C.C.) Fire up da grill, & get

the beef. Real Gold's Staff. Thanx
Vach 4 everythin. To my Boyz Gd
luck, to girls tuff luck. I'm Gon. Mom
I couldn't do it w/o u. I Luv U.

Ariel Kramer
476 Dedham St.

July 18, 1979
"Jump so high — watch me let you
down. If I stumble I will stumble, if I

fall I will fall. I'm trying to hold it like

rain in a river, everything is getting

bigger. Better this won't last forever,

Touch me fall." (A. Ray)

M, D, M, + C — thanx for every-

thing, I love you. RS— 143. 10/3/
94 — M & L. Hood CP. Hey L.M.
— shampoo condition.

"So we must love while these mo-
ments are still called today, take part

in the pain of this passion play.

Stretching our youth as we must . .

. until time makes history of us." (E.

Saliers)

John Krasinski

89 Warren St. 02159
October 20, 1979

"A winner is someone who recog-

nizes his God given talents, works his

tail off to develop them into skills,

and uses these skills to accomplish

his goals." L. Bird Mom. Dad, Paul,

Kev thanks for all the support. You'll

never know all the things you've giv-

en me. My Boys RS, JH, JA, OSH,
SH, MC, AF, SB, MATES '97, we-

've been through thick and thin, but

we came out alright! We out! I'll nev-

er forget you R.H. 10/13/96

Becca Kronish
22 Chestnut Terrace, 02159

March 21, 1979
Life is what happens while Ure busy

making other plans— JL M— Con-
fucius daughter

J— the p-story, is there a hole in my
pants? can 1 explain myself? A — 2

wrds— Jimmi. M — the trash, we R
the only 2 left. A — master spy, La-

zlo, who's Rick, Sambo, D — who
Ur daddy? J — 10th gr/clothes.

sweet dreams, Praha 12 — STE-

FANO. 1 ft dog, tattooman. Its good
2 B the king. Shut up or I'll break Ur
nose Don't compromise Urself Ur all

Uve got — J. Joplin ILY M, D & K
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Saralyn Rachel Kropf
16 Dudley Rd. 02159

June 12, 1979
"God has not promised skies always

blue, Rower-strewn pathways all our

lives through . . . But God has prom-

ised strength for the day. Rest for the

labor, light for the way ... " —
Hymn #720 "They haven't got

brains . . . only grey fluff that's

blown into their heads by mistake"

— Pooh. Jz Kc Jj Kb— thanx! Dara Krute

Adam Kurtz
85 Parker St. 02159

June 28, 1979
"Who cares if you're so poor you
can't afford to buy a pair of Mod A
Go-Go Stretch-elastic pants?" — FZ
and "Candi Glazing and Cherry
Candi Spicy and Sticky" — Ween

Whaddaya mean you cooked the tur-

key, Charlie?

Nathan Kurtz
85 Parker St. 02159

June 28, 1979
Besides, a hundred years from now
what the heck difference will it

make?
— Stan Freberg

Simon John Laing
157 WiswallRd. 02159

January 27, 1979
Happy heads, musical math chairs,

French, smiles, nods and waves of

hello. Motivated and hard-working

Zimbabwean with an accepting atti-

tude. It was my classmates who kept

me going.

Hunter, Jeff, Paul and George
thanks for being there. Thanks
Rockin' homeroom for mellowing

the day. Good friends people to talk

to: Tony, Nathan, Alex, Evan, Ay-

ano, Kristan. Kerri, Mimi, Jesse,

Randal, Mike and Julie.

I know we will meet again in our

lives. If you need a favor call and if I

run for office remember Simon
Laing. Until then!

Gwen H. Lambert
624 Sawmill Brk. Pkwy. 02159

January 23, 1979
Life We've been long together

through pleasant and through cloudy

weather 'tis hard to part when
friends are dear perhaps 't will cost

a sigh a tear then steal away give lit-

tle warning choose thine own time

say not "Good Night" but in some
brighter clime Bid me "Good-Morn-

ing." — Bauld

EY— "Happiness is something that

comes into our lives through a door

we don't remember leaving open."

B — Best of luck. M & D — Thnx
for all your love. ILY.

Dave Lazarus

19 Ridge Rd. 02168
January 27, 1979

Thanks Mom & Dad for supporting

me & respecting my decisions.

Thanks guys for the most utariffic

band experience. NL, LB, JR, AK,
JC, Sophie, and the gang, you're

pretty cool. Thanks Adam for being

a best friend and a best brother all at

once.
' 'There's no mystical field controlling

my destiny. To me it's just a bunch

of tricks and nonsense." Han Solo

"Don't let school get in the way of

your education. " Mark Twain

Christopher Lee
555 Dudley Rd. 02159

July 6, 1979
To all my friends, y'all hang in there

now. BR, DW, remember the killer

sleepovers and Joseph's Pizza.

Friends 4ever! DC, MT jr, I'm trau-

matized — kidding; U2 made me a

better person. Dux kiddies, keep the

kickn' spirit. Michelle, "When you're

smilin', the whole world smiles with

you . . .

" — Louis Armstrong, 1 love

you best, little rabbit
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Jenny S. Lee
14 John St. 02159
November 19, 1978

May the road rise to meet you.

May the wind be always at your back.

May the sun shine warm upon your

face,

the rains fall soft upon your fields

and, until we meet again, may God
hold you in the palm of his hand.

— An Irish Prayer

Jackie J. Lee
186 Linwood Ave, 02160

December 15, 1978
"The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their

dreams." — E.R. We'll always have

Praha! '96 — JB. our deep convrs-

es @ night — Ha Ha — J.H. — 2

B.K. don't make it a third! How can

we forget the sleaze b's — oh Joy.

many more 2 come — M.W., B Y.

— hey lsr! CUBYE ok I'm a dtz D.W.
— To all my friends — thanx, I'll

miss U all, Carpe Diem! Thanx 4 all

your support & luv — I luv U Mom,
Dad, Roxy all around (Hey Ambler)

good luck Kate '00 Tptoe 1 + u M.

Julie S. Lee
14 Winchester Plaza 02161

September 25, 1979
"Life is not a problem 2 be solved

but a reality 2 be experienced" —
S.K. GOD — Thnx 4 your guidance

M + D — Your love & support

mean so much 2 me — THNX ILY

Yul '99 + Sam '08 — reach 4 the

highest, brat & doll + Gd Lk ILY JB
— Puffy D + Tissue, Fatty Yog,

Wayland trip, thnx 4 being there,

Quacky ILY RK + TB — SBC, Tur-

etz, Ethiopia SM — Chkpts, xcuses

FHSrs — U guys rock: EB + JG—
redhead, Ca Ca Faces JS — U en-

tertain me NA — Shanaya HM —
Heathcliff LR MG AK — 3 Dorks,

sheep joke CLASS '97 — Gd Lk

Miriam L. Leigh

25 Stiles Ter 02159
June 14, 1979

So after 4 years, we're still relatively

intact. ESL, JAN, EJG: life is tough

when you leave the little farm town.

Welcome to the real world. MK, JM,
BD and everyone else in stage crew

(Teddy Ruxpin), Reflections (deep

meaning, sex, & repetition), & gen-

eral life in yuppieville, I love you. To
my brother: Eurithmics vs Marilyn

Manson. To the current and future

southies: "So long, losers. God
bless. Take care. We'll be seeing

you." — Dalton Trumbo

Tanya Dianne Leone
265 Winchester St. 02161

November 2, 1979
Waz up?! Hi to my girls: Lashauna,

Melissa, Paula, Sinceree, and Lean-

na. Thanks to Ms. Markin and Mrs.

Schnell. Special thanks to mom and

dad for all their help! Couldn't have

done it without you! DeVann, love

you forever! You're the best!! See ya

South!

Melanie Leung
10 John St. 02159
December 25, 1979

Mom and Dad — thanks a lot for

everything. Sherwin, Melissa, and

Edwin — study hard and be good.

And to everybody else — it's been

fun but THANK GOD it's finally

over.

. . . bye

Noah Levin

136 Pine Grove Ave. 02162
May 17, 1979

By then I knew that everything good

and bad left an emptiness when it

stopped. But if it was bad, the emp-

tiness filled up by itself. If it was

good, you could only fill it by finding

something better. — Ernest Hem-
ingway

Chantal Amy Levitt

55Lovett Rd. 02159
November 30, 1979

"Cherish the past, dream of tomor-

row, but live for today." Tovah —
Thanx so much 4 the friendship and
memories. BFF. ILY. Terri — UR
so funny, thanx for a time! I'll B there

manana Jess — so close, so soon.

Da beav. JB, SH, JN, TL and the E-

block gang — "Friendship is just a

word It's the people who make it

special." Thanx 4 the gr8 times. JC
+ AF — We did it! Reg '97 rocks.

U both R awesome! ILU! Mom, Dad,

D + J — Thanx 4 the love + sup-

port. ILU lots. 2 everyone else —
Good luck + good-bye, until we
meet again.
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Danna Levy
20 GlazerRd. 02159
March 26, 1980

"Life is like a box of chocolate, U
never get the caramel!"

Sara Levy
200 Kent Rd. 02168

April 21, 1979
I can't believe the four years have

gone by already. I still remember
coming in the first day of freshman

year, not knowing if 1 would be able

to find my way in this big obstacle

course. I would like to thank Mom
and Dad for supporting me through

the years. I would also like to thank

Kelly and Evan for all the fun times

we have had.

Jason Lieberthal

10 Kendall Rd. 02159
March 21, 1979

Later in life, the memory of my High

School experience will be molded

only minorly by the tests and grades.

The friendships that 1 had with those

of you that I knew will be far more
important to me.

Justin Hun-Tzu Liu

70 Marcellus Dr.

August 1, 1979
2 all my boyz who gave me the best

memories of my life DB, SB, OB,
2MC, AC, DF, DG, MH, DK. AM,
MN, MR, 2MS, SS, 2ES, FS, PS,

LT, AU. Never 4get the times we've

spent together. The Point, Upper
Falls 4/1, Maluken, Club Spector,

The Spot, Wagner, NYC, Beer
BQ's, Top of Papa's, Chinatown.

Thank U 4 the good times, and be-

ing there through the bad times —
ILY all. Mom & Dad — Thanx 4 all

that you have done for me. Athena
& Zoltan Good Luck. Best of luck,

class of '97

Brian Lockhart Jaime Christine Lucove
63 Moffat Rd. 02168
December 3, 1979

M + D, although 1 complained a lot,

thanks for always pushing me to do

the best that I could do. Luv U.

Thanks to all my teachers. RK, TB,

LW, AK — Remember Mimi-0
CVX, LHS, WSN, WVC & all the

adventures in-between. Charleys,

Bertuccis, Blah & generally annoy-

ing everyone. 6th Grade (& Aloha)

forever! KF— my 2nd mom, we've

been friends forever — Luv U! SB
team— BBY says it all. "Truly great

friends R hard 2 find, 2 leave & im-

possible 2 forget."

Arezo Mahboob
23 wilson circle 02161

February 4, 1979
1st thanx 2 God 4 looking over me
this long. Rooshana (Kusi remember

D + rat boy) + Khatera — my best

friends 4 life thanx 4 being there 4

me + listening 2 all my crap. I LUV
U 2. Mom + Dad thanx 4 putting

up w/me + guiding me right. FM +

BM I LUV U guys. Rutie, great mem-
ories (EE). It has been 4 bumpy years

+ now it's finally over. 2 the Class

Of '97 GOOD LUCK in college!

David K. Mansbach
25 Larkspur Road 02168

April 18. 1979
"What if we said. All we're really in-

terested in is guys who can surf

standing on their hands?' or, 'Let's

limit it to guys who stand on their

hands and ride tandem with their

dogs?'
"

— Tom Morey
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Heather Lori Martin

91 E. Quinobequin Rd. 02168
August 17, 1979

"Look around today and share a

cheerful friendly smile; show the

world you truly care, then go the sec-

ond mile." — W.A. Ward To all my
friends — Thanks for everything. I'll

never forget any of you! Always Re-

member: England (NA + JG) Fri-

days (BY) Friends + socks (JL)

Marks (JB) To the whole Field Hock-

ey Crew — You're the BEST! Field

Hockey Rocks! Mom, Dad + Liz—
I Love You! "There is nothing like a

dream to create a future." YH

Delia Martinez

117 High St. 02164
November 22, 1979

"There's no earthly way of knowing

. . . which direction we are going .

. . there's no knowing where we're

rowing ... Or which way the river's

flowing ... Is is raining, is it snowing

... is a hurricane a-blowing? . . .

Not a speck of light is showing, so

the danger must be growing, Are the

fires of hell a-glowing? Is the grizzly

reaper mowing? Yes, the danger
must be growing for the rowers keep

on rowing, and they're certainly not

showing any signs that they are slow-

ing!" — W.W.C.F.

George Matsumoto
102 Hanson Rd. 02159

October 31, 1978
The harder you try, the harder it is

to quit. NSXC + NSTF; V is for vic-

tory, the best team in history. I can't

picture South without you guys.

There are times when the team was
the only thing that kept me going.

Thank you. To my mom & bro,

thanx for being there. JD + KL +
BO + AM Oak Hill Park posse for-

ever.

Brendan Mauri
35 Bradford Rd. 02161

July 22, 1979
Well it's finally over but it has been a

great 4 years. Thank you mom, dad,

Tim, and Chris for everything you
have done for me. To the crew —
TC, GD, DE, GF, DG, and DS —
you guys are the best. Psycho from

the barrio — you will be with us and
remembered forever.

Andrew McDonnell
8 Kerr Path 02159
February 13, 1979

"Good times, bad times, you know
I've had my share ..." — L.Z. To
my friends E.S., M.R., D.F., S.B.,

P.S., M.S.. J.L., A.R. — Thank you.

The boys, it was grand while it lasted.

Troop 219, you know who you are.

Norm — I'm sorry. Mom and Dad,

it doesn't show, but I appreciate eve-

rything you've ever done for me.

Teachers, coaches, past and pres-

ent, thanks for the patience and ac-

tually caring. After WRESTLING 140

it's 4:20.

Doug Meyer
33 Beverly Rd. 02161

May 16, 1979
"Ma'am, you've got to understand

that this is a lot bigger than any do-

mestic problems you might be ex-

periencing . . . You see, we're on a

Mission from God."
— Elwood Blues

Sure, Senior year is big, but it's only

high school. Don't be uptight about

it.

Shara Mari Miller

23 Locke Rd. 02168
March 6, 1979

"Stop just thinking about it and won-

dering about it and hoping for it and

actually go out there and get it." XC-
Crew: AB, JD, RK, ER — "What-

ever floats your boat, MOO, and just

smell it!" Tennis + BHTC — "Van-

ya Pelishidad; Get in the van now,"

MD, JP, WT, DK, AW. JL— check-

points and excuses will never end.

Mom, Dad, + Allana '91, thanx for

all your support and encourage-
ment. I love you.

Jane Thomas Mitchell

284 Langley Rd. 02159
January 30, 1979

Think on this doctrine — that rea-

soning beings were made for one an-

other's sake; that to be patient is a

branch of justice; and that men sin

without intending it. — Marcus Au-

relius Take care, and keep in touch.

Much love, Jane.
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Barry J. Morgan
111 McCarthy Rd. 02159
September 10, 1979

"And if nothing can be done we ll

make the best of what's around"

Julie Morgenlender
36 Cannon St. 02161

June 8, 1979
Thanks to all my friends and family.

MK, ML, HR, MF — You've always

been there for me and I will always

be there for you. All: remember Re-

flections, stage crew, SEAC, Peaks,

parties, laughing, and tears. We're fi-

nally leaving but we'll always be to-

gether.

Laura Mowrcy
59 Alexander Rd. 02161

October 18, 1978
"I was within and without, simulta-

neously enchanted and repelled by

the inexhaustible variety of life."

— F. Scott Fitzgerald

Lucy E.C. Muellner
998 Beacon St. 02159

June 16, 1979
Hi! NSST '93-'97, Shrzies, the

point, Clb Spcs, Swunt. Welsly Mtr

In. NC— . Tht's y. AB + F, Th Btle,

RU 2 twns? Getn air. ILY. BF. KK
— r boys w/sprtcs + 2 ft. ES — my
bud frm k. JU — u rly r my bst frnd.

DD, All r tlks, FR w/Nk. Thnx 4 be n

me. ILY. NG — mcho mn. CC +
SF — see y'all Itr. M + D — Thnx
4 alwys makn me hpy. ILY mre thn

u knw. I'm the 1st 2 go, dnt gt 2 bord

w/out me. M + A — ur th bst bros.

ILY. AF — 10/15 ILY. ES — ur th

bst thng tht evr hppnd 2 me. bst

frnds and my nini. I dnt knw wht I'll

evr do w/out u. ILY. clss o '97— gd

lck + "th mre ppple I mt th mre I

Ike my dg."

Kenny Mui
412 Parker St. 02159

July 17, 1978
"Imagination is more important than

knowledge'' — Einstein. To my
alumni pals: JC — "Hing Dai For-

ever!" w/o you it wouldn't be the

same. SL— The past princess! GW
— Prom girl! WL— "Red Alert!

'

' RL
— "I'll meet you in H.K.!" Int. Clb.

dedicate to MM, JY, KK. Make it the

best! DW, DH, JW, JY, MM, JCA,
RY — It's great knowing all of you.

CT — Good Luck Sis! Andrew —
Take over! in 2008. "Time — is a

companion for us to cherish every

moment, after all we're only mor-
tals" — Capt. Picard.

Adina Muler
35 Saco St. 02164
November 26, 1978

Thanx 2 mom & dad u have guided

me. Izia u r my world! The 3 amigos!

Rita — I luv ya w/all my heart! AS u

have taught me! MK— u 4eva be in

my heart! Thanx 2 RC, CG, AR,
MF, NK, WS, CM, LC, CP, AM, AC,
MC Vball keep spiking! DANCE!
Girls Night! U cant dream U gotta

live! No regrets! Much Love!

Kara Murray Ruth Merrill Nadler
36 Cross Hill Road 02159

February 12, 1979
"We shared the days of laughter. We
shared the nights of sorrow & in the

morning after we face a bright to-

morrow. Side by side we'll always

stand spirits flying high. Long as I

can hold your hand . . . share your

dreams . . . Long as U R in my heart

we'll never say G-B." 2 my frnds —
"The moments pass so quickly, but

the memories last 4ever." M & D—
U have supported me thru it all

—
Thnx, ILU. Eric & Sari — U both

have guided me w/Love & Support.

ILU. BFF!

Morgan-Nadler 173
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Jill Nagle
65 Oak St. 02164
November 1, 1978

"The thing to remember when trav-

eling is that the trail is the thing, not

the end of the trail. Travel too fast

and you miss all you are traveling

for."

— Louis L'Amour
Thanx for the memories: JR. RC,

JZ, JK, 2NB. KR

Amanda Najarian

165 Baldpate Hill Rd. 02159
January 20, 1979

"4 everything u have missed u have

gained something else + 4 every-

thing u have gained u lose some-

thing." Ted — "Part of me is miss-

ing That's ok it's the part I gave 2

u." Lauren— "Always 2gether nev-

er apart, maybe in distance but never

at heart." JA, AC, MC, NF, JL, MS,
AU, MS, DB, SB, RN, JC — "I luv

u not only 4 what u r, but 4 what I

am when I'm w/u, perhaps that is

what being a friend is after all. " Mom
+ Dad — Thanx 4 everything. Ran-

di — u r the best, ILY.

Michael K. Nason
28 Roosevelt Rd. 02159

February 21, 1979
It has been a long run of great times.

Football; lax 9-12 (capt. #20). To da

boyz — some faded away, new ones

added, but no one will forget the

memories we shared. BBQ's —
punch boy you'll never win, B-day

bash at DK, Club Specs, party ain't

over 'til the keg runs dry, BTA beer
— STA 40, C-side pride, RH, GP,

MP — I will never 4 get U. Daenya,

you're always in my heart, ILY.

Thank you Mom, Dad, & Kev. Good
luck to all my friends.

Renee Newton
1624 Centre St. 02161
September 17, 1979

"I have 3 phobias which, if I could

mute them, would make my life as

slick as a sonnet, but as dull as dish-

water: I hate to go to bed, I hate to

get up, & I hate to be alone" — Tal-

lulah Bankhead Thanks 2 Mom,
Dad, Mich, Carol — ILY EB & LB
•ALWAYS* Marc — U R my best

friend — ILY

Joshua P. Nichols-Barrer

24 Hazelton Rd. 02159
February 4, 1979

Cogito, ergo sum. — Descartes

Free thought is the highest liberty,

assimilation the greatest evil. If you
want to leave your mark on the

world, have the courage to take out

a pen.

Ayano Ninomiya
41 Woodward St. 02161

March 3, 1979
Thank you all for the quantity . . .

and the quality of your friendship—
I will see you again. "Time is but the

stream I go a-fishing in. I drink at it;

but while I drink I see the sandy bot-

tom and detect how shallow it is. Its

thin current slides away, but eternity

remains. I would drink deeper; fish

in the sky whose bottom is pebbly

with stars." — Thoreau "The pulse

of an artist is his only metronome—
a metronome which changes ..."
— Kreisler

Benjamin J. Novak
3Ashton Avenue 02159

July 31, 1979
En buen humor conquistaras.

— Don Francisco

A tail is nothing but a long booty, and

this is a tale that I win in the end.

— P Funk, Theme From "The
Black Hole"

To everyone who's been there: I

wish I could give you back the laugh-

ter you've given me. May your life be

as crammed with smiles as this space

is with meaningless words. GAW
NESPA HA

Blake O'Donnell
128 Hanson Rd. 02159
November 8, 1979

If you're reading this, you're proba-

bly someone I want to thank, so

thank you. If you're not reading it,

then it doesn't really matter much
anyways. Thank you too. People

spend forever trying to think of a

unique senior quote, and they rarely

do. Others try to thank everyone by

name. I am just going to say that I

more or less had a good time at

South, and thank those who made
that possible. That's all.

174 Nagle-O'Donnell
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Padraic O'Shaughnessy
1125 BoylstonSt. 02164

March 20. 1979
To my family, Nathan, Erin (my fa-

vorite sister), James, Conor, Mom
+ Dad thanks for the support— To
the football boys, "If you can dream

it you can do it" — Doug Flutie —
Mates "Where's my cookie?" Kraz,

Tifter, MS, MC, JA, MT, Hog mo-

bile, class of '97. Remember RH GP
MP. Frannie thanks for the memo-
ries. NS football, baseball 9-12, lions

#1. Thanks to my coaches and
teachers. God bless the Irish Good
luck '97

Onaje Offley-Woodbine
39 MorelandSt. 02119

To those special teachers that I have had

the privilege to learn from and to the

friends that I have made. I would like to

say thank you. Being at Newton South

has been a meaningful experience.

Joshua Osterberg
291 Lake Ave. 02161

March 22, 1979
If you think you are beaten, you are.

If you think you dare not, you don't.

Success begins with your own will

.

Life's battles are not always won
By those who are stronger or faster;

Sooner or later the person who wins

Is the person who thinks he can!

Thanks Mom, Dad, Rick and Erich

And everybody else . . . See you in

Sydney 2000

Ben Pellogram
IA MN NA AD FS OE FO RI ES LT
RO FI Nl RJ DU Uww
HE EI EH NN YR NT RO TT SO IE

WL TO KF LE OL ho
TP ED II OE EO HF WA HR HW TT
ANIAYERFR an
YH SD MC HG LG ES RG AE RS
NH AT EA EO DO td

TI AY SD NE IM IO IE HU UO AH
AR WR BN OY e

KE MI EA HN EH FE YT OR ID TP
BA TD ADR ar

DE TS RT YE TD EN NF FT NI IF

GM EM RU
TI UT NL RM LM EI EH AA WC ON
ON OUX is life.

What a beautiful thing is love.

Friends

that left us I wish you were here.

Luis E. Perez
33 Gordon Rd. 02168
September 11, 1978

RTDT For the Baseball homies . . .

Hell yeah! Thanks to all my teachers

for everything, the hood at Waban,
Nicaraguan buds. BR — thanks for

the outings at EB and Gap. Keep
cool Stup'd AD. Thanks for all the

memories — AK, MC, TA, SS, MS,
EB, AR, DG, MC, PO, FUMF. MP
+ RH + GP always in our heart.

Sevan Petrossian

71 East Quinobequin Road 02168
September 19, 1979

. . . and so remember, it's better to

burn out than to fade away.
— Kurt Cobain

So we had some fun in this place

they call school To my real friends;

SR JF MS DR HF SH and more.

You are the ones who kept me sane

through my 4 years of torture To my
family, ILY, thanx for all your sup-

port. Ani, you helped me the most,

thanx ILY. Ultimate, digging '97, ge-

zpacho, Abbott, Denebola sucks!

Natick every week, I aint no feel,

concerts, Steph talks, paint at An-

gier.

Terri Phillips

199 Brookline St. 02159
September 16, 1979

"The best things in life are free" The
friendships I've made over the years

are priceless. Thanks mom and dad

for all you've done. I luv u. Stace and

Jon — good luck. U guys r gr8.

Reeve — h.s. wouldn't have been

the same without u. I LUV U 2

MUCH. Chanti — u r the best. See

ya manana. thanx 4 everything Kir

— luv ya dol Tal — we can always

relate. Keep Smilin' Cor— thanks 4

the advice. Aim — He's a waste of

time u can do better, you're so funny

to all my other friends at south m.s.,

a.m., c.s., m.f., r.k., j.h., good luck

S.A. u will always b my home.

Gijon Polite

36 MadocSt. 02159
July 27, 1979

Mr. Van said FO HG YCB — keep

that in mind "Never squeal on the

pusher, don't lie to your momma,
just do whatcha wanna and it'll be

ok." Ween Thank you Mom and

Dad, Teneka and all my other friends

"We are what we pretend to be. So

be careful who you pretend to be."

Vonnegut
— Relax —

O'Shaughnessy-Polite 175 fa*?
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Noa Porath
61 Brierfield Rd. 02161
November 1, 1979

"One morning (and it will be soon),

when everyone wakes up as a writer,

the age of universal deafness and in-

comprehension will have arrived."

— Milan Kundera

Emily F. Porter

295 Spiers Rd. 02159
October 30, 1979

"the worst — for me @ least — is

the gnawing speculation that i may
have already said everything i have

to say, and am now only listening to

the steady quacking of my own voice

because the silence when it stops is

just too spooky"

"nobody can be exactly like me —
sometimes even i have trouble doing

it" "i no doubt deserved my ene-

mies, but i don't believe i deserved

my friends " love to you all— "
if you

can't take yourself lightly you can

never fly"

Maya Francesca Press
507 Ward Street 02159
November 18, 1979

The big blue building with bubbly

purple towers all the way up to the

cotton clouds of dimension freedom

where the pigs and cows sleep in the

great poppy fields of the world, op-

posite . . .we're drinking strawberry

milkshakes and we're on our way to

Mexican go go go — ARC My
friends far and near and the fam —
you's golden, stay happy, keep
warm

Mike Puretz
28 Halcyon Road 02159

June 23, 1979
Well, here come my ramblings. I

hate it when 1 find myself saying 1

hate school. Someday I'll look back

on 1997 and want to return, kids,

let's not take this for granted. I want

to thank Ms. Knight, Mr. Bates, Mr.

Goggin, Mr. Gottlieb, and especially

Mr. Todd for putting up with our

homeroom. — To all my classmates

— (even those I don't know all that

well) keep in touch with me in the

future. "When I was a kid, funky was
just plain funky" — Bye.

Wei-Ning Qiu
1088 Chestnut St. 02164

January 10, 1979
Good Luck to the class of '97! Go
Math Team, you will always be the

best . . . Time is Money By? B.F.?

G.W . . . .Don't forget F & A.

J'adore Mireille et Robert, mais

POURQUOI il faisait toujours beau?

Wish we could be in the same FootB

Team again . . . Best wishes to all

who have touched my life!

Dina Quan
115 Dorset Rd 02169

Oct. 19, 1979
Thanx to everyone who stayed true.

MS (wink wink) I'll never forget the

unbelievable attendances. MW care-

ful of the lamp Sinceree I'll always

remember the McDonalds game YS
thanks for being there & being able

to stand LD, TL, ST, LC. PT I didn't

forget you and all the laughs. See ya!

Hanna Rabinovich
15 Voss Terrace. 02159

March 14, 1979
"There's rosemary, that's for re-

membrance. Pray you, love, remem-
ber." — WS Four years never
passed so quickly, I'm beginning to

miss them already. All my love to Pa-

pa, Mommy + Rachey. MF — BB
friends forever. JM. AW, SH + Eve-

ryone: Love + will miss you all,

thanks for everything. Sorry to leave

you, DR, take care of Rache for me.

"Life is a highway, I want to ride it

all night long ..." — TC

Mateo R. Rando
60 Montvale Rd. 02159

August 10, 1979
Football 9-12 Lax 9-12 capt. 12, To
the boyz — always remember: Puliin

a Mates, freshman nights, Eli's

party, my soph party, Halloween

wars. Well, brawl Props to: DK, SB,

DF, SS, DG, AC, MC, JA, MS. ED.

OB, JL, AU, DB, PD, ES, AR Kraz

— You best get outta my way. Posh
— where's my cookie, Mike — I'll

meet you at the DOOR, Sable— we
have our best man working on it, An-

drew — always stay close and get

tough Sometimes we ' re so far off the

beaten track, we'll get taken for a

ride, by a parlor trick or some words

of wit, a hidden hand up a sleeve —
G'n'R
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Hadas Leha Ravid
133 Oakdale Rd. 02161

May 31. 1980
"Live all you can; it's a mistake not

to. It doesn't so much matter what

you do in particular, so long as you

have your life. If you haven't had

that, what have you had?" Henry

James. Thanks to my loving parents,

Omry. and Mayrav, DBA, AC, DL,

RH, NM. and MM.

Kathy Rejek
902a Boylston

October 29, 1978
Thanks Mom for always believing in

me. DH, DR, KK, JJ, love you al-

ways. The UBC crew: JN, RC, CG,
NP, JK, Keep all the fun memories
in mind. Stay in touch. Love ya all.

216512637, 254, 143.

Robert Rieske
40 Harrison St. 02161

April 5, 1979
"You don't smoke. I know this, 1

know you don't smoke. But today .

. .

"
It was live, damn glad I survived.

Love to the BAK foundation — you
know the names. BP, RC, GS —
Back to Belize when? "We few, we
happy few, we band of bros; for he

who sheds his blood w/me today

shall be my brother"

Dash Robinson
45 Warren St. 02159
October 30, 1979

"May you live all the days of your

life."

— Jonathan Swift

"There comes a time in every man's

life, and I've had plenty of them."
— Casey Stengel

Thanks to all those with whom I re-

ally lived, dw, the bingo was great

and the hoops was better, db, br, ms,

dh, you really know what it's all

about, sr, your guidance and friend-

ship means a lot. sp, thanks for just

always being there. May we all find

success in days to come. Peace.

Erica Nicole Robison
124 McCarthy Rd. 02159

January 16, 1979
From the shelter of my mind,
through the window of my eyes, I

gaze beyond the rain drenched
streets, to a land where my heart lies.

J— Since my dear soul was mistress

of her choice And could of men dis-

tinguish, her election Hath sealed

thee for herself. The only truth I have

known is you. ILY

M + D — Your hands in mine we
walked the miles. Thanx for every-

thing. ILY

Kathleen Rodriguez
184 Christina St. 02161

December 1, 1979
Thanx to Mom & Dad for all your

help, David & Laura, Arezo, Rica

Suave, Barbie & Asian Princess

(L.C.), I luv y'all. Kerri, Rachel & all

the other Ra-Ra's, I'll never forget

the fun we had. Diego, Te Amo mu-
chisimo, siempre estaras en mi cor-

azon.

Daenya A. Rosbeck
7 White Pine Rd. 02164

May 29, 1979
My girls: (wkwat) We've been
through good + bad + made mem-
ories that I will never 4get. Thanx,

ILY: Jen, Jenny, Kathleen, Kerri,

Lil, Nora. Mike u mean so much 2

me, ILY! JB, AC, LC, CE, MS, NS,

PT— thanx everyone , it was fun . My
MV + St Sebs friends— thanx 4 all

the great memories (Em-strut).

Mom, Dad, Pete (RD), Heather (JB),

Ted, June + Bob, thanx 4 every-

thing. 1 wouldn't have made it w/o u

nor could have asked 4 a better fam-

ily. ILY! Good Luck class of '97.

Lesley Sara Rosenbloom
26 Fox Hill Rd. 02159

May 15, 1979
"You shall above all things be glad

and young. For if you're young,
whatever life you wear it will become
you; and if you are glad whatever's

living will yourself become." e.e.

cummings KS JG JD NA EB JL SD
HM TB RK JB SB JS AS KL MB MK
ILYA Mag + Art Thanx 4 all the

memories. ILY Sara You've always

been there 4 me ILY M + D Thanx
4 the support I love you both Lisa

you're the best Good Luck ILY.
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Ariane Rosier

1 175 Chestnut St Chestnut Grove
#1 02164

August 22, 1979.

To my crew: hold u in my soul, luv u

a), nevr 4get hyskool bonding: Wat
a feelin May Andrew I WANT U SO
BAD. Cass couch tym. Neda is doin

it wel. Adina u cant expect s- -t 2

hapen liv w/flow No regrts. Rita AL-

WAYS Rob keep tugin. Sara save

some 4 diner. U R a riot Alex. Thanx
Chris. Luv u. Faith Eshai. Tory aaa

AH! Robby u in me 1 on 1. & Mike

"Time can do so much" Keep it AL
REAL Get*w/Madona Im gona liv

4eva baby remember my name
FAME.

Brian Rothschild

97 DorcarRd. 02159
April 8, 1979

CL— Give it up crispy! You'll never

equal the big B! DW— krebmemers
Z.F.W.O.TP? decapsv dpmacr?
gehtd xstemocb? MT — Keep it up
moof! (God) CC — Eat that celery,

chess boy. MS — Look me up from

S. RS — You'll NEVER make it!

Presto agitato! NSXC IS THE MAC!
FTD! Thanks Mom, Dad, Dave —

Arjun Roy
947 Boylston Street 02161

January 18, 1979
The silkworm patiently prepares its

closely spun cocoon, yet even
though a way leads forth; encased

within its own cocoon, the silkworm

remains to die. — Sri Ramakrishna.

To my friends, 's been fun playing

pool, basketball, etc. If you seek me,
I will be in San Francisco. Thanx
Mom & Dad.

Scott Rubin
215 Waban Ave. 02168

October 2, 1979
Don't ever tell anybody anything. If

you do, you start missing everybody.

Brian Runyon
45 High Street, 02164
December 30, 1978

Homogeneous milk causes A.D.D.,

which like the Lion King is the only

movie Siskel & Eeebbert ever really

ate. AMeR Deficit Disorder is like

strawberry macaroni, if you eat too

much you DIE!! South was futz but

my question is how many licks does

it take to remove the coating on one

of those instant win lotto tickets. I

futzd it to be, like chunky peanut but-

ter; Three. STOP! If you read this

sentence you will get A D . . . ZP®<L
. . . d'oh!

Nima Saati

25 Myerson Ln. 02159
September 20, 1978

Boyz "97"; 2 the bro I nvr had tnx

a lot 4 being thr 4 me. I wish I cd be

the bro u were 2 me. I wil nvr 4gt u.

Jen, tnx 4 being thr 4 me. I wil rmbr

the good times 2gthr. ILY. The rest

of u guys, u no who u r. Tnx 4 ev-

rythng. My boyz FG, JC, SB, DK,
MN, RA, SN, AC, DB, DR, MA. 1

wil alwys rmbr u guys. I'll nvr 4gt the

g/t. Bra, scum, mush . . . Gd Ik 2 all.

M + D, Mona: Tnx 4 being thr 4

me. I wd hav nvr made it w/o u guys.

Tnx 2 the rest of my fam 4 being thr

4 me. ILY

Matthew D. Sable
2 Fox Place 02159
December 15, 1978

Clark— don't get caught, I won't be

there to bail you out. Babs — In the

Zone. Mates — crank it up! Umina
— you're ugly. Anthony— "call me
Ace! " Nora— you're a dork, but we
love you anyway. Jenny — calm
down! Greeny — you're gonna die

swan. Everyone else — thanks.

Countryside '91 — C'side pride,

stick together. Liz — Have a good

three years at South without me.

Mom & Dad — thanks for every-

thing, ILY. Ricky. Gabe & Matt —
wish you were here.

Lauren Sacks
63 Clark St. 02159

July 31, 1979
"That was when I learned that words

are no good; that words dont ever fit

even what they are trying to say . .

. and that sin and love and fear are

just sounds that people who never

sinned nor loved nor feared have for

what they never had and cannot

have until they forget the words."—
William Faulkner Jess, Jess, Rebec-

ca, Rosa, Josh, Pam, Gijon, Hunter-

Bunter, Mom, Dad and Sean —
Thank you. Christopher — I'll love

you always.

fc^^L 178 Rosier-Sacks
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Kristen Irene Sakillaris

263 Arnold Road 02159
28 April, 1979

"What mkes me thnk 1 could strt

clean slated, the hrdst to learn was

the least complicated" — IG. To
know someone is to know their

memories; my friends: words will

never express the love, respect, and

gratitude I have for you. M + D,

Yiayias; in my life I'll never be able

to repay the debts 1 owe to you, sa-

gapo. UJ: Choices and everything

else, ILYM. "I'll see you agn whn the

stars fall from the sky" — U2. TH—
gng wrs. I believe. Carpe concho.

Ticky Samputra
99 Florence St. 02167

April 12, 1980
1 wanna thank all the people at

South

(U know who U R)

I also wanna thank all the teachers

who supported me.

I wanna thank my counselor the

most, Mrs. Vaunita Schnell, for be-

ing there whenever I needed help the

most
ASIAN PRIDE (never have too

much)

Jayne Sandman
42 Alexander Rd. 01261
November 20, 1979

Are you gonna bark all day little dog-

gie, or are you gonna bite? — Res-

ervoir Dogs/MOM and DAD, I

couldn't have made it w/o your love/

TOMMY — thanks for keeping it re-

al, love always/DEVORA, so many
clubs so little time/JO love ya baby/
never forget you ANDREW/NSFH
— EB, NA, JL, JG, LR, MG, HM/
Softball — TW, RK, TB, KL, MB,
JL/Gymnastics Hoochies/Old
School — JB, JH, PV my baby/

Love you 97, Miss you 98/1 suppose

it will all make sense when we grow
up — Calvin & Hobbes

Steve Sassoon
21 Garden Rd. 02158

You were the one who made things

different

You were the one who took me
You were the one thing I could count

on
Above all you were my friend— torn

petty

Mom Dad thanks for everything I

couldn't have done it without you DF
FS MR ES and anyone else I forgot

"I might perhaps have found some-

thing I like — free at last!" — E.W.

Megan Schiff

446 Brookline St. 02159
March 26, 1979

This life is a test. It is only a test. Had
it been an actual life you would have

received further instructions on
where to go and what to do! —
Anonymous
I thank my parents, my sister, and
my teachers who nurtured my laugh-

ter on the days that I wanted to cry.

Evan Schultz

104 Louise Rd. 02167
October 6, 1979

One day after a bad storm had hit, a

boy was walking along a beach
where many starfish had been
washed up. A man noticed the boy

throwing starfish back into the

ocean. The man approached the

boy and asked, "What are you do-

ing? You can't throw all of them
back, you can't make a difference."

The boy picked up a starfish, threw

it back, and replied, "I just did."

NSXC #1! Mishky USY board, I love

ya!

Marni Deborah Schultz

62 Waban Ave. 02168
April 30, 1979

"Come to the edge," they said. She
said "I am afraid." "Come to the

edge," they said. She came. They
pushed her . . . and she flew. There

had been many edges; thanx to all

who have helped me fly. 2 my
friends — you always know how to

make me smile; I'll miss you. NSXC
#1 — never a bad day. Jenny, my
friend & sister — good luck & be

good. I luv you. Mom & Dad — I

couldn't have made it w/out you. I

luv you so much.

Alyson L. Schwartz
51 Walnut Hill Rd.

June 26, 1979
"All the golden lands ahead, all kinds of

unforseen events, lurking to surprise

you, and make you glad you're alive to

see."— Kerouak DT— Ciaocito! JB—
Thanx 4 everything Karly— I'm here if

u need me. 1LY! LF and CF — be good!

LT, MC, MR — good luck. Mom, Dad,

Joe and Susan — I don't know what I'd

do without you. I love you, thank you so

much!
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Reeve Segal

16 Grace Rd. 02159
March 22, 1979

"It was the best of times, it was the

worst of times, it was the age of wis-

dom, it was the age of foolishness .

. it was the spring of hope, it was
the winter of despair, we had eve-

rything before us . . .

" and it's all

good. Good friends, good memo-
ries, good-bye. Thanks Terri. Melan-

ie, Russ, Kraz, Doc and the team.

Couldn't have done it without ya!

Tovah Chanah Segelman
55 Indian Ridge Rd. 02159

August 24, 1979
"Life is an adventure to be explored,

not a problem to be solved" CL —
"A friend is someone who reaches

for your hand, but touches your

heart" thanx 4 all the fun, memories
+ support, ILY/BFF — JD, HM,
MG, LR, SD— you R what made my
yrs @ south — CRI m + w — I

couldn't have survived w/o U— JN:

thanx 4 being the older bro I never

had. GSE — my little bug, I LOVE
YOU, thanks for the best 3 yrs of my
life— M, D + R — thanx 4 helping

me to reach for my dream, ILY.

Lillian Shaller

1553 Beacon St. 02168
August 20, 1979

A just conception of life is too large

a thing to grasp during the short in-

terval of passing through it.

To my friends (u know who u are):

We are friends because we know
what its like for people to be jealous

of us. W.K.W.A.T. CHP ( + others):

u created the true me, and ILY for it.

Georges: no matter if u are in Syra-

cuse or in Afghanistan, u will always

be my big brother. ILY. Nathan: try

and be normal, sometimes. Mom
and Dad: Thanks for all of your guid-

ance, organization, and support in

school, hockey, and life. I Love You.

Its been fun.

Rebecca E. Shapiro
3 Gerry Rd. 02167

May 7, 1979
Don't leave it all unsaid

somewhere in the wasteland of your

head

and make no mistake, my friend

your pointless life will end

but before you go
can you look at the truth?

You have a lovely singing voice

and all of those who sing on key

they stole the notion from you and
me
so sing your life.

— Morrissey

Joseph I. Sheftel

487 Ward St. 02159
October 2, 1979

"Intellect annuls fate. So far as man
thinks, he is free." — Emerson

Dan Sherwood
36 Fairlee Rd. 02168
October 28, 1978

Everything is holy! everybody's holy!

everywhere is holy! everyday is in

eternity! Every man's an angel!

Allen Ginsberg

Eric Shoicket
284 Dorset Rd. 02168

July 7, 1979
Frek, Jefe, Swan, Specs, Sauce,

Crew. We finally made it to Fi Alpha

Gamma. We almost made it thru

puddles, we saw penguins + 4: 20
was happy hr. Wings, Happy/Billy,

Ming, shrizzies, izzies + drizzies. No
party, Sass 1st 4:20, club spec, cen-

tral heating, cervezaQs, vodskys +
Fredskys, rice for 32, Jeff unloads.

Mutt, Well. Mot. Inn, U my friend!

1 1/22/95 — Love was all we knew
+ all I knew was u — Lucy UR my
wildest dreams. Mom, Dad, Jess —
I Luv U, thanx 4 being there for me.

Sarah Kate Siebold

35 Ware Rd. 02166
April 7, 1979

(and feeling: that if day

has to become night

this is a beautiful way)

To Mom, Anna, Becca. CONOR! mi

hermosito — much love, Aaron.

Robby, Matthew, peace to my BAK
boyz!
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Michael Siegel

Cory Silken

34 Annawan Rd. 02168
January 15, 1979

The thing is, you see, that the

strongest man in the world is the

man who can stand alone.

— Henrik Ibsen, "Independence"

Alex Silver

8 Pickwick Rd.

June 26, 1979
Mom— Dad — I love you, thanx for

everything Jesse, you have definitely

gotten better! Rita + Adina, my two
amigos, love you always Rita — no
divorce, but no more kids. Adina —
how do you say good-bye? Eshai —
8 years, 5th-12th, remember 2020
Peirce playground Robyn!!! Ms. Ro-

maine, Mrs. Carter, Thank you. Yisha Situ

Josh Slater

37 Wyman St. 02168
March 31, 1979

"When I think back on all the crap I

learned in high school, it's a wonder

I can think at all. And though my lack

of education hasn't hurt me none, I

can read the writing on the wall." —
Paul Simon
Thanks to my friends and family for

all their love and support — I

couldn't have done it without you.

Michael Snyder
64 Clifton Rd. 02159
February 10, 1979

I would like to thank all my boyz who
have been there for me since day 1

.

Phil G. J. Liu Dan B Dave K Scottie

B. Mike N. Amc D A C. Eli Dave G.

Rudy Adam U. Mateo Hurts Lou T.

1997 Football + all my kidz from

back in the day (M-S). Cirel enjoy Sr.

Yr. Emily Love Ya! Thanks Mom +
Brea for everything! Thanks Dad for

making me who 1 am! J.E.S. in my
heart 4ever!!

Matt Solomon
26 Homestead Street 02168

January 13, 1979
Life moves pretty fast. If you don't

stop and look around once in a while

you could miss it.

— Ferris Bueller

Fred Starikov

15 Broadlawn Dr. 02167
March 31, 1979

1st of all Hi! That is only funny cause

it's not true. To all my muts . . . E.

shoicket. Beef Sassoon, Sweet-

chuck, Swan, Jeff and Dani. Go Get

Your SHINEBOX! I want to thank

my parents & family for helping me
get out of this place and move in the

right direction. I gotta go it's 4:20.

Lively up yourself and don't be a

drag

Bob Marley 1945-1981

Which came 1st the chicken or the

egg? I egged the chicken then I ate

his leg

Beastie Boys
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Jared William Stern

178 Nehoiden Road 02168
July 13, 1979

Confucius: A man who does not

think & plan long ahead will find

trouble right by his door; John Dew-
ey: A free man would rather take his

chance in an open world than he

guaranteed in the closed world;

Bhudda: a kind man who makes
good use of his wealth is rightly said

to possess a great treasure; but a mi-

ser who hoards up his riches will

have no profit.

Jamie Stich

52 Botsford Rd. 02167
April 13, 1979

"You follow your feelings, you follow

your dreams, you follow the leader

into the trees. And what's in there

waiting, neither one of us knows"—
Tom Petty. To my friends — thanks

for everything. To my family —
thanks for all your love and support.

1 couldn't have made it without you.

Michelle — thanks for always being

there for me. I love you.

Melissa A Sutton
21 Friendship Rd. 02136

December 6, 1979
Peace out Class of '97! Also SC
watch out 4 poles, LD get your li-

cense, TL (Hole in 1), PT stay on the

horse, DQ & LC history was fun ST
be good. Class of '98 have fun.

Thanks to my family during those

rough mornings. Shay & Jael were

finally out!! Whats up to Danny, CJ
and Violette. Good bye South!

Katherine O. Sydney
106 Athelstane Rd. 02159

December 22, 1978
How 1 wish I were a trinity, so if I lost

a part of me I'd still have two of the

same to live. What I won't give to

have the things that mean the most

not to mean the things I miss. — E.

Saliers All those who called me "Tur-

bo" or "Pristine ", don't forget my
"technical" questions! Oh and re-

member. Ix-nay on the ondesention-

cay there Chet. — Bubbles

Przemek Szwadzki
22 Voss Ter. 02159
March 11, 1979

Thanx to all the boyz of 97 and Poo-

cie, To my friends; SB, MD, ES, JL,

OG, DK. my mother, good and back

times, M D. — bbq, Chinatown,
NYC. (Times Square) and Pierre S.

I wont forget anyone or anything

even if I will move back to the old

country.

Nick Tesoriero Allison Victoria Thompkins
135 Lincoln Street 02161

April 27, 1979
"Life isn't one long road, but is like

a tree, so nothing is ever left behind,

but remains a part of you to grow

on."

Thanx 2 God 4 his gifts. Mom Jim

& Bert 4 the love, support & guid-

ance, My friends 4 bein there &
Newton Pub. Schools. Peace.

Paula Marie Tiberi

1276 Boylston St. 02164
October 29, 1979

Thanks to all my friends Melissa, Sin-

ceree, Tanya, Leanna. and Lashau-

na you gave me so many funny

memories in this school, what will I

do without you next year. Also thank

you to my family for all the support

through these four years. Good luck

to the class of '98!!

tf^tL 182 Stern-Tiberi
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Phil Tift

5 Hickory Cliff EM. 02164
April 20th. 1978

"The lord tells me he can get me out

of this mess. But he's pretty sure

you're @#!&*ed."
Brave Heart

David O'hara (Steven)

Amanda K. Treat

134 Moffat Rd. 02168
March 30, 1979

Thank you to all the people who
guided me through childhood. Mom,
Dad, Em, Eth and Lyds, thnks for

giving me a home to miss. To Paul,

I love you, and I hope our paths cross

again someday. To my friends JZ,

Mizz, DC, EB, BK, AA, RW, Syd,

AF, Bloofa, SLK, JCA, the Roar

Gang and everybody else, I wish you

happiness and success. Remember
the good times; I'll never forget you!

— Treat

Kyla Tomheim
120 Hyde St. 02161

August 8, 1979
"Put some memories in your travel-

ing bag and miles upon your shoes.

"

— Bill Staines Random memories:

Halloween, First Night, the Faire,

cloaks, blue m&ms, editors' digres-

sion, Taylor Tours, yoga, anime,
glass gashes, magic elixir, Trek
nights Even if I don't get my holo-

deck until the 24th century, I'll still

build my castle. Be well.

Michelle Meng-Jiun Tsay
51 Homer St. 02159
September 30, 1979

"Oh Bear," said Christopher Robin,

"How I do love you." "So do 1," said

Pooh. 1 love you forever, c.l. —
think of me and the little tree. The
Lion's Roar— thanks moofs & good
luck. Vol. 14 + ! I'll never forget you

guys, bjn, dm, rs, br, db, rb, dc, dg,

my little moof (jy) & my favorite dork

and a half. Wo ai ni, ma ma, ba ba.

"Type is one of the most eloquent

means of expression in every epoch

of style ..." "If you can dream it,

you can do it."

Devorah Trachtenberg
52 Alexander Rd Newton 02161

April 26, 1979
Love, Peace, Happiness — Find It.

God 4 everything Mom: 4 da luv,

friendship, guidance & support Papi

4 spiritual knowledge J S so many
guys so little time Aly: 4 da luv, jags,

& Armani Tati: 4 da talks & laughs

W.S./M.S.: l,2,3LuvU4evaA.A.
4 smiles. E M. 4 stayin' real. Luv U
Adelaeda Peeps: Candelas, 'J.B.,

K G. 143, M&M, R.K. 50538,
R.N.,&mis BYZ

Louis Allan Turgel
97 Walnut Hill Road 02161

December 26, 1978
' 'There is a road, no simple highway,

between the dawn and the dark of

night, and if you go, no one may fol-

low, that path is for your steps

alone." — G.D. Thanks to all of you
who made this the best four years of

my life. Mike — I'd be no one with-

out you. To all the boys — the good
times will go on forever. Mom, Dad,

Mike, Jo, thanks for all the love and

support. Dan — enjoy these next

two years and remember I'm always

there for you. Good luck '97.

Matt Traiger
100 Wayne Rd 02159

February 1, 1979
"This is my ninth sick day this se-

mester. It's getting pretty tough
coming up with new illnesses. If I go
for ten I'm probably gonna have to

barf up a lung, so I better make this

one count." — Ferris Bueller

Adam A. Umina
102 Ridge Ave 02159

July 2, 1979
Destiny is not a matter of chance, it

is a matter of choice; it is not a thing

to be waited for, it is a thing to be

achieved. — W.J. Bryan thanx to

the boys and all those that matter, U
know who UR the memories are for-

ever — mom + dad thanx 4 your

love & support, Mel thnx 4 going

through everything first, Lau good

luck — I'll always be here 4 U both.

ILYA — GL '97
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Pamela Jill Vasile

95 Roundwood Rd. 02164
October 16, 1979

It's so scrambled in my mind; people

seem like dolphins, "and I have no
sense of time'' — RZ "These
couldn't be my friends — they know
enough to know that you don't make
snow angels with your face down,

angels with your face upon the

ground'' — Rico's song MW, JH,

JS, JB, JW. MS, EY, LS, Ari — I

love you so much! — You are in-

credible, eternal friends! Nick: You
make me kawh cuz' you're the cool-

est bro I know!

Elizabeth Whitehorn
126 Moffat Road 02168

April 25, 1979
... when you think you know

what something is going to be like, it

rums out to be quite different ..."

Friends: If you listen closely you'll

hear the laughter that binds us to-

gether JH: For 6 yrs, my comic relief

GD: "We are who we never would

have been w/out each other" — as

close as pb & j M & D: Thnx for

trusting & believing in me S: good
luck "This bridge will only take you

halfway there — the last few steps

you'll have to take alone."

Corey J. Wilk
44 Wendell Rd. 02159

May 1, 1979
"The future's in the air, can feel it

everywhere, blowing with the Wind
of Change. " — Scorpions My par-

ents & fam, thanx 4 all, I luv u. Jazz,

play the South girls 4 me. DG — bi-

onic best friend. JH — white pants.

TP — spaceshot. 12/9/95 mayeth

runneth over, lawn, Latin, Jen's

house, fishing. When in doubt.

Peach it. RH — GP — MP, 4ever

miss ya. "Send Me On My Way."

David Winbourne
1404 Walnut St. 02161
September 20, 1979

To Kathy. Laura, Leanna, to my
boys Diego, Miguel and Jimmy. It's

been strange without you and Rita.

If you hadn't been here for me not

only would I not know where 1 would

be now, but 1 wouldn't know where

I was going.

»0»

Rachel Winer
149 Upland Rd. 02168

June 26, 1979
Changes in life are not only possible

and predictable, but to deny them is

to be an accomplice to one's own
unnecessary vegetation.

— Gail Sheehy

Syd, keep me away from that fire

alarm! Remember the Smithsonian'

1 may be small, but . . . Manda, his-

tory was fairly ridiculous but we sur-

vived RB. AT, DC. Roar homeroom
was too claustrophobic. Nise, always

remember Brown! Angie, I'll miss

our mashed potatoes. Mom, Dad,

Josh, thanks.

Danny W. Wong
29 Spaulding Ln. 02159

June 7, 1979
"And as the final sunset rolls behind

the earth and the clock is finally

dead, I'll look at you, you'll look at

me and we'll cry a lot but this will be

what we said, this will be what we
said." — Live

Thanks to God, Mom, Dad, Jaws, +
Jo 4 love + support! — 2 my sits—
MW, JL, BK, JH, BY, AD. 2 my
draftees, AR — Fate! JC, DH, K-12,

Homage!

Jason Wong Maggie Wong
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Marissa J. Wong
95 Woodcliff Rd. 02161

April 27, 1979
"Optima dies . . . prima fugit" —
Virgil JH: Stamford & a fight over .

. . BK: Pork Buns n joy rides. AD:
swimmin. Jack & B — Summer '96:

What JOY! Dannyboy . . . how
sweet it is! F & P: 2nd parents.

Gong: true wisdom & Megabucks?

Manda: Peas + Archie. M + D —
we're alive! & 2 my mentor, Mrs K
— Thanx 4 broadening my horizons.

"For I, that was a child, my tongue's

use sleeping ... 1 awake . . . And al-

ready 1000 warbling echoes have

started to life w/in me, never to die"

— Whitman

Tania M. Wong
89 WiswallRd. 02159
December 2, 1979

Finally, I can look back and say "I'm

done serving my 4 years of hell".

May the CHG rest in peace. To the

Special People; JBC — Pink Thing

meet Schmutti. EFP — Go do it!

DRM — Find someone your own
age. DJG — Where did you go?

Thanks guys. GREG — Some twist-

ed fate brought us together, but I'm

glad it did. I LOVE YOU. To the fam
— It's not over yet . . . And to any-

one else who has anchored them-

selves in my memories. Just pass the

Sam Adams and let's go.

Jeffrey Woo
215 Baldpate Hill Rd. 02159

April 25, 1979
"Cherish the memories, for they

were special; dream about tomor-

row's possibilities, but live for to-

day!" Thanks to my friends for the

laughs and memories — DJ Baby-

lon, Rupan — "San Fran?", 3-on-3,

Int'lClub— KM + MM, the "Draft-

ees," Hammer, Special Edition . . .

who started it all? Mom, Dad, Ian —
thanks for all your support and en-

couragement over the years.

Jenny Woolf
132 Olde Hyde Road Weston, CT

06883
December 15, 1978

To those who made HS worth it

The good times are never gone; the-

y're always there to look back on.

JB, NC, DR, RN, SK, JK, SR: The
memories we made will keep me
laughing & crying 4 years ILY DB: I

could stay w/U 4-ever & never no-

tice the time — I never knew I could

trust someone this much ILY The
Fam: Always Together Never Apart

Maybe In Distance Never At Heart

couldn't have it w/o U ILY SOOO
Much

> fir *-••.,»»

HH1

1

Alexandra Wright
94 Ridge Avenue

December 13, 1979
Having recently begun my metamor-

phosis, I am sorry you all had to

know me during my pupa stage.

"What is a weed? A plant whose vir-

tues have not yet been discovered."

— Emerson
De mieux en mieux

Larry J. Xu (Chen Lei)

106 Selwyn Road 02161
May 16, 1979

Life is Precious.

Good-bye friends.

Have a good one.

Eric Joshua Yaffe

459 Brookline St. 02159
March 1, 1979

"Time it was . . .

And what a time it was . . .

It was a time of innocence . . .

A time of confidences . . .

Long ago it must be . . .

I have a photograph . . .

Preserve your memories . . .

They're all that's left you."

— Simon and Garfunkel Book-
ends"

Betty K. Yee
234 Quinobequin Road 02168

April 4, 1979
"Oh, the things u can think if only u

try," Dr Seuss. 2 my fmds thx 4 the

gd times. Marissa & Jackie: Club

Joy. John, L- -ry, our Alex's, Sum-
mer '96 MW — D & G, JL — "bnd

dwn, eww!" Amir D — I knw wht u

wnt— grn worms! yur stomch/213.

Danny "D" — Hey Loser, stp calling

my sister tht! Heather — fmds 4 so

lng, fmds 4 life. AL — Spot, shpng

trips. RL— BFF. 2 all keep n touch.

2 my family: D + M. Susana, Ann,

Angela 01, Kevin 03, Cookie thx 4

everything "See u . . . Bye." DW
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Randal Elton Yee
636 Dedham St. 02159

February 24, 1979
Thanks to all my teachers. I appre-

ciate what you've done for me. To
my friends: JC, BL, SL, DM, KM,
NT, TV. We'll keep in touch. Most

of all 1 would like to thank my parents

and my brothers Clifford and Kevin,

for giving me all the love and sup-

port, I couldn't have done it without

you! Good Luck to the class of

'97U!

Emily Elizabeth Young
22 David Rd 02159
November 28, 1978

"May U have; Enough happiness 2

keep U sweet; Enough trials 2 keep

U strong; Enough hope 2 keep U
happy; Enough failure 2 keep U
humble; Enough success 2 keep U
eager; Enough determination 2

make each day a better day than yes-

terday." To the memories & friends

of far and near I'll miss U! M S.

"Don't worry about your height as

long as U can touch the heart of the

1 U luv." Gram & Gramps thanx 4

being there ALWAYS — I luv U
both!

Jessie Yu
Apt 29, 53 Paul St., 02159

January 11, 1979
It's time to say good-bye to every-

one, May God accompany you along

your way!

Mustafa Javed Zaidi

175 Brookline St. 02167
June 24, 1978

To ask why is to be a fool — some-

one smarter than me. All Praise to

Allah, for watching over me.
THANKS 2: my parents for your un-

dying love and advice, my sis — u

have taught me so much! the Boston

fam — my respect and gratitude is

inexpressible. Ali — my brother 4
life. Os — wait till college! Pat — if

only u knew :( the island boyz: JG—
2016 baby! MB — keep it eirie. SG
— where do I meet U? MC— I hope
I'm still smiling — We All Meet In

The End 4:20

Lyn Ben-Simon
49 Osborne Path 02159

January 10, 1979
Now I see the moon we got here oh

so soon the earth looks very different

from up here — Spacehog. Jess —
"We are never coming down."
Brooke — You were right. "There's

some spooky stuff goin' on in a dol-

lar bill man. And it's green too," Sla-

terman. So what can we do to make
"the list"?

Eshai Horovitz

2 Chestnut Terrace

September 6, 1977
First off, shouts to my guys in GSC
MM, TS, CP, N?, T Crack, TS, MK,
JR. MN — Blaze dat also RG, AR,

MC, NK, CG, RR, RC, SM, JP,

Peace Sudbury peeps. JL locked,

Thanx Alex + Silvers — one Love

to my fam — Thanx N. South for

taking me — Adina thanks for help-

ing me get thru my struggle — Re-

tired 4-life — cookies-out —

Jessica Meehan
Live simply that others may simply

live. To all the doodlebugs, butterflies

and degenerates: "We're just sane

people living in an insane world." C.

Post '98 ,Lyn — We're still never

coming down. .Brooke— Why not?.

"We're the aliens, man." — D & C
"So this is what 1 have to say to you
all; be true to yourselves and you will

never fall." — B.B

Julie R. Zinner
206 Greenwood St. 02159

February 24, 1979
"It's laughter we will remember
whenever we remember the way we
were." To all my friends ILY 4eva.

RC — What bathroom? SK— THE
BEACH JK — Buy shoes! AT —
Flyin slush! DB — Mr Pink/ADIOS
DK — Lotto AG — Joe Boo DC —
Take Cutler! JN — Rides. Rach,
thanx for always being there. Jul +
Sara + Amanda — you guys made
it fun! "Take comfort in your
friends" — REM Mish + Ken — all

my love. The Boys! Mom and Dad,

you're the best. 1 will love you al-

ways.

Tasos Paicopoulos
9 Cross Hill Rd. 02159

July 13, 1979
It's about time! 1 give mad props 2

those who helped me along. Waz up

2 Lashauna, friends to da end. Cous-

in Jimmy, from Westy. All my Rosi

Greeko's, Onaje u da man, & my #1

teachers Ms. Wilenski, & Mr. Dias.

My bro Jimmy. Thanx Mommy &
Daddy. Word up and I'm out!

Rob Santonastaso
19 Dalby St. 02158

You may be my friend or my foe, but

if you step on that field or on that

mat, 1 just want you to know . . . pre-

pare to get your ass kicked. And, you

will surrender to the powers of the

Staso.

"Oh, sorry ladies, I've just left the

building."

"l.W.O."

"Don't call us, we'll call you!"

/•'t4/*i
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We're two mutts looking for our shinebox. Lee and Yee are ready for a partee!
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Good Luck

To the

Class of

1997!
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Barbara Wise: We can't tell you how
much you helped us with your caring

assistance and dedication to Regulus.

We are forever indebted to you.

Frances Mover: Thank you for becom-
ing such a vital part of Regulus. Your
endless editing and help have made
this yearbook amazing.

Love,

Chanty, Jenny and Amy
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The Regulus Staff would like to thank the peo-
ple that made everything possible:

John Carrier: Thank you for all your guidance
and advice. Your endless supply of answers and
sense of humor have helped us through many
deadlines and late nights. We owe it to you!

NESP and Herff Jones: Thank you for putting

our yearbook together. We really appreciate it.

FOJO Photo Delivery: Thanks for sending our

pictures right to us.

The Chitel Family: Thank you so much for hous-

ing us! The basement has been our second home
and it's much better than the barn. Your food

has been much appreciated. Special thanks to

Noods.

The Farman Family: Thanks for your support,

love, and for your hard working daughter.

The Levitt Family: Thanks for the use of the lap-

top and dealing with Chantal's late arrivals

home.
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You have made a notable beginning, An-

drea,

Reach high for the stars!

We love you,

Mom, Dad, Elisabeth, and Robby

Jared,

Congratulations and

Best Wishes to you

andyour classmates.

Ann and Ed

Dan, With Admiration,

With Respect,

With Love,

Ima, Abba, Talia and Elan

Dear Fred,

We love you, and we are really proud of

your accomplishments.

Good Luck in college.

Stay cool and lovable as you already are.

We'll always be there for you.

Love you so very much
Mom, Dad and David

Joshua—
Congratulations

with all our love!

Mom, Dad

and Ira

Thanks Regulus Staff. You made it

happen!

Love,

Chantal, Amy, and Jen
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AMANDA
The future is bright for the
u
Little girl with the curls!'

We love you,

Mom, Dad, Randi

and Apricot
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Dear Eric,

. . . May all

your dreams

come true . .

.

We love you,

Mom, Dad, and

Jessica xoxo

Dear Jeffrey,

Since the day you were born you've filled

our lives with pride, love and happiness.

Don 't set limits— set goals,

for there's nothing you can't achieve.

Congratulations— we'll miss you!!

All our love,

Mom, Dad & Josh
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Dear Jessica—
You are always striving to

improve, achieve, and succeed.

No matter where you go, you

will always be in our hearts.

We love you forever.

Love,

oxoxox
Mom, Aaron and Amanda

We love you so much and are so proud

of what you have done and who you are.

Congratulations to the class of 97, espe-

cially to the cross country team.

Mom, Dad, Hugh, and Jake

Dear Andrew,

Congratulations! We are veryproud ofyou. Good

luck always.

Love, Mom, Daddy and Suana '93
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Congratulations, Noah!

We're so proud ofyou.

May all your wishes come true.

We love you
Love,

Mom, Nicki,

Nanny, Papa,

Tootsie and Cleo

Thank you for being my son!

Love,

Mom
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"And now the time has come and

so our love, you must go. And though

we'll lose a friend in the end, you will

know that someday you'll find that

you have grown, but tomorrow may
rain, so Maggie, follow your dreams!"

Love,

Mom, Dad, Gabe, and Randi



Michael,

I'm so proud of all you've accomplished

and overcome these past 15 months. You 've

been rock solid and my leaning post. You've

worked hard and played hard #38! I wish

you only the best in the future — good

health, happiness, love and friendship, xo

Love, Mom
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To last year's F-block Honors class:

Thank you for making classtime a

special occasion.

Continue to cherish the lively arts.

Your appreciative teacher,

Bob Jampol

''Fled is that music;— do I wake or

sleep?"

Sinceree, we are

very proud ofyou.

"Sky's the limit"

love,

Dad, Mom, Sis. & family

Congratulations Lesley.

We love you and are proud ofyou

from your other family—
Sara, Paul, Joyce and Lloyd

Congratulations Joanna.

You're a special person— the world is

yours. What you can do is limited only by

what you can dream.

Love, Mom, Dad, and Dave

7
"

W
We love you

Pam!

Mom, Dad

and Nick
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Pride makes us do things well. But it is love that makes us do them to

perfection, way to go babe!

Mom, Dad and Freckles

Justin,

I am so proud ofyou and all that you have accomplished

in the past 18 years. I wish you much success and happiness

throughout your life. You deserve only the best.

I love you,

Mom

Tali, you're the best!

Love, Mom and Dad
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Honda Chics — Driving to the beach, Hanging at Tovah 's,

Cha-mother-f-ig-Ching, Ms. Leonard's E-Block history, Yeoman

Farmers, elbow room. Cruising in the Tovray, Junior Scavenger

Hunt, I'm doing the remix, Obsessions with certain seniors,

Epstein's. "Guess what we're having torn, night?" Semi night,

Where's Tovah? OLGA and her unisuit. Chemistry teacher issues.

Jess's quest for a red dress, macarena, Jolt, "Hey Gabe. " "urn,

that's ok. I'm all set. " Braveheart. Ho 's before bro 's "He sat next

to me, and doesn't even remember my name!" C's Nescafe, Da
Beave!!! Comenzo'sparty, Yah mush. CP, Squale, the other white

meat. Rollin to store 24. Swedish fish, urn, Chuck, what's on

your hand? Parties at the Piatt motel. Tov and Jess— 8:30 am
. . . Whooop! "His foot was in my face the whole night. " "Deb,

what did you just do?" "How does everyone know already?"

Chantal getting a head massage. Twister, the Grind. Club Spin

— / said put a tin can, up your . . . Boone's, Woodchuck.

pregnant tummy. Jess 's knowledge ofrap songs: Rapper 's delight.

"Someone has a little too much time on their hands" "Well, it's

not like you ever call me!" McGolf, Spoonfuls, chili's, Rollin

with the homies, 8/16/96 "I'll give you a beaver across the face,

mush!" Dinner at Applebees,. Moo shuki pork. Evan and Seth,

do you want a red pepper? Jackie, are you ok? Please, all I want

is a chocolate covered strawberry. Caps. E-mail, what's a shuki?

It's Pat! It's cool to get at parties. Futon man. Cheesecake

factory, Garment District, I want a job at Abercrombie, I love

Dan Katz. Oh my god!He said hi to me. Thanks to all our friends.

It's been a blast!

That's going on the page!!
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For Sevan Andranig . . . we are so proud ofyour accomplishments and
of the person you have become.

V.H. would say "Varskt Gadar. "He will always watch over you.

Remember: Harford, Shi Shi & Moreh; UNO, Dover, Legos, "Garabed,

"

Poker, Bartz, Ernie, Dogie, Felix and Bar; Sea glass at Madison, Boston

Garden, Jepordy, Hot Wheels, 50 in the ocean, NIRVANA, crabs, the

blue couch, Shot Glasses, Hayastan, Explo, Speed, Games at Fenway,

Sanibel, BUDA, Sports Center, MARINO, Computers & Internet, Milk-

shakes for Nonny, Lake Sevan, Philosophy from V.H., Iron Eagle, Gin

Rummy, Mrs. Swidler, 'Friends, " Billy Madison & Happy Gilmore, Sly,

MY car, Lasso, 195 IZK, Scavenger Hunt, "Sorry, We're Closed," "Please

tell me you're alone, " Splitting math homework & vocab words, Dra-

cula, afro, Interlochen, the green blanket, chocolate chip pancakes,

backrubs, Dolphin Cove, Voltron & Transformers, card shows, hot

wheels, So. Nyak, LA., London, the Christmas Cruise, family and disk

. . . disk . . . disk . . . disk . .

.

Stand tall andproud next year as you create your new path. Be true to

yourself and all else will fall into place. All our love and bachigs to

you always, Mom and Dad.

Sevan . . . You are my "bestest" friend and thank you for always being

there for me. I'll always be here for you and I can 't wait until we are

on the same campus next year. Love always, Sly
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Julie,

Congratulations! We are so proud ofyou! Thanks for always making us

happy As you enter a new stage ofyour life, may you always reach foryour

dreams . . Much luck and happiness. We pray that you 'II continue to be

successful in the future.

Love always,

Mom. Dad. Yulie ('99)

and Sam (V8)

Sabrina,

As you head into the jungle remember that

there will always be Lions at your Congratula-

tions and good luck to you and the whole pride

of '97.

Mom and Dad

We are proud ofwho you are

and the type ofperson you've become

Good luck in whatever you do

Love,

Mom, Dad, Justin and Biskit

Julie . .

.

Just be yourself,

Do the best you can,

Where you are,

and with what you have

TAKE YOUR BEST SHOT!
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"Ifyou smile at someone,

someone will smile back at

you. " Tovah, thanks for always

smiling back at me.

You 're the best sister,

I Love You

Rayna, '99

li
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Josh—
Keep marching to the beat ofyour own drum-

mer. We're so proud ofyou!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Gabe, your grandparents, your aunts

and your uncle

Dear Barry,

You have always made us very proud ofyou.

You deserve the best that life has to offer. Good

Luck at Ithaca!

Love, Mom, Dad, Jeff ('94) and Stephen ('99)

KGB — If U R Istning we R innocent untl prvn glty. Astro & Grge R in the hse. 2 the mem spaul crw, Ms Pep & Cluelss Wndr say

what's up! Thnx 4 our memrys. Ellen Desmond a nme we rther frgt. Ethl— Ruth 's Ivly voice, mandy a-pub quest. — whch stll nvr

stp, RH— summr of Ive (92). stp, rw, ff! What 2 do. the matts, thnx 4 our 1st. Leebow— obbssed mch, mandy. I'm certainly not. T.

time, is all the tme, in their eys. Don Y do anything I wldn 't do, thts not sayng mch. six & undr— bumble B egyptian tmelne, Amanda

4 1's crsis (red, teal, pink, clear) slvd-cntcts. baking, rting gmes— oh no Ms meyer's offce. Kyle Hmlton deth wsh — srry Ruth U'r

alrdy dead— thnx Kyle. Amnda 's reeve send/, rnning naked at SB sleepovr, 7&8 no men 4 ruth— (king our sistrs calls as them. Bar/

Bat mitzvah mandy & Rootie rippin up the floor, sprtz the hair does is look ok? Mandy I miss the curls, bca malls michael's dnners.

Frsh— bth wAVeiss Man, sptty much?'JL mlsttion. Top 10 list we mde it. by by boys hi men. sphrme-mandy brking out ofhershll—
hllo guys! mercedes men Ted-U da man. okeey Tmmy whterU sayl) da man 2. jnior-P ugly Wwe say for. T.B. — go bck 2 da jngle &

2 da othrs U can hve thm. Our 1 Ing talk a yr. Senior— Bck on trek. Baby Bs thnx 4 givn us smthing 2 look at. plyin tgher free blks

prblms — Mandy — dnt leave

hme. amanda — did U spke da

keep on dreamin. Mth class —
erne. Ali— where 's da party?—
Thnx 2 Rand & Sar U've been da

2 da studdliest man U'r a gr8 bro

we Ive U.2 all of the pple who

da NS boys thnx 4 cring & pttin

on our feces, amanda— wve bin

the memnts pss so quckly but the

didn 't hve someone so mch Ike

who wld. Lean on me whn u'r

crry on. (6th grde grad)

U'r hse Rth — dnt drve anyone

pnch? whts u'r fntsy? Defy us!

Mashes, Alx, notes. Cnda here we

lil pitch. KGB mercdes duck,

best. We hpe we didn 't let U dwn.

thx 4 supportin us. Moms & dads

wtch ovr us & KGB we Ive U2.

2

up w/us. u 've alwys put a smile

thrgh it all thnx 4 stckin else by.

mem. 1st frevr. Ruthie — if 1

mysif 2 undrstnd me 1 dnt knw

not strng ill b u'r frnd ill hip U
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perfect to a T. .

.

serenity, sincerity, integrity, honesty, responsibility, creativity,

individuality, versatility, joviality, capability, sensibility, generosity.

You are a blessing to all who know you.

Always with love,
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Jenny

We remember the first time we said "We hue you " to your face . . . (We meant it for the rest ofyou as well)

You hadjust been born, and we thought you were the most beautiful thing on earth. And in that little face of

yours, we thought we could see the future . . . It looked beautiful, too.

Now we know that we're living in that future and that it's very different than we imagined it would be. It

hasn 't all been beautiful. Some of it has been scary and painful and sad. But through it all, we've watched

you grow and live your life with joy and courage and hope. And although we don't have much time together

as we did when you were little, we can still look into your beautiful face and tell you the same thing we told

you back before we even knew who you were— the same thing we will always tell you, whatever the future

brings . . . we love you.

Love, Mom Dad and Noods



Rootie,

Last but not least

Thanks to Newton

South for our three.

Congratulations and

knock them dead. The

world's at your feet!

Mommy and Daddy

Majuders — We love

you

Eric and Sari
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As long as we're together the adventures

will never end . . . Our trips to montreal,

Martha's Vineyard, France, Florida, St. Mar-

teen + Cape Co. "Chit or get off the pot.

"

Karate. "Hey guys— remember when we got

tattoos?" sex, waterslides, tree climbing, roll-

er coasters, camp-high ropes, phakpole —
big dot on the "I". Pad vs. Tampon, picnic

on top of Schecter— "kill those kids" SBC
— "we need coffee," "Hey joe, where are

we?" Rock climbing, "when the chit goes

down. . . "Orphanage, pig out sessions, scary

movies, salt + vinegar, PS— French Fries.

"Captain, Captain— the plane is cooking!"

Rollerblading Nmnm, spooky world, our

drunk thanksgiving, peeing in the street on

Halloween, noodles, apples, butterflies —
Tony the turtle.

"Don't walk in front of me — / may not

follow; Don't walk behind me— / may not

lead; Just walk beside me — and be my
friend.

— Jacks, Sue + Sev
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The voices ofgenerations move through you,

You belong to a rich heritage in which you share

a sacred place.

You are a women of character,

You are strong but not tough,

You are gentle, never weak

You are righteous, honest and forgiving.

A journey lies before you,

Walk firmly on the path of life,

Seek out wisdom and friendship through words

and deeds.

Have faith in yourselfand mankind,

Remember to love and have fun.

You are everything we dreamed our baby girl to

be.

May all your dreams come true . .

.

We love you

Mom, Dad, Avi 99', Josh 03', & Sampson
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Praise the spells and bless the

charms

We found April in our arms.

April golden, April cloudy,

Gracious, cruel, tender, rowdy;

April soft in flowered languor,

April cold with sudden anger.

Ever changing, ever true-

We love April, we love you.

— Ogden Nash

Dear Amy,

We are so proud of you. May your

winning smile and bright eyes al-

ways light your path. We wish you

success and love always.

Mom, Dad, and Andrew '00
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Dear Ari,

Dive for the ball and keep reaching for

life.

May all your dreams come true!

We love you,

Dad, Mom, Marisa, Karina,

Lady, Nana, Poppa, Uncle Mel,

Aunt Rima, Jenn and Laura

"To all the lady's havin' babies on their own, I know it's kind of tough and you're feelin' all alone''— Tupac Shakur Blck eyelner— blow dryer— haircts in class

— blck jack— BEEF— Omigod you 're not applying 2 G.W.! U can '/. — Reg 1997— U didn 'tjust spit the cupcake in there did U?— No diggity— Umbro outfit—
Sme outfit 2 days in a row — are those nw snekers or did U get your brces off— THE CULT— C.C. — J.C. Our car accident, sorry Aim 4 the whiplash — Jen, he

has B-block hstry & he's in J-blck w/AF— Lttle Chanty the hrdwrkr we be U 2 bits. — When U're in a pice knd of newish, there's always someone . .
. !— CY.I &

Vega bst sumers— NGSL — my hmatoma — Amy watch out 4 that ball!!— Amy I swear it 's a tumor— Powder Puff— You 're finished— My ermuffs cost $500

— someone has my sweter— What did U buy — 3 wks not speking — Amy's electric blue bra — Yo what up G— money— Mr. Sylvia 's house— who stole my

wlkman?— playing with Fran — Lexi Bah-bye— Where's the lader— Super Mario Bros— Journell or Journal— My neighbors dnce in the st. — Fern and Toby

— Trip 2 home depot 4 sheds 4 our dads— Amy don 't come bck till U knw his whole scheule— Yrbk sleepovers— She has my boots— She can get thatjcket but I

just want her 2 know that I had it 1st. — Stripped dy suit <£ green jeans— Are those your boots or did U steal them from Ronald McDonald0— What am I going 2

wear torn. — 8/10/32— J.J.G. a — 4'sb-Ts— Amy's daily or wkly crshes— Do 1 want a cow or a bear1— retainer boy— Hi I'm from Jo-burg — Ruth & Naomi

— ewie, gooie, chcolate chnk 4 the kid— Aims Amala— my oldest frnd, my beef (as nima wld say it), my co-editor & so much more. I 've gone thrgh evrythng w/ll

& we 've made it tgether. Aim— U mke me laugh, U make me happy. Your unconditional Ive has kept me gng when I needed support. You deserve the best. ILY more

& more evryday. Not many thngs in life make me happy, but when being w/you I am truly happy! Thank U agn — Jenny, bootylish Jenny— U hve alwys been my

big sister, tching me all U have Irned in the 3 mnths U were alive w/o me. Evry happy mmories I have U hve been part of. U have aluys been there 2 tell me exactly

how 2 b mean 2 whmever has tried me badly. I just nver figured out how. U mke me smile, w/o even being there. U'r alwys w/me no matter near or far. Whether in

Newton or New Zealand U will always b my very bf. If U need me, just yell, l'llhearyou, 1 prmise. ILYsomuch. — Aims
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"Life is a highway ..."

Yourjourney is just as important as reaching your destination.

Dear Matt,

Have fun,

be safe, and

know that you

are loved.

Mom and Dad
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Evrywhre in Newton tks 15-min — Do U hve 2 tke a chit — get the keg out of the hs —
lwn boy— Jen, your rms all f'd up— chmpgne out of strws— Madonna Madonna— Eddies

— We dnt wnt 2 hear it Ruth — Chna Twn — N. Y. — Cncun — Mntrl — Schizo on da bus

— lik my cat — fir slipery mch — Igmar gt yor pens out of the bttl — gogmster we luv u —
we kp gng & gng — its yr b-day drnk a brw — bst a mve — 1234 — blck nee-nee — c.c.

f-u — J.C. — stckd rngs — tony — yn — suprse — noods — nads — tke of yor shoes pise

— synchronize — mr. t — lna man in da mna — chulent — onion sp — f.d.r. — stdy strss

sat's — gas walgrns or bth — wnt some white shrt w/yr pnch — chittymeister— #1 or #2
oh my gd r thse steve maddens — brno bnny & bag — swmmng/hotubing — guatalawhat?

— pnos — art clas — whn al els fails . . . nptime — pt it in yr mth — jens shoe crisis —
huricane prty — fotball — im al dne — 123 bnd — the crucble np — we aced it — no

whamys — pwt — frnds— ooiegooye — halowen dnce — Chr Ty Dine Hrwtz — fke ids—
r u wring mscr — cn i c u on mon. — clb spec — sry i ht u — ext 2 edn — Ite nte — im ht

& yr nt — i tok da lberty of irning yr hmwrk — brny slpover — chocaholic — f.t.a. — 2 all

da boyz u knw who u r thnx 4 mkng us lgh & pttng up w/us we luv u — jw if i eld gve u 1

thng i wld gve u the ablty 2 c yrslf as othrs c u. thn u eld rlze wht a trly spcl prsn u r. go gt

em. thnx 4 evrythng, ily. TD — i cn sty w/u frvr & nvr ntce the tme, sme pepl say tht its

hldng on tht mke thm strng, othrs say its lttng go, ily nt jst 4 who u r. bt 4 who i am whn
i'm w/u. Chitty & Nay Nay — els frnds r trly lfes trsrs smtms thy knw us bttr thn we knw

orslvs, w/gntl hnsty thy r thre 2 shre our Ightr & our trs, thr prsnce rmnds us tht no mttr

wht, we r nt alne— thnx 4 stckng by— u 2 r da bst frnds— luv u Its— pee out chekymamaa
— AF ur da bst bro gdd lck i knw u wll suced thnx 4 alwys bng thr 4 me i luv u — JF i luv u

r da bst lil bro — AH u r trly my oldst frnd i luv u — AF nw frnds r da bst im so hppy we
bnded i luv u — IC lng islnd icd t — estoy baracha — u r da bst neghbor & adptd lil bro —
am kr — chitty & rudy — fnny wtty caring beatifl strng — u 2 r da bst frnds any 1 eld hve

im trly blssd thru evrytang u hve stood by me i luv u bth and wll mss u mre than y'll knw.

Rudy & Nay Nay Thnx 4 trning my life arnd. U've shwd me hw 2 hve a good time. We've

mde so mny memories togethr tht will alwys b dear 2 me. I knw I'm difficlt bt U've put up

w/me well. Thnx agn. I only wish da bst 4 U guys in da ftre. Keep on eating choclate &
thnk of me when U do. ILY, Jenny.
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Suzie,

You have grown to be a self-assured, in-

dependent woman. We wish you love,

happiness, peace and lots of laughter in

your life.

Love,

Dad (64), Mom, Ben (94) and Becca (02)

Also Ollie, Shuffy, and Smushie

You've traveled far Lizzy, the best is yet to

come!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Stephie

Jess

Congratulations on reaching this milestone. What
a treat it has been for us to have shared your first

eighteen years, each one with its own imprint of

your spirit. From a slightly scrawny start through
school years at Zervas, Summers in Denmark and

Dearest Tania,

CONGRATULATIONS! Your courage

makes us strong, your smile brightens our

day. We are proud of our little princess,

you will grow up to be a queen one day!

Insha-Allah

Love,

Mom, Abbu, Ali, and your slave Jawo
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The Girls '97

DAENYA, JEN, JENNY, KERRl, LILLIAN, LUCY, NORA
We are friends because we know what it's like for people to be jealous of

us. Oh Jen your our coolest friend. No Tools to Lend. Virgin JB. Barbie big

wheels. Party Van. RW. Lucy's Bike. You payed $40,000 for this car and the

windows don't work. October 31, now we're BMN This car is tired of

driving. No diggity. It'sJensparty; letsget it on tonight. Lilpeach, Cheesecake,

BK, where should we go next? Cabots? IHOP? Let's ride puertorican style.

Our friends in the yellow Prelude. Singing Celine Deone, chasing Lillian

down Needham Street. Ames, Caldors (our clothes stores) There has been a

breakin at 42 Westbourne Road, over and out. Everyone says Dumbchit. .

.

Dumbchit. Abercrombie . . . do you havejackets? . . . what size?. . . How do ft
we know that they 're Abercrombiejackets? Lost and Found Vodka. Jen 's red

underwear. Nora are you going leopard tonight? Can you be any blonder?!

have cupcakes at my house. Ifthey are not Hostess, I don 't want one. Jenny 's

surprise birthday party, "He's cheating on me. "Friday the 13th: Nora in the

shower: "I'm washing my face": Lillian, "I can drive": IN WALKS MO.

"What's going on in here?" "Who can't walk down my stairs?" "Jen?" "I

tripped her. " What? Driveby's, Everybody duck, Look it's Lillian by herself.

PowderPuff '96. We 're going to kickyour ass!!! 32-8, That 's whatwe thought.

Senior-Junior Drink OFF. Dibs on driving. Let's play soberest driver. "How

do you play that?" Scavenger Hunt '96 "Guy's I'm stuck under the grocery

cart" Shut up. " Road Open to Abutters only. Get out of the car!!, Do you

want to fight? Why do we always get on the subject? Once we start we can 't

stop. He popped a Peter. Look guy's they're Russian. Jen and Lillian get out

ofthe car orshut up!!!

It's A-Block, we have

beer. It takes 30 to get

yourname on the fun-

nel. Nora might have

another party. Shoul-

der Tapping in the

rain. Anytime Any-

where Pop A Squat.

Guys come and go, but

friendships last forev-

er. Look 's like it's only

us again tonight. After

a whole year we fig-

ured out one thing .

.

. WKWAT
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To our sister

Congratulations!

We are so proud ofyou.

Love

Aaron— class of 1991

Amanda— class of2000

Renee

We love you so much and are very proud ofyou.

Congratulations!

Love you, Love you

Dad, Mom, Michelle,

family, Luke and all the other critters

We are very proud ofyou, Michael.

Love from Mom, Dad, David and Julia.

Congratulations

Jessica!

We're so proud!

All our love—

Mom, John, Mike and Jo

Amanda

Follow your dreams,

Keep your wit

Treasure your memories,

Enjoy your life.

Love from all of us,

Mom and Dad

Emily, Ethan and Lydia
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Sevan we vote you most likely to be

loved . . .

Mum, Dad, and Raffi '96

Dearest Moose: To be trust-

ed is a greater compliment
than to be loved. Wishing

you success in life.

Mom, Baba, Mishi, Ma-
monjan-Phupo, Ali, Tania,

and Jawo

Marni,

For the longest time we thought

about what to say that would be wit-

ty, but also embarrassing. We always

came back to "We love you."

Mom and Dad
As a sister and a friend,

I love you.

Jenny
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You will always be our "turtle baby."

You are a joy; we are proud of you

and love you. Congratulations!

Dad, Mom, Todd, and Eva

"You never missed a photo

opportunity."

Congratulations and good luck—
Mom, Dad, and Lindsey

Rachael,

We're so proud of all you've accom-
plished as a student at Newton South
and all you've contributed to your re-

lationships with your family and
friends.

(Now if you
could only
learn to keep
your room
clean!)

We love you,

Mom '68,
Dad, and
Katie '02's
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Dear Jenny,

We love you:

The person you are

The values you believe in

The strength of your will

The depth of your emotion.

We will miss you next year

But get pleasure from your success

Love,

Mom, Daddy, and Matthew

Dear Amy,
Choose a star not only to wish up-

on, but to reach for.

All our love,

Andrew, Jack and S'poo
Congratulations

David!

The sky is

the limit.

Love, Mom, Dad, Adam,
and Lola
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Cho Cho Kristen

"Dance like there's nobody watching,

Love like you'll never get hurt,

Sing like there's nobody listening,

Live like there's heaven on earth."

— Anonymous

Sagapo!

Mom, Dad, Yiayias, UJ, Ali, and Karen too!
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Dear Sydney,

"It's the truth . . . Somebody had to say it . .

."

For the most interesting person we know, we wish you a

life full of all good things . . . the "Cheese Holiday," not

"Herbert," nostalgic trips down the "South Expressway,"

and especially lots of happy "Whatever."

Love, always,

Mom and Dad,

Mera, Toby and Dan



Sarah Kate,

Thank you for countless lazy Friday afternoons, for

hours of conversation that never got boring, for

late-night fits of delirium and hysterical laughter, for

saving me from endless terrifying social scenes, for

shoveling me out of my driveway at midnight, for

being my constant source for interesting gossip,

and for loving me and letting me love you back.

Your friendship has taught me how to grow. I am
so proud of the caring, intelligent, funny, patient,

beautiful person you are. You have all my love al-

ways. Anna Flora

Heartfelt thanks for a fine education to all

at Newton South, especially Van Seasho-

les.

Best Wishes in your retirement from Ma-
teo and all the Randos.

Congratulations Phil!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Courtney and Blake

Dani,

"If you want your ship to come in, you must build

a dock."

May the next leg of your voyage carry you

through calm waters and lead you to a beautiful

port of call.

Good luck Dani! "Yasher Koach"

With Love,

Aba, Ima and Arielle

Grant,

Work hard; dig

deep. The good
stuff is always at

the bottom.

Love,

Mom, Dad and
Mark
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David—
You are a wonderful son, a

fabulous brother and the bestest

of friends. We wish you oceans

of health, mountains of

sunshine and laughter . .

.

Love

Mom, Dad
Adam, Sophie
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Memories last forever. It's times like these that

we will always remember. The friendships be-

tween Rachel, Kathy, Julie Z., Jill, Julie K., Caren

and Sibvon will never end. Memories: Sibvon

(handsome) in the trunk of the jeep; Julie Z.

(Jules) — "Nobody touches my radio in the

boat;" Jill's never ending work schedule; Kathy

buying bagels and only eating 'hofit; Rachel con-

stantly driving towards the beach; Caren 's Joe

Boxers; Julie K. trying to fit ten people in her

Honda. We will always remember these things:

UBC; Rachel's beach house; that special raspberry

smell; shorty; the bathroom incident; lottery tick-

ets; R. E.M. ; TheJeep; "fun"at the

Burlington Mall. Although we

are moving on, the memories we

have now, and the ones we will

make in the future, will never

move out of our lives. We wish

luck to the class of '97 in all they

do. It can only get better from

here.

BE3
<

>
w

4

Congratulations Rebecca!

We are very proud ofyou.

Always keep a smile on your face.

We love you . .

.

Mom, Dad, Dan and Pepper too

Are you happy it's all over? Well, there is plenty of reasons

to be happy. You've done a big, gigantic job. But it's a

beginning. Enjoy every moment, every second ofyour life

— they are all unique.

Love,

Mama and Papa
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TOVAH
From the moment I first saw you, the meaning ofmy life was redefined. You

have proved thatyou are capable of meeting and excelling in the challenges that

life can bring. My fondest desire isyour health and happiness foryour entire life.

May your wishes, desires and dreams all be fulfilled.

The pride I feel in your accomplishments is exceeded only by the respect I feel

for you as a mature young lady. The time for "letting go" is at hand. The stars

and heavens are within your grasp. Remember as you soar, your father's love is

always there.

All my love,

My Little Lulu,

The greatest thing that ever happened to me. We are best

friends, and even deeper than that — we are sisters. The

past two years without you have been very hard on me, I

cry a lot and wish you were with me. I have to get over

that b/c we are both growing up— you 're going to college

now too. You are so sweet, so smart, and so beautiful, never

let anyone tell you different. I am always, for the rest of

our lives, going to be there for you. I love you more than

anything in this entire world, you are going to do so well,

good luck in all you do!

Luv, your big sister,

Juliette

With love and appreciation for all the joy you bring us

Good luck next year!

Maman and Papa Smurf

Michael—
Congratulations on a successful four years.

You are an inspiration to all of us.

We have been nourished by your sense of humor, your decency and your

determination.

We '11 miss you next year!

For all that you are and for all that you will be. we love you,

Mom, Dad, Janna. Jeffrey, and Geraldine
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Congratulations Michael!

We're very proud ofyou.

Love,

Dad, Mom,

Stephanie

and

Tango

Lesley,

Congratulations to our adorable Redhead.

We are so proud ofyou and love you very much.

Best of luck to the class of '97.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Lisa and Benny

Denise:

We are very proud ofyou as we have always been.

As you go off to college, we are confident that you will

continue to grow into a mature responsible adult. Always

maintain your sense ofhumor and compassion.

Love Dad. Mom. and Jason
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Dearest Jessica,

You are the best daughter and sister any family could ask

for! We adore you.

We wish you andyour friends the best ofluck in the coming

years.

With all our love,

Mom, Dad, Carl, Nina, and Palookie

DAVID—

May your long life's journey bring you

much happiness and success.

We all know you can do it!

We love you

Dear Jessica,

We are so proud of everything you have accomplished and everything

you are. As you venture forth into the world.

May God bless and keep you always

May your wishes all come true

May you always do for others

And let others do for you

May you build a ladder to the stars

And climb on every rung

And may you stay forever young

May you stay forever young.

— Bob Dylan

With love and congratulations,

Dad and Mabs

Dear Hanna,

You are taking your canoe on an exciting journey. You

handle it well, so enjoy your trip. And when you encounter

unexpected rough waters, keep cool and hold your course.

Remember that there is always a quiet harbor with awaiting

warmth and interest in your adventures.

Love Mommy, Daddy and Rachel

Tanya,

CONGRATULATIONS!

We're proud ofyour achievements.

Good luck in your future goals in

College as well as in life.

Our love always,

Mom and Dad

Congratulations, Ariel!

We're so proud ofyou!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Melissa '00,

Carolyn '05
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''Sail on Silver Girl

Sail on by.

Your time has come

to shine, all your dreams

are on their way,

see how they shine.

"

— Simon and

Garfunkle

We are so

proud ofyou

Sakki

all our love,

Mom and Dad

Matt andSarah

Congratulations to

Andrew Gelles N.S.H.S. Class of

'97!!!

love,

Dad— N.S.H.S. Class of '67

Mom— N.S.H.S. Class of '70

and

Alexandra— N.S.H.S. Class of

'00

Sarah Kate

Once a tiny gardener—
now a young adventurer—
always a cherished daughter,

all my love

Mom
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Your kindergarten teacher aptly described

you when she said, "Cream rises to the top.

"

We are very proud ofyou and allyour accom-

plishments. We wish you happiness and the

fulfillment ofyour dreams.

Congratulations to you and to the class of

1997.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, and Jonathan '99
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Thanks for being the perfect big

brother. Til miss you next year.

Congratulations and good luck.

Love, Liz

How does one separate from the one per-

son who truly knows them? What will re-

sult from the new difference between
them? Only time will tell! The future is

ours, and I know it will be bright for you
Tovah Chanah. Never forget the memo-
ries of days together, for I know I will not.

Congratulations on a job well done. I hue
you. — Gabriel

COREY,
WISHING YOU ALL THE

SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS
LIFE HAS TO OFFER!

BEST OF LUCK IN ALL
THAT YOU DO

WE LOVE YOU VERY
MUCH & WILL ALWAYS BE

THERE FOR YOU.

LOVE,
DAD, JARED,

ELYSE, ALEX & TROUBLE
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We love you very

much.

Mom, Dad and

Amy

Thanks for being

the greatest big

brother ever.

Love you lots

Amy

Michele

We're Proud of You

Mom and Dad

Jill and Eric Stacey and Shimmy

Jamie

How
proud
we are

of all

your
accom-
plishm-
ents.

We
love

you
very much.
Mom, Armin and Michelle
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"However rare true love is, true friendship is rarer ..."

Identical schedules — freshman year; Shaggy Dog/your converse smell; Dumbo —
you've got some big ears; Giraffe — we're not lesbians! See. that's Jackie's B-friend;

Rat-ho/Rat + Greaseball; Surveys about "Les Garcons Mignons "; JAS forever but

now you're fat; Denny— Gracious. Get a mouchette — your nez is bleeding and your

yeux are puffy; R R «9/skimg with Jared Leto; Haunting Mr Naaaahtan/Hence; Ms.

Non-Wave is a snob; Skunkman; Which socks are you wearing?; Ms. Fatty Yogurt

will someday rum into a strawberry yogurt/I want a Cafe Bruce. Aliva Face; Sticking

the pad on Matt s bag; "Heel, heel, heel'' — fake B's; Birthday with the Celtics;

You're "this" (a star); Hey, hot stuff, what's the symbol for Iodine?; Our love is like

Wahtta"; Our library acting for Matt; Our riot @ Wayland; "Don't call me a canta-

loupe, you melonhead 1

I'll bop you! "/getting 200 mosquito bites @ Gov. Dummer/
putting the crap on the toilet; Semi-nite/S — I have to fix my bangs/1 can't handle

one sip of beer/I'm throwing up in the bathroom, D.B.'s five lunches — "Why can't

I have one9 ". Hey, Jackie, I love it when you stutter — "Whatdaya whatdaya what-

daya . . . "j P.S. — Nathan, stay cool and don't freak out about the "Jayne Achieve-

ments"; We "PREDICT" that the memories will never end as long as we're together

HATE NEVER"
Jackie and Julie

Where do we start? England. Full of Ship, Halls, Upwood
(word up), sweet, mad, awesome, wicked: Diuretic (Pizza

Hut!): Charity, Destiny, Harmony, Nay-Nay: "It's not like

you're going to be malnutritioned or anything!" (Coach

P): Arthur and the Canadian: "Yippee!": Bristol, our fav

place. Balloons: "How come our door won't open?!"—
Elephant girl: Looking for a McDonalds (policeman):

Kings College (crazy people): Bad food — everywhere!:

"There's a hydraulic leak on the plane — but you slept

thru it!" Ging Ho: "I wouldn't recommend eating that."

Obsessions: Field Hockey: Pariah police: sky and shaq

(freshman yr.): Days Marathon (soph yr): summer school

(alien look alikes from ID): Jess finally got her license!

Nadia losing her keys (again!!!): Nadia losing her car,

again: Heather's obsessions: J Gold: (Norasty) Miss fash-

ion consultant: staring at can!!

GOOD LUCK TO THE CLASS OF '97.
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HiCCian,

'She's more thanjust a LacCy Lion,

She's thepride of thepride

^Nith adour Cove,

Mom, DadandNathan
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Shara —
We're very proud of you.

Thank you for the friendship, ex-

citement, and happiness that you

have given us.

We love you.

Mom, Dad, and

Allana '91

m

Dearest Tali,

Congratulations

to you and the

class of '97.

May all your

dreams come

true!

Lots of love,

Mom, Dad,

Darren and

Nicky
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Congratulations

to

Josh!

love,

Mom, Dad and Jason

Dear Jenny,

From "Help me Rhonda" to "Scoot you

toot," and from "the cha-cha's" to "
. . .

ya know," your own personal form of ex-

pression always keeps us entertained.

Thanks for the love and the laughter, but

could you please provide us with a Jenny-

to-English dictionary for future reference?

We love.

Scotter and Gaylee

Dear Jessica,

Your horizons are only limited by your

efforts.

If you aren't satisfied with the view,

Keep trekking!

We are proud of all you have accom-

plished in just 17 years.

We love you OXOX

Dad, Aaron,

Amanda and Frisbee
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Betty,

What will you do?

Where will you go? Only

you know. Any way you

go, we will support you.

Congratulations Betty

and to the class of '97!

xoxo,

M & D, Elmo,

Ann, Angela,

and Logee
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Jonah, Another "Tomorrow" has come
and gone.

Many more "Tomorrows" await.

On to the next "Tomorrow."
Congratulations and love from all of us!

Mom, Pop, and Abby

Love to you, Em!
Mom, Dad, & Tim

To Amy,
We're proud of who you are.

Good luck to you and the class of

'97.

Love,

Grandma Annie Farman
and

Bubbie and Natie Dondis

Tovah and Chantal:

To the best of Friends,

For the best of Times,

You're the best of Kids,

Have the best of Futures!

From your biggest fans,

Sandy and Naava

Everything I learned in life I learned from my girlfriend — The 3-way phone

call, but Aim you can't laugh — The pants will keep you warm in the movie

Ter— California Love— Always be my baby— AIR SUPPLY— supermodel

— Amy 1 promise I wasn't sleeping — Swedish fish — Murial's Wedding —
Ter. you can't point at me in SEX class — Friday afternoon at the chicken

place — Jarren — English '96 Reeve's messages at camp, hi can you tell

Amy that . . . called — Why is Reeve answering your phone7— repeat con-

versations — My blue eyed girl — Aim you have to marry him, your kids

would have the best eyes — talking in front of the mirror, on all sorts of

occasions— Chlo-dog — Brockton Basketball game — Cory S. stalker 4-eva

— Hey baby boo you what's up with you — 1 need my clock— homeroom
4207 — Did you speak to J J. today, if. so then you aren't my friend — Can

1 finally throw the lollipop away, it's getting old— if you are afraid of breaking

up with your boyfriend NEVER listen to Terri s advice, call him Aim. he really

wants to talk to you, oh I'm sorry you guys broke up, oops — Never watch

Beverly Hills 90210 with the one you love — the beach with Anthony —
Terri flirts with policemen — Do you guys actually listen to this stuff? —
They're getting it on again, good for them — Beep me!!! — Terri's braided

hair — talking about you know who 24-7 — Ter. it's in one week, who am
I going to go with? — hebe and gebe!! — Frank loves Terri!!! — Come T let's

emigrate from these people — Your horn — A, let's do it, ride it, my pon-A
— Table one, that's my folks! — Mrs. Wise and Mr. Johns A block — Wow,
I didn't know you spoke Zaire — Don't cry for me Chloe — puppy — Mr

Shushi — You're funny, MPC. Aim — Oh what a year, that's all I've got to

say. I can't believe it's almost over. I'm going to miss you so much. Your

constant friendship has made me strong. The times and memories we have

shared will stay with me forever. Thanks for all the good and bad times we've

shared. You are the best and remember Aim — you're funny!!! I love you

always and forever. Terri. Ter — what can I say to the funniest person I've

ever met in my entire life. You were there for me through some of my tough-

est times and I know I can always count to you to be there to make me laugh.

Don't let anyone tell you that you are not smart because you have more

knowledge about life then all of them combined. I love you very very much

Stay as sweet as you are. — Aim
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Marissa,

Such wisdom and grace . . . We
are so proud of you and all you
have accomplished.

Bravo!

Love,

Dad, Mom, and Amanda '02
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Good fellas: Fredskies (rusky), Shoiks (star), Swan (v-surgeon), Jefe (4.0), Farbs (Raymond), Es-

teban (Lassie), Specs (analizer) — These memories will last a lifetime: Snack Paks, Clementines,

buffalo wings while watching goodfellas. B-day parties 4 corey, B-Boys, Eli's parties + sparticus,

Fgs vs. Gys in scrabble + life (F,E), Humlun + pupu for 2 @ Ming Garden, The grls we hate,

driving thru Puddles, 4:20, AA, 18/17 shotzkies/beers for your 18/17 b-day, Shrizzies, Izzies,

Drizzies, Eats, Sleeps, Rub one out. Taking a beersht @ 8am, fat free diets, nice boots/gloves/

jacket steve. Estaban + his song/selling cookies 4 your club, listening 2 Tift break his record

(F), puking in Eli's kitchen + Halloween Dance (f + e), MGD, Pete's Wicked, Alex Naiman + F

in math (F), hot lunch in your mouth, long fingernails + Jack, cleaning cars, since Deema messed

w/ wrong fm crew he got beer can in head @ Pino's + Jew crew came thru. Pool @ Greeny's,

T'talians, JCC Crew (F,J,E), our own Ebonics, We all switch places when I ring the bell. Who's
driving? Obviously not Steve, Potential, Floyd, kissing guys when drunk (EL), fall asleep or pass

out? Hello Jason, Sexual Chocolate, Shampoo is better, You just pulled landscaping duty, Trous-

ermouse, Crotchfiller, losing 550 (f,s,d), Walking home on shrizzies + not gettin it. Hate: Tough
Guys, Mushes, muts, Gimps, pulling dark out of the hole, neemz, those fgirls who r bad not lulu,

all the losers who we will never talk 2 4 the rest of our lives. Whats up girls, whats up sits! Peach.

Filene's, Point, Bass Tubes, Creamsicle (swan), V-l(J), Piece of crap (F), SassTst 4:20, Eli's

Basement -I- every other room (ER), Jeff, how's Sandra? . . . Steve go on a run, unprepared 4

Slump, all our accidents =12, Corey Wilks' b-day everyday, lifting + getting big or not, Do I

have 2 chug? (S), Muts, Shineboxes, Carbone, where the hell is Eli? Steve's Chrysler LeBaron,

Farber's laugh, new years @ chitels", Rachel's crackpipe (E,F), sleeping @ Eli's, Walrus, Annoying

voices u know who, Animal crackers = Jacobs (fatty), y the long face, haircuts + shaved heads,

Gingerminge = firebush, Montreal, Everything we say is funny, I know, I'm your psychic friend

(fred), Jimmy Buffet (EL.G.F), DMB, Soft tacos + Burritos @ horde. Blowing Goats, don't sit in

Greenie's chair + shoes off (G), Rice 4 32 (F,E,G), Turkey club w/fries (ER), Hogmalt, Hi (J),

Hello, Colored greens, pig feet, Friday, making movies, beepers (all), Fred throws chair @ Alex,

Defferals or not sending applications, Fridays at Farber's, Corey's, personal parking spot, Sass:

4, Shoicks: 2, Swann: 2 Eli: 2. Jeff, Fred, Farbs: Shutout!! Splinter, Farb s driving school. Greeny

praying 2 porcelain god + u my friend!, Fred pouring beer on Corey's head, stealing motor

boat (D,S), stealing Stacey's car (d + s,) NY trip — Steve made girls cry, Phish — Eclectic (E,D),

Fred + Steve hit UMass, Eric and Farber break up 4 3 months, Farb s experience w/tard, Mrs.

Loitherstein knows everything, Road!, Lynt BS (EZ), Loaf (G), Christy's + Steve's Haitain's

friends. Motion to Cockus (e,s,d) Steve teaches Eric the ways, Steve Shoots Eric — Pellet Gun,

Mr. Ed — Justin's Basement, Steve comes homes black. Sneaking cigs, Mr. White chases Farber

down hall, Dani makes bail. Rooming together @ UMass, Sophomore Scene (g.s.d.j.f). Bitterness

(EL), We are above everyone, waiting in Eli's room (all), DSS. depression (eli), Furher (F,E +

mr.p), Steve looks like his dog, stoner dog, Fred writing name million times. Egging South Africa

(E,S,D) Yale model UN '95, Barbara (E,S,D), Getting lost in New Haven(er), Wings Express,

Switzers, Stephanie Egg Head, Where R girls in North Carolina, Doobie, Cozmo, Hershey,

Windsor Pool oops, Junior Scavenger Hunt — "Sorry Mates", Newton Tribune, Phil + Mike,

A + F $2000, Structure losers, Get haircut Ms. Kennedy, Steve kicks Lax coach's butt. We
have done all these things, but we have not gone to college. We are qualified to represent the

LBC. BYE.
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HEY NOODLES, WHY THE LONG FACE???
The Warp Zone. When you're in a place that's kinda newish . . . We were up till 5:30 am. I have a secret; if it wasn't

for the ... I'd be a ... , The ZELDA song, our incompetents. You're what the French call Les incompetants.

Where's the ladder? Dave and Mike, are you even on yearbook? The wall of fame/shame. If you get in and I don't,

I can't talk to you for at least two weeks. Should I eat a cow or a horse? Fred and Eric, what happened to your diet?

I'm named after a cold cut. Our beloved mascot. Eli's on the phone; Hi Ter, Mum. Mentadent — the freshmaker.

Don't look at the proofs! The wonderbra. There are 16 _ _ in this room. Hey Tovah, stop that! Where's the ladder.

Animal crackers. Let me have the stamper! Amy, you spelled Regulus wrong. John looks scary with his mustache.

How many people are on ASO? Mems of the barn. You guys are changing all our captions. Trousermouse and

gingerminge. Eye twitch. Chantal, you should ball the NAACP. I haven't even changed my underwear today. She's

joining the navy! I, I, Captain!!!! Use a black pen. We all switch places when I ring the bell. I have lice in my eye

brow. It's not a line of color, it's spot color!! I hop, you hop, we all hop to IHOP. Where's the ladder. Princess and

Madonna, our little lovers. Super Mario Brothers. Duck hunt. Hide the yearbook stuff, we're having a New Year's

Eve party. No Diggity!! WKTAF. Where are Justin's keys? Amy's HELLOW. RN and AN ad at 3:30 am. Fred: "I

have so much homework!!" Amy, go be with your friends!!! Nintendo 64. matter in my mouth. C'mon, I know I

know you're my psychic friend. Grace, Grace, GRACE, GRACE!! Who is Maria? Montel Jordan. Who's the master?

I just chit my pants, What shall I do? Anyone want a diet coke? Have a coke and a smile. Where's the ladder? Amy
your Mom called, the weather changed. No one call between 10 and 11; it's Eli time. I once dated a girl named
Clementine. Who was Hitler ... a Feurer! Justin, why don't you have your pants on? Come on, let's emmigrate

from these people. D, you would have never gotten Editor-in-Chief, they hated you! Where are your matches? Amy
where's the cupcake? Fred and Eric, our saviors. Amy, you know everyone! You should hear me in the morning.

J.B. wants me. Scrabble, G versus F. Dave you have two warnings, one more and you're out. Invite Jess over, she's

hot. The answer is in the urn. Ebonics fighting. My cleaning lady had a big booty. Terry, did your landscaper kill

somebody? Ter— go back to Joberg! I really got to get myself one of those swimteam bathing suits. Amy get away

from the rubber cement. Amy's nutty. Sometimes, when Noodles thinks I'm crying . . . Where is Nicaragua? Next

to Portugal? You should hear me in the morning. So, tell me what you want, what you really really want. The

yearbook dance. Friday night "meetings." Dinner at Johnny's. If you want to be my booger, you got to get in my
nose. Hanging shower curtains at 2am, we're always laughing! You girls are the best ever. WE LOVE YOU!

Jen, Chantal, and Amy
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1

1

e share the days of laughter, we share the nights of

And in the morning after, we face a bright tcraorro]

Side by side, we'll always staJHB^^^^Hrrigh

J

Long as I can hold your hand, un&^^^H^HH
We've walked the halls of learning and serve a proucl t

The flame of truth is burning to enhance our vision.

Look at how the future gleams caught against the sky.

Long as I can share your dreams, we'll never say good-bye.

There's nothing to be sure of, but we'll try to last forever.

For now we know the pure love we feel when we're together.

There comes a day when we should part, but our friendship will

never die.

Long as you are in my heart, we'll never say good-bye.
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